
This review of ‘Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Fly In League With The Night’ at Tate 
Britain, London, was published in the February 2021 issue of Apollo. The exhibition 
reopens on 17 May and will run until 31 May.

This sentence glitters on a wall at the entrance to Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s show 
at Tate Britain: ‘But the idea of infinity, of a life and a world of infinite possibilities, 
where anything is possible for you, unconstrained by the nightmare fantasies of 
others, to have the presence of mind to walk as wildly as you will, that’s what I 
think about most, that is the direction I’ve always wanted to move in.’ These are 
her own words, and they bear an extra shine given the literary branch of her art 
(poems, occasional prose, animal fables), and which, in their aspiration towards 
an existential liberty, convey the atmosphere of her paintings, their auras of cryptic 
distance yet bold, living presence, as if the act of creating them were the wish itself.



The figures in these paintings walk wildly, in their loose dark lines and muted land-
scapes, their casual gesture and gentle staring. Their thoughts are entirely their own 
as they look off into a dappled sepia with a touch of gold in it, such as the woman 
caught in contemplation in Penny For Them (2014), or sit troubled and fatigued 
in the diptych Pale For The Rapture (2016) with its contrasting stripe-check sofas. 
They hold council with birds, an owl perched in hand or a shockingly bright parrot 
glowing from the grip of a man’s enveloping gloom. Sometimes they are dancing, 
like the young men at the ballet barre in A Concentration (2018), or laughing or 
inwardly smiling, or looking directly at one another as the two boys in No Need of 
Speech (2018). This painting in particular evokes an emotional charge, given the 
routine negative reduction of black boys in mainstream representation, but Yiadom-
Boakye wants to capture the subject beyond all that, in the freer, almost possible, 
infinite space. Her men, women and children, conjured from her imagination, have 
an air of something heavy having been thrown off. They are unconstrained by those 
‘nightmare fantasies’ and allowed simply to live, to be; strident yet languid, close to 
joy. ‘I don’t like to paint victims,’ the artist has said.



‘Fly In League With The Night’ is the first major survey of Yiadom-Boakye’s work, 
featuring some 80 oil paintings spanning nearly two decades, from her training at the 
Royal Academy Schools to recent pieces created in her east London studio and, in smaller 
scale, at her south London home during lockdown. The paintings, some on canvas, some 
on herringbone linen, are hung low for closer impact and unchronologically, instead 
arranged in communication with one another. There are the sharp, spectacular reds of the 
opening room where a brash, carnal early work, First (2003), is positioned next to the 
refined, yet no less imposing, subject of Any Number Of Preoccupations (2010) in his 
draping vermilion gown and white slippers (a direct nod to John Singer Sargent’s Dr Pozzi 
at Home); while adjacent lies a crimson-tongued fox beneath a stool on which a man sits, 
carefree and leaning forward, both welcoming and enclosed in darkness. Further on, a 
gathering of gentler, shadowy outdoor scenes with figures walking and talking, lounging 
on sand or silently looking out, give a calmer, more luminous effect; a highlight here is 
Condor and The Mole (2011), one of Yiadom-Boakye’s comparatively rare depictions of 
children, two black girls playing on a beach, the kind of rural image we have scarcely seen 
before in this style of painting.



It is the absence of black subjects in traditional Western portraiture, from which Yiadom-Boakye 
draws much of her influence, that makes these paintings intrinsically revolutionary, but her ap-
proach to paint, her relationship to it, the way she makes it speak, is more the point. Her many 
darknesses are rich and hued, never hollow, faintly misted by a suggestion of green, within the 
green the yellow, the brown, or there is the dim stretch of night purple behind the bright hat 
feather of Six Birds In The Bush (2015), making the soft brown of the face and the beige of the 
eyes almost move towards you. With a flash of white she makes laughter come, or smoke drift. 
White dances monochrome circles on a T-shirt against the dark of 11pm Tuesday (2010), mak-
ing fabric fly and lift around the slightly radiating figure, thereby making breeze, light, air. These 
endless adventures in colour play and signal and decide for themselves, the artist acting as a 
conduit. There are the pink and mustard ties in what I think of as the avuncular paintings – ten-
derly rendered depictions of ageing men clinking glasses or linking arms – and then the jubilant, 
never-ending greens of the four young men in Complication (2013), my personal favourite for its 
quiet humour and brotherly love.



The titles of Yiadom-Boakye’s portraits are ‘an extra brush-mark’, she says, and can be 
thought of as bridges between her painting and her writing. There are no explanatory captions 
accompanying the images, only the possibilities mostly conjured by their names. Likewise 
the paintings are devoid of temporal specificities of attire or object or defined locales, and 
the subjects themselves are imagined beings rather than real, characters arrived at through 
a process of composition, begun without preliminary sketching or outline. These arrivals are 
made possible by the clearing of space; reality is stripped back so that the human figure might 
be captured in its immediate lucidity, unmarred by the dampening associations of societal 
identification and circumstance. Toni Morrison once wrote of the work of James Baldwin, ‘You 
gave us ourselves to think about’, and Baldwin being held dear by Yiadom-Boakye, this seems 
a fitting observation. She gives us ourselves to think about by drawing what has been held in 
shadow – misunderstood, ignored, unwitnessed – into the light of near transcendence. And 
she does not deny the shadow, but makes it part of the story, a site of permanent yet quietened 
resistance.

Yiadom-Boakye’s work is a triumphant demonstration of the power of the artist to recreate, 
reclaim and restore the world for the time of looking. I found it difficult to leave the kindness 
of this show, but the voice of the paint went with me.
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A BELATED BREAKTHROUGH, Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s mid-career survey “Fly in League
with the Night” is the first solo exhibition devoted to a Black British woman artist in the
Tate’s history. It’s an appropriate backdrop for the painter’s body of work, whose
entrancing portraits of imagined characters, painted from memory, meditate deeply on
how history is made and unmade. Below, Yiadom-Boakye discusses her path as an artist
and writer, the need to build new places of belonging, and the divine powers of
watchfulness.

— Rianna Jade Parker

Rianna Jade Parker: I’ve told everybody that visiting your exhibition was the most relaxed
and at peace I’ve felt over the past three-hundred-something days of forced isolation. Even
though Tate was emptier than usual—because of social distancing, of course—it felt
inhabited thanks to your artistry. I know what a curatorial effort that must have been, and
the catalogue is beautiful. I didn’t know you had a writing practice.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: It’s something I never like to admit without clarifying. I never say
that I’m a writer to writers. When people ask, “So you’re a writer?” I’ll say: [In a funny
voice] “Yeah, you know . . . I’m not a writer but I write.”

[Laughter]

RJP: No, I’m going to call it: It’s a writing practice. Some short stories for us, please—
soon! How did you choose to include the fiction that is in your catalogue? Five extracts
from a detective novel?

LYB: I love detective shows. I love Law & Order. The original ones, and then Criminal
Intent is a favorite. I was really interested in setting the scene of the Black detective who
was somehow . . . detached, kind of floating above everything. Aloof and an authority.
And, so far, I’ve presented it as extracts because it’s not a complete story. I want it to be a
longer thing, twisting and turning and arriving at a conclusion of sorts. It is such a
different process than painting. I’m used to painting at a fast pace, making decisions more
quickly, thinking about texture, color, tone, and composition in relation to the subject of
the painting. And if something doesn’t work, it’s normally because the translation is off
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and I can spot it immediately and either fix it or trash it. I try to do something similar with
writing, but I’m a lot slower at it.

RJP: I’ve been thinking about art school—“art school”—and the fact that I learned
absolutely nothing there, but also about the ways in which my peers today rely on their
creative malleability, with or without valued qualifications. What was art school like for
you?

LYB: I am so glad for my time at art school, as much for what I learned about art as for
what I learned about people. The focus was really different back then. Because everything
was so low-tech, the emphasis was very much on these physical things, these objects, these
drawings, these demonstrations of a certain type of ability, of mastery. Which had to do
with following a type of training and gaining a technical skill. That was a good thing for
me: It was important as a painter to understand the bare bones, the color, the drawing, the
composition, etc. But there were other things you had to teach yourself. And it’s a strange
and strained environment, often with a lot of dysfunctional systems and structures and
people in place. Looking back on certain experiences at Central St. Martins and just how
pronounced the racism, sexism, and classism were at times, the insane kinds of interactions
I had with certain people—looking back, I just think, God, it barely even occurred to me
to question any of it!

Falmouth was a relief—that was the art-school experience I wanted. Being by the sea, free
to make and do and be as you pleased. Tutors who quietly encouraged you, quietly
challenged you, and had a way of quietly kicking you up the bum if you slacked where they
knew you could do better. I mean, it was a crazy place, too. And a crazy time. Again, just
that kind of low-tech-living thing; nobody had a phone, the internet was . . . At Falmouth,
I could really focus. Getting out of London really helped me to focus in ways that I just
couldn’t here.

When I came to the Royal Academy, it was almost like a continuation of Falmouth because
although I was back in London, the RA was a tiny community, like a village—full of
peculiar practices and notions that also made you feel like you were in The Twilight Zone.



The madness of the place was quite wonderful, for the most part. There was some
nonsense, but I met some brilliant people too. 

RJP: Generally speaking, the highest attainment expected of me is to be a civil servant or
clerical help. I’m working on the margins of an industry from which I can be pushed out at
any moment, just as Priti Patel would find a way to revoke my British citizenship if she
could. What makes a legacy then? A couple of art books? There’s something very
particular about the kind of coloniality we’re dealing with in the UK. We’re a bit too
grateful for things that are very much owed to us.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Quorum, 2020, oil on linen, 33 1/2 x 39".

LYB: That’s a really important point: this sense of gratitude for things that are actually
owed and earned. I think back twenty years and how different it was then. I mean, I look at
your generation and the generation after yours as so much more vocal, so much stronger,



and there are so many more of you in the space; there’s more activity, and that creates
possibility. I think there is only so much you can do within institutions. They’re a part of
something much bigger and more powerful, which we actually do have some agency in.
And it’s not always about waiting to be invited. I have a seat at the table to a certain degree
—it came relatively late, but, luckily, at a point when I’m equipped to handle it. But I’m not
as interested in having a seat at the table as I am in having my own restaurant. (I prefer the
culinary version of the metaphor to the corporate one!) That’s the energy I want to go
forward with. I’ve never cared for this idea of tolerance—when people speak of this
country as “tolerant,” I get so mad.

RJP: Mm, same.

LYB: I’m not to be tolerated. Problems are tolerated. I’m not a problem. These issues are
not my—our—personal problem. They’re very much the racist’s personal problem, and
I’m not qualified to fix it because I don’t have the expertise in being a racist. Are we to
channel all of this energy into trying to convince people that we’re human beings? Or do
we get on and do what we came here to do? It’s like what Toni Morrison said about the
function of racism being distraction, to stop you from doing your work, to keep you
explaining. I literally don’t have time. Surely, I think, there’s something magical in what you
were saying about having a legacy. I think your legacy is already greater than you know;
your work and presence as a critic and thinker have already made a massive impact in spite
of the obstacles and the aforementioned “distraction.” I think the fact that we’re here, that
I am having this conversation with you, for Artforum—that means a lot to me.

RJP: Thank you, Lynette.

LYB: Because I didn’t have this option twenty years ago. I didn’t have this option ten years
ago. I mean, no one was asking me, anyway—least of all Artforum, but still!

[Laughter]

LYB: But to be sat here now, having a conversation with a Black female thinker is—it’s
really quite emotional. My heart is full because this hasn’t always happened. In this way. A
conversation like this, amongst ourselves.



Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Ever the Women Watchful, 2017, oil on linen, 78 3/4 × 51 3/8".

RJP: Could you speak to Ever the Women Watchful, 2017? It serves as my screensaver at
least a few times a year.

LYB: It is a recurring theme: The Watching. Women Watching. A Watchfulness. It is a
Blacker Watch than most, and there are two Watchers, in contrast to earlier paintings,
where there is only one. One Watches with a naked eye; one intensifies the Watch through
binoculars for closer scrutiny of the same
object/place/person/occurrence/catastrophe/miracle/outrage. Black women Watching,
without necessarily intervening, possibly out of detachment, possibly with judgment—
keeping their own counsel, as is their right. To be all-seeing and all-knowing and yet
elsewhere altogether. Much like the divine.

RJP: I can only be excited by the fact that we have a burgeoning new generation of
painters. But it feels like every few months there’s a new Black graduate being pegged by a



blue-chip gallery or praised by a proud collector on Instagram. What I’m most concerned
with now is how this new valuation is sustained, right? In a similar vein though—and in
particular as Black British people—we need to be more discerning and learn how to
disagree.

LYB: That’s important to bear in mind. There is room to be all things. But fundamentally it
is much richer and deeper than appearances. There is the issue of respect and, going back
to what I said earlier, of not being treated as less or different. It really isn’t a big ask, nor a
great stretch of the imagination. It’s common sense. If hiring a single Black member of
staff and then perpetuating the same dysfunctional, patronizing, and passive-aggressive
work environment that drove away the last single Black member of staff is the strategy,
we’ll continue to get nowhere! Equality is not an act of charity; it’s for your own damn
good, and that of your institution or business. And until people embrace that, they and
their galleries, institutions, or companies will keep screwing up and getting called out and
then screwing up again. But we’ve been saying this for decades, and we’re tired, aren’t we?
And I need to channel my energy away from the crazy and toward the magical. I think
that’s where the real changes happen. I’ve got paintings to paint, writing to do, and plenty
of people to love.
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, " Tie the Temptress to the Trojan" (2018), Collection of Michael

Bertrand, Toronto  (©Courtesy of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye)

The Silence of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye
Looking at Yiadom-Boakye’s portraits is an act of slow discovery, the unveiling of a mystery.

by Michael Glover
January 2, 2021

LONDON — Lynette Yiadom-Boakye is a painter of portraits. These are not
portraits of identi�able sitters. They are a melding, a merging, and an imaginative
refashioning of a multiplicity of images found and seen. They cleave close to the
human form as we habitually know and see it — so close, in fact, that it can be
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di�cult to accept that these particular sitters do not exist in the world. Yet they do
not.

The portraits on display in Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Fly in League with the Night at
Tate Britain are not celebrations of individuals, but rather composite human
creations that emerged as part of the process of painting. Images from a multiplicity
of sources have rushed into the vortex of making.

In many, Yiadom-Boakye pays concentrated attention to the head and upper torso;
in others, whole bodies are depicted in movement: walking, dancing, or lounging in
groups. Dark tones often emerge from dark grounds, which means that, for the
viewer, the looking is an act of slow discovery, the unveiling of a mystery. Many
portrait painters wrench the human form about — and the facial features in
particular — to forge a vision that often sails close to despair, or to bleakness at the
very least. Think of Bacon or Auerbach. Yiadom-Boakye does no such thing.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, “Condor and the Mole” (2011), Arts Council Collection, Southbank Centre,

London (© Courtesy of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye)

Rather, there is an enveloping warmth, and even a gentle humor, about her
portraiture, and more than a touch of nobility, too, as if viewers are being nudged to
see the majesty in her subject’s faces. Her paintings are not heavily textured. There
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is no evidence of violent workings and re-workings, no surface agitation of the kind
that you might �nd in the portraiture of, say, Leon Kosso�.

She is not in the business of displaying anguish. She keeps her own counsel. These
paintings often have an air of serenity, and a quiet assurance, about them. The
energies all emerge from the forms themselves: the particular leap of a dancer or the
furious, purposive stride of a walker in pro�le. As onlookers, we witness those
energies in a motion now frozen, not in a replication of the ongoing facture of the
work itself. Her subjects exude an extraordinary dignity, if not a kind of inde�nable
wholeness.

The show itself feels calm and well-paced, too. Why? One reason is that the
paintings are not at war with an incessant, distracting chatter of words. Inside the
gallery spaces, they are unencumbered by text of any kind. There is no
interpretation whatsoever, neither tucked in beside individual works nor on panels
at the gallery entrances. There is nothing to be read about the artist’s life. No
themes are proposed by words on a wall — nothing comes between us and the
image. The paintings are allowed to speak for themselves, and they do so with a
wordless eloquence.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, “Citrine by the Ounce” (2014), Private Collection (© Courtesy of Lynette

Yiadom-Boakye)



And all this feels right. What the painter o�ers, in her wholeness of looking, is
narrative promise, together with a certain appetite-whetting ambiguity. And all this
is of a human size and on a human scale. The paintings feel entirely self-su�cient
human proposals, speaking to us directly, without any need for the mediation of
language.

There is no rigid trajectory of any kind, either; no progress report. Chronologically,
the paintings are mixed and matched. And there is just the right amount of
breathing space between them. They don’t seem to be breathlessly queuing up to
assail viewers. They are patient. They take their time.

They also seem to share a common mood. How to describe it? Generosity of spirit?
Combined with a certain joy — or even a brazen optimism about what it is to be
human? Or is it a restrained spirit of tenderness — even quiet celebration? These
qualities are unusual to see in these harum-scarum days. The truth’s in there
somewhere.

Lynette Yiadom-Boayke, “A Concentration” (2018), Carter Collection (© Courtesy of Lynette

Yiadom-Boakye)

Oh dear, I �nd that I have lied a little. There are some words on these walls after all,
just a few, and these are the titles that the painter has given to her works. Some



painters avoid them altogether, and of those who do them, few give great titles to
their works.

Few of us have the imaginative sensitivity of, say, the poet Wallace Stevens. But
Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, being a poet as well as a painter, gives her works wonderful
titles, titles that enrich our looking: “Any Number of Preoccupations”; “Fiscal
Playsuit”; “To Improvise a Mountain”; “A Toast to the Health of a Heathen”;
“Repurposed for Songs.”

There is a lift-o� about such a title as  “To Improvise a Mountain.” A young woman,
standing, with her back to us, plays with her hair, somewhat self-consciously, as an
older woman, head propped on her arm, stares back up at her.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, “To Improvise a Mountain” (2018), Private Collection (© Courtesy of

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, photo: Marcus Leith)

How signi�cant is this conversation? What is its nature? The title has the suggestive
puzzle of the play of poetry about it, a certain quality of imaginative free-
�oatingness. The hugeness of a mountain is coming into being, it seems to propose,
as if by some miracle, as if it might even be conjured by the nonchalance of a human
gesture.



Will this young woman, a touch hesitant, a touch fragile, on this checker-board �oor, 
grow into such a mountain? Could life prove to be quite that magni�cent? This kind 
of delicate, dancing interplay between title and image happens again and again in 
this show.  
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It would be quite difficult to find another artistic tradition so s ned, so often considered 
regressive and old-fashioned, as the tradition of European portraiture and oil painting com-
monly is by most contemporary art discourse. As individual onlookers, we might still be 
moved by single artworks, but even this form of private appreciation often comes with a tinge 
of guilt—as if by marveling at an individual masterpiece we were indulging a childish habit we 
have long outgrown. This is because oil portraits, as the dominant art form during centuries 
of bourgeois ascendance and capitalist expansion, come with a sort of stigma—embedded in 
values which the avant-garde and critics such as Clement Greenberg have conditioned us to 
detest and be suspicious of. 

As “advertisement[s] of the patron’s good fortune, prestige, and wealth”, as John Berger puts 
it in his groundbreaking series on European oil painting “Ways of Seeing”—portraits are first
and foremost commodities which, celebrate their owner’s right to own and accrue proper-
ty—be it in the form of precious objects and curios, voluptuous women, or exotically attired 
servants. To deny this would be denying the obvious. At the same time, it is undeniable that 
there was a time when portraiture—to borrow from Audre Lorde’s famous essay “Poetry Is 
Not a Luxury”—was valued also all as a “revelation or distillation of experience”; and it is in 
this primal, perhaps “naïve,” sense that it’s celebrated in Fly In League With the Night, on view 
at Tate Britain until early May.



Bringing together 70 paintings by Lynette Yiadom-Boakye (b. 1977) and spanning a career 
covering two decades, the retrospective is the most comprehensive to date to grace the 
British artist of Ghanaian descent. As a painter, Yiadom-Boakye works “in spontaneous and 
instinctive bursts”—applying short and expressive brushstrokes to the canvas and completing 
most of her paintings in a single day. Much like a poet or a novelist, to paint her “character 
studies” of imaginary Black subjects, she returns to the same set of obsessions and motifs. 
Single figu es rapt in thought or staring at the viewer, undecipherable; groups caught in friend-
ly, intimate scenes—even when painted at long intervals, most paintings are variations on a 
handful of recurring themes.

Upon entering the second room, the spectator is met by a series of portraits capturing fleeting
moments of repose and introspection. There is the diptych Pale For The Rapture (2016), which 
portrays two elegantly-dressed, pensive young men on two patterned sofas, their faces par-
tially hidden by their hands. There is No Such Luxury (2012), which shows a Black woman sit-
ting at a white table with a cup of tea in front of her, her impression made all the more intense 
by her hand propping up her chin and partly covering her mouth. Juxtaposed to “quotidian” 
works—in a pattern repeating throughout—are more colourful and carnivalesque pieces like 
Daydreaming of Devils (2016), which shows a prancing male dancer reminiscent of Picasso’s 
harlequins.

On occasion, Yiadom-Boakye draws from the canon to subvert it subtly, almost imperceptibly. 
For example, she reverses the usual game of who gets to look and who is looked at. Many of 
the works on view showcase young, attractive men bare-chested or in intimate homosocial 
bonding, like alluring nymphs of old. On the contrary, women are often caught in the act of 
looking and, on at least two occasions, are shown with a pair of binoculars gazing out of the 
canvas. This inversion of male gaze aside, the artist seems, however, to be purposefully obliv-
ious to many questions at the heart of most art theory and practice. She doesn’t “interrogate,” 
much less “deconstruct” the contentious legacy of European oil painting. Rather, she treats it 
as a reservoir.



To highlight this, at the entrance, the curators welcome the viewer with First (2003) and Any 
Number of Preoccupations (2010)—two paintings which, by portraying a male figu e in a 
flashy ed robe, are both a direct homage to John Singer Sergent’s portrait Dr. Pozzi at Home 
(1881). References of this kind abound in the following rooms, too. Bound Over To Keep the 
Faith (2012), for example, features a man posing as the naked prostitute of Le Dejeuner sur 
l’herbe (1862–63). Manet and Degas again return in Geranium Love Sonnet (2010)—a portrait 
of a woman in a white tank top whose posture and red hair against a red background allude 
to both Un bar aux Folies-Bergère (1882) and La Coiffu e (c. 1896).

Rather than isolated winks and nods, these references are part of a larger and coherent po-
etics. In traditional oil painting, patrons liked to be pictured surrounded by their belongings. 
Sometimes, these items—be they objects or garments—do not merely flaunt the subject s 
wealth and status but tell us something about their character—their personality. Yiadom-
Boakye similarly crowds her spare compositions with elements that invite the viewer to fill in
the blanks and make up a story. Quite a few paintings, for example, include exotic and highly 
symbolic animals such as foxes, owls, parrots, and other birds. Several others feature people 
wearing bizarre feathered ruffs—quaint items of clothing one would normally associate with a
stuffy Ba oque gallery.

Rather than isolated winks and nods, these references are part of a larger and coherent po-
etics. In traditional oil painting, patrons liked to be pictured surrounded by their belongings. 
Sometimes, these items—be they objects or garments—do not merely flaunt the subject s 
wealth and status but tell us something about their character—their personality. Yiadom-
Boakye similarly crowds her spare compositions with elements that invite the viewer to fill in
the blanks and make up a story. Quite a few paintings, for example, include exotic and highly 
symbolic animals such as foxes, owls, parrots, and other birds. Several others feature people 
wearing bizarre feathered ruffs—quaint items of clothing one would normally associate with a
stuffy Ba oque gallery.



A Portraitist Whose Subjects Are All in Her Head
A major new exhibition at Tate Britain in London puts the spotlight on Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, an artist who paints enigmatic Black
characters of her own invention.

By Siddhartha Mitter

Dec. 16, 2020

The British artist Lynette Yiadom-Boakye is a committed painter of people. Every piece she shows is, on first impression, a portrait — a
careful study of one person, or, at most, a small group, with little to distract from their presence and force.

Yet whenever she starts work, in her East London studio, she is alone. Her subjects are not living individuals, but characters sprung from
her mind.

For several years, Ms. Yiadom-Boakye said in a recent video call, one recurring figure in particular appeared to her when she began a new
set of paintings, as if demanding to be put on canvas.

It was a young man, seated, wearing a white top, with a kind of sardonic air. His identity was unimportant, she said: The point was his
attitude, as if he were expressing back to the painter an energy essential to her creative process.

“It helped me to have that figure on the wall as a reminder,” she said. “There was a defiance, a very particular look that was almost like a
guiding light.”

Fictions are freeing for Ms. Yiadom-Boakye, 43, whose first career-spanning survey, “Fly in League With the Night,” runs through May 9,
2021, at Tate Britain (though the museum is currently closed because of the pandemic). The exhibition features over 80 works going back
to 2003, the year she graduated with an M.F.A. from the Royal Academy Schools in London. Since then, she has worked in a steadfast
genre that she mapped and continues to deepen.
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“Geranium Love Sonnet” (2010) Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, via Tate



Though inspired by her memories and the sketches, photographs and magazine cuttings in her scrapbook, her characters are not
composites, but rather creations in the moment. She does not draw them in advance, and their traits become clear as she works.

All of them are Black. It is tempting to read them as Black British, like the artist, whose parents arrived from Ghana in the 1960s, but that
would be presuming. The costumes she gives them — a flared collar, a dress with a ruff — elude locations or precise time periods; the
background is usually neutral, often dark. At most there is the hint of an interior, such as a sofa’s upholstery, or a suggested landscape.

There may be some clues: three young men, wearing leggings, conversing, as a fourth stretches, apparently in a dance studio; two
gentlemen in suits, clinking flutes of champagne. But Ms. Yiadom-Boakye leaves her characters open to the viewer’s interpretation. (Her
titles — like “Tie the Temptress to the Trojan” or “In Lieu of Keen Virtue” — are enigmatic, as well.)

The figures are moods manifested. Sometimes, they communicate conviviality, sometimes repose — but most often, the tone is of
contemplation, in many fine nuances.

“They’re kind of just who they are,” she said. “They exist in the paint.”

When Ms. Yiadom-Boakye was forging her practice, in the early 2000s, figuration — indeed painting in general — was not particularly in
style. Two decades later, it’s back: Market and museum interest in Black contemporary artists has expanded vastly, and Black portraiture,
both from the present and in art history, is a major international research topic and curatorial focus.

Ms. Yiadom-Boakye’s own recognition has grown along the way. She was a finalist for the Turner Prize, in 2013. Her United States
introduction came with “Flow,” a noted 2008 group exhibition at the Studio Museum in Harlem, and a solo show there in 2010. She had an
exhibition at the New Museum in 2017, and she won the 2018 Carnegie Prize.

Yet she has kept a remove from trends, blending her own personal mix. Her seemingly traditional approach — her commitment to oil; her
comfort with engaging the European lineage, from Goya to Degas to the British Post-Impressionist Walter Sickert — is itself a kind of
trompe l’oeil, serving the liberating purpose of painting Black subjects according purely to her own imagination.

“She is highly regarded but not part of a clique or group at all,” said Andrea Schlieker, Tate Britain’s director of exhibitions and curator of
the survey show. “She’s always done her own thing.”

“A Passion Like No Other” (2012) Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, via Tate

”A Concentration” (2018) Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, via Tate

https://www.nytimes.com/2013/11/30/arts/design/talk-of-the-turner-prize-where-for-one-thing-talk-is-art.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2008/04/04/arts/design/04flow.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/17/arts/design/17boakye.html


Ms. Yiadom-Boakye grew up in South London, the daughter of two nurses. Her commitment to art formed early; she credits high-school
art teachers who were passionate and rigorous. Still, she said, she would likely have chosen a different path had Britain’s introduction of
fees for public universities, in 1998, come earlier: Hers was the last year of free tuition.

“I couldn’t have gone to art school if I’d had to pay,” she said. “It would have felt like too much of a crazy risk, and I’d have been financially
too anxious to embark on that.”

At college, she spent one year at the storied Central St. Martins school, where the anti-painting climate proved annoying, she said. “I didn’t
like being told that something was invalid before I’d even tried it,” she explained. “That goes for anything, not just painting.”

She left to enroll at the Falmouth School of Art, 300 miles away, in Cornwall, and was refreshed, she said, by its distance from London and a
more open, practical academic atmosphere.

She returned to the capital after graduation, with growing confidence in setting her own path — and sensing, she said, that her background
as a Black, middle-class daughter of immigrants would make her an outlier in London art circles, regardless of her aesthetic choices.

“I wasn’t doing perhaps what they would have liked me to do, or saying what they would have liked me to say, and it didn’t really matter,”
she said. “Because, in so many ways, I was an anomaly.”

Though she established her method early, Ms. Yiadom-Boakye’s style has progressed through stages, whose full scope is apparent for the
first time in the Tate exhibition and its catalog.

“In so many ways, I was an anomaly,” Ms. Yiadom-Boakye said of her arrival in the London art world, in the early 2000s. Adama Jalloh for The New York Times



Early pieces, from 2003 to roughly 2008, demonstrate some of her signature touches: figures in three-quarter length in shades of a single
color, some seeming to emerge ethereally from the night, or others whose energy concentrates in the glint in their eyes.

Missing, however, is the elegant calm that inhabits her later paintings. Those early works, she said, carried “something frantic and
anxious.”

“Going from the sense of trying to illustrate an idea, to allowing the paint to bring something to life, or thinking about painting as a
language in itself — that was the major shift,” she said.

That inflection came around 2009, she said, thanks, in part, to a residency in Marseille, France. There, her studio window overlooked train
tracks and walls festooned with graffiti that shone in the Mediterranean light. She had so little money then, she recalled, that she couldn’t
afford painting materials, and instead spent the period drawing in oil stick, methodically.

“Having to slow down like that was really liberating,” she said. “When I came back, the paintings were thinking about light and color much
more effectively.”

Ms. Yiadom-Boakye’s star was rising at the time. In 2008, the influential curator Okwui Enwezor included her in the Gwangju Biennale; in
New York City, Mr. Enwezor spoke highly of her to the gallerist Jack Shainman, who had fallen for her work at the Studio Museum.

“It wasn’t a question: I wanted to work with her,” said Mr. Shainman, who presented her first New York gallery show in 2010. Of Mr.
Enwezor, who died last year, he said, “Okwui always talked so much about the humanity in her paintings.”

“Nous Etions” (2004) Lynette Yiadom-Boakye and The Studio Museum in Harlem, via Tate
“In Lieu Of Keen Virtue” (2017) Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, via Tate

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/18/obituaries/okwui-enwezor-dead.html


Like her characters, Ms. Yiadom-Boakye errs on the side of discretion. She works alone, keeping her studio space sacred. In the interview,
she spoke of a taste for mystery novels, and she is a writer herself, of poetry and short stories with oblique, fable-like touches. And while
her firm focus on Black figures could be seen as political at a time when racial representation in art is undergoing a major reassessment,
Ms. Yiadom-Boakye tends to refrain from announcements about identity and belonging.

In 2019, however, Ms. Yiadom-Boakye participated in the inaugural Ghana Pavilion at the Venice Biennale — a blockbuster production
including works by the artist Ibrahim Mahama, the Ghanaian-British filmmaker John Akomfrah and more, in a structure designed by the
architect David Adjaye.

“It was a very beautiful thing to do,” she said. Her roots, she said, transmitted by her parents’ ethos, “have always been in the work, even
though there aren’t Ghanaian flags or monuments in the back.” Last Christmas, she was thrilled to make her first trip back in years, noting
wryly that she might have stayed to wait out the pandemic there, had she anticipated it.

She demurred from placing herself in a specifically British artistic lineage, but Ms. Schlieker, the curator, said the Tate Britain survey

makes a statement. “It’s particularly important to see Lynette’s work in the context of a collection,” Ms. Schlieker said. “And our collection
stretches across 500 years of British art” — with few Black figures, or artists, in the canon.

In Ms. Yiadom-Boakye’s ensemble of characters, however, there reigns a serenity, too self-composed to be ruffled by representation
battles.

Being of her own creation, they are like a host of arm’s-length alter egos, each unique, but some linked by expression, by a color or
composition detail.

From left, “Daydreaming Of Devils" (2016), “A Toast to the Health of a Heathen” (2014)
and “To Improvise a Mountain” (2018) on display at Tate Britain. Seraphina Neville/Tate

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/13/arts/best-things-to-see-venice-biennale.html


Lynette Yiadom-
Boakye’s “Fly in
League with the

Night” at Tate
Britain

By Pearl Fontaine
December 21, 2020

Lynette Yiadom-Boayke, "A Concentration," 2018; Carter Collection, © courtesy of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye.

https://whitewall.art/design/art-design-in-a-default-digital-era-lexus-whitewall-art-design-innovation-series
https://whitewall.art/
https://whitewall.art/


Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, "Complication," 2013; Private Collection, © courtesy of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye.

“Fly in League with the Night” is the first-ever major survey of 
the figurative painter Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Featuring more 
than 70 paintings, the exhibition spans nearly 20 years of the 
British artist’s career, including works from her graduate show 
up through new works never before presented.

Yiadom-Boakye’s subjects, entirely imagined within the artist’s 
mind, are captured in dramatic tones—sometimes their dark, 
warm skin is juxtaposed by a lightly colored piece of clothing or 
a bright backdrop, and others, they’re surrounded by flashes 
like deep purple, blue, and red. The figures exist in a dimension 
of their own, devoid of any specific time or place, leaving much 
open to the interpretation of the viewer.

https://whitewall.art/


Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, "Razorbill," 2020, Oil on canvas, 500 x 450 mm; photo by Marcus Leith, courtesy the Artist, Corvi-Mora, London, and Jack
Shainman Gallery, New York.

https://whitewall.art/


Visitors at Tate Britain can experience the development of the
artist’s practice starting with early works made in 2003, like
First, up through her newer paintings, including an excited
figure entitled Razorbill, a groovy female form playing with a
cross around her neck called No Objection To Noises, and the
heavily shadowed The Stygian Silk, which depicts a person
surrounded by dogs.

The exhibition shines a light on the artist’s writing in her
practice, exemplified in poetic painting titles like A Hatred In
May and Tie the Temptress to the Trojan. On view through May
9, 2021, “Fly in League with the Night” dives further into
Yiadom-Boakye’s practice with a fully illustrated catalog
including words by the artist, in addition to essays by curators,
Andrea Schlieker and Isabella Maidment, and the poet and
writer Elizabeth Alexander.

https://whitewall.art/design/africa-at-the-forefront-of-design-innovation-lexus-whitewall-art-design-innovation-series
https://whitewall.art/


Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, "To Improvise a Mountain," 2018; private Collection, photo by Marcus Leith, © courtesy of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye.

https://whitewall.art/design/africa-at-the-forefront-of-design-innovation-lexus-whitewall-art-design-innovation-series
https://whitewall.art/


Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, "No Objection To Noises," 2019, Oil on linen, 1100 x 650 mm; photo by Marcus Leith, courtesy of the Artist, Corvi-Mora,
London, and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.

https://whitewall.art/


L ooking at Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s painting No Such Luxury, I suddenly saw
how much she has in common with the Belgian surrealist René Magritte. The
work depicts a woman sitting at a table with a cup and saucer in front of her,
gazing straight out. That seems simple but the longer you look, the stranger it

becomes. Magritte portrayed himself in the same pose in his painting The Magician –
except with four arms. Yiadom-Boakye’s canvas may seem, by comparison, a slice of real
life. But it’s weirdly out of scale, a bit larger than life. The woman is a monument, her gaze
mystical and far-seeing – a Buddha of suburbia.

Yet Yiadom-Boakye has a far deeper affinity with Magritte. She makes us believe in
someone who does not exist. Everything about her pictures of people says “portrait”. But
these are not portraits. They’re fictional creations, imagined characters. “Ceci n’est pas une
pipe,” Magritte wrote beneath a painting of a pipe. Yiadom-Boakye’s exhibition could have
been simply called “This is not a portrait.”

Lynette Yiadom�Boakye
Lynette Yiadom�Boakye review � ‘she’s turned Tate
Britain on its head’
Tate Britain, London
The artist has boldly reclaimed figurative oil painting and filled
the gallery with the kind of contemporary art it normally shuns

Jonathan 
Jones
Wed 2 Dec 2020 
05.00 EST

https://www.facebook.com/dialog/share?app_id=202314643182694&href=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theguardian.com%2Fartanddesign%2F2020%2Fdec%2F02%2Flynette-yiadom-boakye-fly-in-league-with-the-night-review-tate-britain&CMP=share_btn_fb
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=Lynette%20Yiadom-Boakye%20review%20%E2%80%93%20%20%E2%80%98she%E2%80%99s%20turned%20Tate%20Britain%20on%20its%20head%E2%80%99&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theguardian.com%2Fartanddesign%2F2020%2Fdec%2F02%2Flynette-yiadom-boakye-fly-in-league-with-the-night-review-tate-britain&CMP=share_btn_tw
mailto:?subject=Lynette%20Yiadom-Boakye%20review%20%E2%80%93%20%20%E2%80%98she%E2%80%99s%20turned%20Tate%20Britain%20on%20its%20head%E2%80%99&body=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theguardian.com%2Fartanddesign%2F2020%2Fdec%2F02%2Flynette-yiadom-boakye-fly-in-league-with-the-night-review-tate-britain&CMP=share_btn_link


‘This is not a portrait’ ... Citrine by the Ounce, 2014, by Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Photograph: Courtesy of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye

Her paintings would look great on the covers of Penguin Modern Classics – you could have
a lot of fun fitting them to your favourite novels. Pale for the Rapture is a diptych – two



canvases side by side – of elegantly dressed men in different but equally conventional

poses of melancholy, both resting their faces on their hands while they sit cross-legged on
sofas, one of which is upholstered in a diamond pattern, the other in yellow and red
stripes. A painting called In Lieu of Keen Virtue “portrays” a bearded young man in a
salmon sweater with a cat resting on his shoulder.

Maybe these men are not so much characters in novels as novelist characters – they look
like they’re taking a break from a morning’s typing in a 1950s Greenwich Village cafe. Many
of the people here could be novelists, poets, philosophers, for Yiadom-Boakye’s real theme
seems to be sensitivity itself, the nature of the inner life. Some of the most touching
pictures are the simplest. To Tell Them Where It’s Got To shows a woman turning away
into the shadows, head lowered in sadness, engrossed in secrets.

This painting, like a number of others, has a deliberately nocturnal palette. Dark jumper,
brown background, black hair and black skin. Yiadom-Boakye paints black people, and in
the most hallowed of traditional European art forms: oil painting on canvas. No acrylics for
her, no collage; no photography or abstraction.



Her paintings would look great on the covers of Penguin Modern Classics ... Complication, 2013. Photograph: Marcus J Leith/Courtesy
of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye

She has turned Tate Britain on its head. In a normal year, the Turner prize would currently
be revealing the latest video, photography, interactive art and, who knows, maybe a few
paintings (Yiadom-Boakye was shortlisted, but didn’t win, in 2012). It’s been cancelled
because of the pandemic and here, instead, are room after room of oil paintings. It’s like
you’ve taken a wrong turn and ended up in the 18th-century galleries. Except the black
people who only play servile, secondary roles in those portraits now occupy the
foreground and the high spiritual plane once reserved for white faces in art.

Yiadom-Boakye clearly doesn’t loathe the great tradition of oil painting. She can’t do
enough of it. Her approach may pass for postmodern but it is saturated in painterly
erudition. For there is a long history of portraits that look like painted fictions, and she
knows it – distilling that narrative quality while removing references to actual persons. The
Ventricular shows a man in a red shirt spreading his arms over a red sofa, vividly recalling
the intimate pastels of Degas while also being a Crucifixion. The young man who stands in
a strange medium of aquamarine blueness, as if under water, wearing a frilly collar like a
clown in A Passion Like No Other gazes outwards with the intense solitude of the rococo
artist Watteau’s triste harlequin Gilles, someone caught on the anxious borderline between
theatre and life.

Similarly trapped in the flashlight is the young man in For the Sake of Angels, one of the
most “real” paintings here – except it’s another fantasy. Wearing an immaculate white shirt
and jacket, harshly illuminated by electric spots, he might be a model on a shoot. But he’s
unhappy in the role and turns his face away, casting a bleak shadow on the wall as he
suffers in the light. This, too, has its old masterly echoes – specifically how Velázquez
captures the sadness of the model in the Rokeby Venus, where a nude showing us her back
reveals her misery in a mirror.

https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-britain/exhibition/lynette-yiadom-boakye


A journey into the imagination ... Condor and the Mole, 2011. Photograph: Courtesy of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye

Light is brutal, public. Shadows hold freedom and introspection. This show is a journey
into strange, tenebrous places of the imagination. Again and again Yiadom-Boakye
portrays black faces in darkness. It’s her deepest foray into the past of painting: into the
realm of chiaroscuro, the melting luxury of shadows that reached its apogee in the Dutch
golden age, when Rembrandt and his pupils basked in nighttime settings that intimate the
soul.

One of the most sensitive of all Dutch 17th-century paintings, in the Wallace Collection in
London, is by Rembrandt’s follower Govaert Flinck . It’s known as The Young Archer and



y g
portrays a young African. Flinck focuses on his pensive, private expression and makes him
a figure of soulfulness set in chiaroscuro. But he’s no more real than Yiadom-Boakye’s
people. Dutch golden age artists often painted fictional personages. They were interested
in the expressive potential of the human, beyond any banal concept of “portraiture”.
There’s even a name for this genre, the tronie.

So what Yiadom-Boakye is doing is painting tronies. Like Flinck, she reveals that a picture
of someone can be so much more that the banal record of her, him, they – so much more
than a selfie. These are paintings of states of being, states of the human soul. They don’t
always work. Some of the group paintings seem silly compared with the studies in
solitude. But my God, what guts to reclaim figurative painting in oils, on such a
stupendous scale, filling Tate Britain with the kind of art, in terms of contemporary work,
that it usually goes a long way to avoid. And serious painters who stick with it improve
with age. So look forward to when she’s a living old master. Although in so many ways, she
already is.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Fly in League With the Night is at Tate Britain, London, 2
December until 9 May.

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/nov/24/guardian-fundraiser-end-of-year-2020-contribute
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/tatebritain
https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-britain/exhibition/lynette-yiadom-boakye


‘Razorbill’ (2020) © Courtesy of the artist; Corvi-Mora, London; Jack Shainman Gallery, New York

Rachel Spence Dec. 3, 2020

Visual Arts

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye at Tate Britain: a vaccine for the soul

As the work in this retrospective shows, the British artist is arguably the finest figurative painter of her

generation

https://www.ft.com/rachel-spence
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The man is chilled, mirthful, his smile provocative and carefree. He sits sideways, his
hands flopped across each other on his knee, his grin a dental triumph that chimes
with the gleam in his eye, white sweater and improbable lobster-pink glove. Those
flashes of brightness intensify an infantry of darks: the clotted black background; the
figure’s oaky complexion; the ashen creases lapping his sweater.

Here, he stars in a painting called “Wrist Action” (2010); next to him, placed back to
back so that he grins over shoulder as if the pair are sharing a joke, his double
occupies “Bound Over To Keep the Faith” (2012). 

This laconic fellow often alights on the fertile, mysterious planet that is Lynette
Yiadom-Boakye’s imagination. Indeed, she has said that he “encapsulate[s] the spirit
of what I’m trying to do”. 

With another painter, such a remark would
be less significant. But, as underscored by her
new retrospective Fly In League With The
Night at newly reopened Tate Britain, not
only is Yiadom-Boakye one of the UK’s most
gifted painters, she is also one of the most
enigmatic. Born in London in 1977 to
Ghanaian parents, she has, since graduating

from the Royal Academy Schools in 2003, peopled her oeuvre with men and women
whose detached poise whispers of lives pursued for private passions rather than
public glory.

At Tate, the pink-gloved gent makes his entrance in room 3. By then his persona has
been foreshadowed by a host of similar conundrums, including “Any Number of
Preoccupations” (2010), in which a man sits on a chair wearing a wraparound robe in
papal scarlet, with hotel slippers on his feet and an illegible expression in his eyes.
Equally irreducible is the young woman in “No Such Luxury” (2012). Sitting at a table
in front of a cup of tea, the tide of blacks and browns that flood her figure and
background are tenor notes to the high-keyed greys and whites of table, crockery and
a single evanescent rivulet that maps her shoulder. 

Essentially hers is an art
not of concept or story
but of sensation and
experience



‘Wrist Action’ (2010) © Courtesy the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, NY

“Is it a poem? Is it a story? Is it a novella?” Those words, uttered by Indian artist-
photographer Dayanita Singh as she leafed through her image sequences many years
ago, haunted me as I roamed each chapter of Yiadom-Boakye’s elusive world.

With more layers than a millefeuille and more locks than a Swiss bank, Yiadom-
Boakye’s paintings could only be the work of an artist who is also a writer. She has
said: “I write about the things I can’t paint and paint the things I can’t write.” So
wedded is she to literary inspiration that she has included a list of her favourite books
in the catalogue. (James Baldwin, Shakespeare, Zora Neale Hurston and Ted Hughes
all make the cut.)



Rather than painting from life, Yiadom-Boakye charms her subjects out of her own
imagination, building them, as writers build fictional protagonists, out of an internal
scrapbook in which she has squirrelled away images found everywhere from Old
Master paintings to family snapshots alongside gestures, looks and light effects
observed in real life. The result, like all the best novels, is that her paintings are
inhabited by characters more authentic than any real personage yet a priori
unavailable.

‘Condor and the Mole’ (2011) © Courtesy of the artist

Those covert narratives are further enriched by her custom of hanging her paintings
so that there is a dialogue between the works. At Tate, for example, “Any Number of
Preoccupations” is presented as the more mature, less melodramatic sibling of “First”.
On the same wall as the more recent painting, the latter, painted in Yiadom-Boakye’s
graduation year 2003, also shows a figure in a red bathrobe. But with his smudged
gash of a mouth and bulging jockstrap-style pants, this figure is grotesque, tantalising
but a little repellent.

In the years that follow “First”, Yiadom-Boakye realised, as she puts it, that she
needed to “think less about the subject and more about the painting . . . about colour,
light and composition”.



A quartet of small paintings in Room 3 are a window on her evolution. The earliest,
“Cage” (2006), shows a woman in profile assembled from Goyaesque blacks whose
subtle balance reveals a painter developing the monochromatic sophistication that
will become a cornerstone of her practice.

By 2008, when she makes the seated figure who occupies “Fourth Magic”, she’s
pushing darkness to the limits of figurative possibility. Next to it, “Further Pressure
from Cannibals” (2010) shows her mixing it up again, with her female figure’s face
and hair illuminated by delicate dawn grey, china blue and rose highlights. Ten years
later, the young woman laughing straight at us in “Razorbill” (2020) is summoned out
of an orchestra of browns with touches of white on teeth, eyes and brows that transmit
her joie-de-vivre with deft economy.

‘Tie the Temptress to the Trojan’ (2018) © Collection of Michael Bertrand, Toronto. Courtesy of the artist

Although it’s not clear which month she painted “Razorbill”, it’s tempting to read
Yiadom-Boakye’s decision to go “back to black” this year as a reflection on the killing
of George Floyd and the events that followed. But her art is too subtle for superficial
readings. Certainly, she leaves us in no doubt of her politics. Hung opposite the
exhibition’s entrance so that it’s the first image visitors see is “Black Allegiance to the
Cunning” (2018), a painting of a man with a fox at his feet. This trope announces
Yiadom-Boakye’s position on racism, her faith in black people’s resilience and hints
that those ideas will slink into her paintings in a thousand wily disguises.



At times, she is candid. In the final room, for example, the 2020 work “A Hatred in
May” shows a Delphic-eyed young woman with sculpted cheekbones pointing her
finger skywards as if calling on a Fury to avenge her murdered brothers.

But Yiadom-Boakye has said she doesn’t like to paint victims and admires her
characters for their “strength . . . and moral fibre”. Their air of independence is
nourished by a supporting cast of birds and animals which, aside from several foxes,
also includes a glorious parrot in “Accompanied to the Kindness” (2012), and a pert
black cat in “In Lieu of Keen Virtue” (2017). Perched on wrists and draped over
shoulders, these creatures possess a languid, uncanny intimacy, as if they alone are
privy to secrets of their humans’ souls.

Yet it would be a shame to spend so long unravelling Yiadom-Boakye’s fictional knots
that we fail to appreciate the skill at putting pigment on canvas that has made her
arguably the finest figurative painter of her generation.

Whether she is indulging in an ecstasy of fruity, sanguineous reds (“The Ventricular”,
2018), dazzling us with a quickstep of silvery greys across a man’s jacket (“For the
Sake of Angels”, 2018); or scribbling an exhalation of smoke so seductively viscous the
viewer almost coughs (“A Whistle in a Wish”, 2018), Yiadom-Boakye’s devotion to her
material is as palpable as her painstaking study of forerunners including Goya, Manet,
John Singer Sargent and, crucially, Walter Sickert, an often underrated painter who
was another virtuoso with murky colours.

https://www.ft.com/content/daadfca2-55df-11e7-9fed-c19e2700005f
https://www.ft.com/content/eec8cfbe-2125-11e5-aa5a-398b2169cf79


‘A Hatred in May’ (2020) © Courtesy the artist; Corvi-Mora, London; Jack Shainman Gallery, NY

In the drenched pigments of that parrot, you glimpse the lush ancestors that
brightened Veronese’s banquet scene, “The Feast in the House of Levi”; the faceted
woody browns that elevate the girl to prophetess in “Hatred in May” are distant
offspring of Cézanne’s meticulous frictions of shape and tone. Those operatic scales of
feeling — high, low, sharp, flat — conducted out of minimal shades recall Rothko’s
pyramids of colour, one strata bleeding through another as if the painter is peeling
away our emotions even as she reveals her own.

Yiadom-Boakye has synthesised those influences to create a vision as self-sufficient as
that of her characters. Essentially, hers is an art not of concept or story but of
sensation and experience; a magnificent testimony to her desire to “allow these
paintings to be paintings in the most physical sense . . . to let the paint to do the
talking”.

After the year we’ve had, work of this beauty and complexity glows like light at the end 
of the tunnel. It reminds us that art matters. It is paint as vaccine for the soul.



EXHIBITION

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Fly in League with the
Night

Tate Britain, London, United Kingdom
02 Dec 2020 - 09 May 2021

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, A Passion Like No Other (Detail), 2012. Collection of Lonti Ebers © Lynette Yiadom-Boakye
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye is a British artist and writer acclaimed for her enigmatic portraits of

�ctitious people. This exhibition brings together around 80 works from 2003 to the present day in

the most extensive survey of the artist’s career to date.

The �gures in Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings are not real people – she creates them from found

images and her own imagination. Both familiar and mysterious, they invite viewers to project their

own interpretations, and raise important questions of identity and representation.

Often painted in spontaneous and instinctive bursts, her �gures seem to exist outside of a speci�c

time or place. Her paintings are coupled with poetic titles, such as Tie the Temptress to the Trojan

2016 and To Improvise a Mountain 2018. Writing is central to Yiadom-Boakye’s artistic practice, as

she has explained: ‘I write about the things I can’t paint and paint the things I can’t write about.’

Yiadom-Boakye was awarded the prestigious Carnegie Prize in 2018 and was the 2012 recipient of

the Pinchuk Foundation Future Generation Prize. She was shortlisted for the Turner Prize in 2013.

Exhibition organised by Tate Britain in collaboration with Moderna Museet, Stockholm,

Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen, Düsseldorf, and Mudam Luxembourg – Musée d’Art

Moderne Grand-Duc Jean

tate.org.uk (https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-britain/exhibition/lynette-yiadom-boakye)
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s Figurations 
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by  JaBrea
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Lynette Yiadom Boakye, A Concentration, 2018. Oil on linen. 79 × 98 1/2 × 1 1/2 in.
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Race, resistance, rage, rebellion — words that are presently etched into the forefronts

of everyone’s mind. As cities burn, glistening with the re of destruction that is almost

always a result of endured pain and catastrophic silence, hashtags trend, funds are

redistributed, and statements of virtue are published. We march, cry, yell out for our

mothers, we repeat the words that we have expressed so many times before: “I can’t

breathe.” And it is true both literally and guratively. George Floyd, Eric Garner, and

Sandra Bland, quite literally, could not breathe. But the rest of us are also breathless.

Always struggling to be heard, or to survive. Existing in a limbo that depends on our

theoretical knowledge of what it means to be free and our simultaneous lack of

freedom in any proximate reality. Thus, revolution is the logical response.

Our world is in a period of awakening to collective struggles and to oppression that

disproportionately and systemically steals the joy and the lives of black, indigenous,

and trans people. To exist as a black person when blackness of the body, mind, and

soul has been made a crime carries a heaviness, a weight that no amount of solidarity

can relieve. A pressure that many cannot nd the words to describe, therefore

internalizing that which the world is only just beginning to realize. When black death

and su�ering turn pro�ts and a black person is at equal risk of being killed on Black

Lives Matter Plaza as on any other street, where does blackness lie down to rest?

Submerged in thought, or perhaps focused on something invisible to us, a painted

black gure rests his head in one hand, propping up his knee to relieve the solid

weight of his upper body. The collapse forces the gure forward and into our

conscious imagination. Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s painting Medicine at Playtime

(2017) evokes the portrait of a man we once knew. A brother, friend, cousin, teacher,

and, depending on our own age, a father. Yet the title of the work obscures this reality

from our interpretation. His casual yet con dent posture tells us no more of his life,

his work, his family than the subtle familiarity of black-and-white-checkered tile or

brown washed walls that frame his seated body. Meeting this work wholly requires us

to combat our collective desire to de�ne a life around a speci c set of actions —

positive and negative. It requires us to embrace stillness as central and fundamental

to our being. To release our expectations of that thing which is so feared and often

misrepresented in our society: our blackness.



Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Medicine At Playtime, 2017. Oil on linen. 78.7 × 47.2 in. Courtesy of the artist; Corvi-Mora, London;

and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York. © Lynette Yiadom-Boakye.

With acuity and simplicity, Yiadom-Boakye reveals the multifaceted reality of

blackness. Her subjects make visible the invisible reality of being in a black body: the

reality that is often shielded in portrayals of blackness in the news, lms, music, and

broader pop culture; and in the worst cases, it is stripped away. Leisure and life are

denied broadly and systemically. A world that makes it its goal to disappear black

lives requires art that a�rms black lives. Yiadom- Boakye’s work removes itself from

the brutality of our physical reality and asserts another dimension in which blackness

is not crime, nor discomfort. Neither struggle, nor statement. Instead, blackness is a

state of being punctuated by thoughtfulness, re ection, intimacy, community, and

repose. In a world where countless images of black bodies exist as brutal evidence of

pain and su�ering and are circulated without regard, Yiadom-Boakye’s conscious

decision to create images of black bodies in moments of atemporal pleasure and

tranquility is cathartic.

There is a necessity for new and di�erent representation of the black body grounded

in futurity, which Lynette Yiadom-Boakye ful�lls through her timeless scenes of black

life. Her work visualizes an alternate space where black bodies can exist undisturbed

and unde�ned by contemporary or historical sociopolitical landscapes. Perhaps the

gures that Yiadom-Boakye constructs from the annals of her mind, and our reality,

could once be considered ctive. But today, their striking dimensionality and foresight

rings generative, or even speculative. Although sometimes bordering on fantastic, the

works that resonate strongest here — those likeMedicine at Playtime (2018), Repose

1 (2015), Sister to a Solstice (2018), and To Reason with Heathen at Harvest (2017) —



feel too close to our world to exist solely as evidence of another. In them, there

always lingers a glance unmet; one too con�dent to be fortuitous; a head turned away

with body front facing still; an ear poised to listen; an arm hoping to embrace; an

image of a black man lying, leaning on his elbows, eyes cast down in thoughtful

contemplation or re ection. A woman smiling certainly at her companion, another

anticipating arrival. A revolution waiting to happen. And yet, the image appears so

distant from our reality as to produce a startling e�ect. For me, viewing this work for

the rst time and thereafter felt like a wakeup call — or better, a call to action.



But futurity is frequently complicated by political nuance, bound by a collective

imagination that acts like a multi-headed beast of the same body. The freedom we

desire is distorted by semantics, identity, and by the presence of oppressive systems

in our everyday lives. Yiadom-Boakye’s composite gures remind us of the simplicity

and truth of our end goal — liberation — and more pertinently, how intrinsic our

humanity is to the struggle. Her eidetic paintings, in this sense, embody the powerful

employment of the black radical imagination in the visual arts, to enlighten viewers to

a black queer feminist futurity by drawing attention to our own chaotic state of unrest

and preoccupation. Contrasting, and thus challenging our present reality, Yiadom-

Boakye reassures us that revolution is possible. But most saliently, her work asserts

that revolution will be pleasure-centered.

Adrienne Maree Brown, a celebrated scholar whom I deeply admire, compared

organizing to science ction because by organizing our communities “we are shaping

the future we long for and have not yet experienced.” In her recent book Pleasure

Activism: The Politics of Feeling Good, Brown teaches that a revolutionary politics

that centers pleasure positions us closer to freedom. When considered through a

black queer feminist lens, contemporary artists play a signi cant role in the ght for

justice. Visual artists are capable of imagining and communicating a future that does

not currently exist for all people. A world in which rest and joy are possible and

essential for all people, but especially for marginalized people. Yiadom-Boakye

projects a world where gathering is encouraged and leisure is expected of black

people — as opposed to a world in which we are subjected to violence for doing so.

The world that she depicts in her paintings is absent of racist, capitalist, patriarchal

structures, and institutions that rely on the oppression of black people. Her subjects

do not have to ght, protest, or march for the right to be. The blackness with which

she imbues her subjects warrants no explanation, no justi cation, and no defense.

They simply exist in the abstracted utopia of the canvas, washed in vibrant color and

quiet poeticism, mirroring a future to which we are entitled but have not yet achieved.

1



Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, To Reason With Heathen At Harvest, 2017. Oil on canvas. 78.7 × 51.1 in. 



The works of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye are assertions that black joy exists in rest, in

dance, in leisure, in re ection, in solitude, and in comradery. When the world can only

see sadness and despair, Yiadom-Boakye’s speculative gurations demand an

acknowledgment of black joy as resistance. If the role of the artist is to imagine a

world that is on the precipice of existence, then our role as viewers, scholars, critics,

collectors, curators, and patrons of the arts is to fan the re of resistance, which

moves us closer and closer toward justice. The great intersectional lesbian feminist

Audre Lorde declared that the personal is political. When anger demands too much

of our bodies, we must remember her life and words as epitomized by Lynette

Yiadom-Boakye’s idyllic paintings, and we must rest.

Today I rest, and in my re ection, I remember the countless brothers and sisters

whose lives were taken from them. Gone too soon, I pray their souls have reached the

eternal peace denied to them in life. I remember their names as I rest, and as I ght.

Breonna Taylor, Oluwatoyin Salau, Dominique “Rem’mie” Fells, Riah Milton, Tony

McDade, George Floyd, Rayshard Brooks — I write this for you in hopes that I can

honor your memory in the only way I know how.

JaBrea Patterson-West is an interdisciplinary writer, scholar, and curator. She is now pursuing graduate study in

Art History at the Institute of Fine Arts in New York City. She will continue to center Black Diaspora, queer, and

women artists in both her academic and professional praxis. Patterson-West curates and manages the platform

Modern Black Contemporary that features the work of esteemed modern and contemporary artists alongside

early career, student artists.

1 Adrienne Marie Brown, “Introduction,” in Pleasure Activism: The Politics of Feeling Good, ed. (Chico, CA: AK

Press, 2019), p. 10.
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LOS ANGELES
APRIL 2020

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Brothers to a Garden, 2017, oil on linen, 59 × 47 1⁄2".

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye
THE HUNTINGTON

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye knows how to capture decisive moments. In 
her show at the Huntington Art Gallery, which was curated by Hilton 
Als and traveled from the Yale Center for British Art in New Haven, a 
group of six paintings document her black sitters, who are often deep 
in thought or on the verge of connection. Yiadom-Boakye limns her 
subjects with energetic brushstrokes, usually finishing her canvases in 
a single day.

https://www.artforum.com/print/reviews/202004/los-angeles
https://www.artforum.com/print/202004
https://www.artforum.com/


In The Needs Beyond, 2013, a bearded man looks out at the viewer 
with shining eyes, his mouth neither smiling nor frowning, as if he is 
awaiting a response. His face emerges from a darkened room, in a 
cloud of browns and ebonies, and is touched with yellow and pink 
paint. With a few spare lines and deft tonal control, Yiadom-Boakye 
offers an image that gives the viewer the sense of actually being seen 
by another human being. The effect is similar to that of Mary Cassatt’s 
Self-Portrait, ca. 1880, with its pale haze of yellows, pinks, and 
greens, punctuated by glaringly blue eyes.

The Huntington, recognizing Yiadom-Boakye’s historical references, 
has placed her show next to galleries filled with “highly formal 
eighteenth-century British portraits.” But Yiadom-Boakye’s rapid 
method and skill at documenting evanescent moods bring her closer 
to the nineteenth-century Impressionists, not only Cassatt but also 
Gustave Caillebotte and Claude Monet. A crucial difference is that 
those painters were invested in centering whiteness, something 
Yiadom-Boakye offsets with her use of the same form to portray black 
subjects.

In Brothers to a Garden, 2017, a man in an indigo blazer rests his 
chin in his hand, his mouth slightly agape as he looks into the middle 
distance, seemingly at an unseen speaker whose tale is transporting 
him. Yiadom-Boakye has worked so swiftly here that parts of the 
canvas are nude. In these works, an inverse relationship might exist 
between the depth of the thought expressed and the volume of paint 
on the canvas. 

https://www.artforum.com/print/reviews/202004/vancouver
https://www.artforum.com/print/reviews/202004/lynette-yiadom-boakye-82520


Rendered in this flash of daubs, the subject’s expression of deep 
concentration hearkens back to Berthe Morisot’s Jeune femme en 
toilette de bal (Young Girl in a Ball Gown), 1879, whose unfettered 
strokes reveal a white-shouldered woman riveted by an off-screen 
presence. Yiadom-Boakye’s Brothers somehow captures the 
sensation of having one’s world narrow to a point of fascination: The 
subject’s eyes are soft and deeply receptive; his left hand hangs down 
in physical surrender.

Yiadom-Boakye’s portraits are all the more remarkable given that 
none were made in the presence of a flesh-and-blood subject; they 
were occasionally based on found images but are otherwise entirely 
products of the artist’s mind. Her methods build upon the 
Impressionists’ efforts to render “accurate” representations that 
were also deeply subjective and imaginative (as in Monet’s hyperreal 
visions of haystacks). And her efforts shine in Medicine at Playtime, 
2017, where a man sits on a chair in front of an ocher wall, resting 
his hand on his head and his elbow on his raised knee. He lifts his 
chin slightly, and his eyes—rendered only in a stroke or two of white
—appear unfocused, as they do when someone is dreaming or 
grieving. In a way, the pose and scene evoke John Singer Sargent’s 
pictures of contemplative nabobs, such as Charles Martin Loeffler, 
1903, which shows a broody, beautifully lit violinist. Yet there is a 
suggestion of emotional access in Medicine: The subject’s round 
shoulders and calm presence communicate a less defended state.



Joie de vivre arrives with Harp-Strum, 2016, a diptych of two 
dancers, each occupying one canvas. They leap toward each other, 
their faces alight with the sympathy reached during an apex of 
artistic collaboration. The scene is set against a mint-green 
background, and the dancers wear emerald leotards and tights as 
they vault through the air. One figure’s face blazes with delight while 
the other’s verges on rapture. The piece clearly alludes to Edgar 
Degas’s Two Dancers on a Stage, 1874, in which young, flower-
crowned ballerinas exchange timid glances. But the intense 
communication between Harp-Strum’s two women conveys a sense 
of sisterhood that was never truly explored in Degas’s study. Yiadom-
Boakye brings these rich gifts of empathy and attention to her 
necessary translations of the Impressionists’ tradition.

— Yxta Maya Murray

All rights reserved. artforum.com is a registered trademark of Artforum International 
Magazine, New York, NY.
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Private View: Our pick of January gallery shows 
around the world 

From the US solo debut of Rodrigo Cass in San Francisco to some of 
Ulay's first photographs on view in London, here are the shows to see 

 

 
 

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Level with the Lawn (2018) 
 

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye 
Jack Shainman, New York 
 
10 January-16 February 
 
Known for her muted and moody portraits of imagined subjects, the Ghana-born, UK-based painter 
Lynette Yiadom-Boakye has taken the US by storm in the last few years, as shown by her critically 
acclaimed solo show at New York’s New Museum in 2017. Shortly thereafter, her painting, The Hours 
Behind You (2011), sold for more than four times its estimate at Sotheby’s in New York, hammering for 
$1.5m (including fees). Featuring a new portrait series that was still in the works and unseen before going 
to press, Jack Shainman’s exhibition is her first commercial gallery show since her 2018 Carnegie 
International installation in Pittsburgh netted her the exhibition’s esteemed prize. 
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Why Do We Care How Long It Takes Artists to Make 
Their Work? 

 

 
 

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Invincible, 2018 Jack Shainman Gallery. 
 

In Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings, quick brushstrokes swish into invented figures set against moody, 
abstract backgrounds. In Invincible (2018), for example, a shirtless boy—a fictional character, like all of 
Yiadom-Boakye’s subjects—sits in profile atop a red-and-black ledge. He writes on a white piece of paper 
with one hand, gripping his seat with the other. His upper body appears against a shadowy brown backdrop 
that’s lighter around the top of his head. The nubby canvas is visible beneath the paint, suggesting that the 
artist applied thin, brisk brushstrokes. The work is patchy but immediate; its sacrifice of a more worked-
over surface allows for a vulnerable, naked appearance. 
 
Indeed, Yiadom-Boakye frequently completes her canvases in a single day. According to Tamsen Greene, 
senior director at Jack Shainman Gallery, that’s partially a function of her “wet-on-wet” process: The artist 
applies oil paint to a canvas so quickly that no single layer of pigment can dry before the composition is 
complete. (This is changing, however; in her latest body of work, on view this month at Jack Shainman’s 
Chelsea location, Yiadom-Boakye began experimenting with other types of canvas that absorb her paint at 
different rates.) 
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, 4am Friday, 2015"… 
 

Greene mentioned that the artist’s speed has long fascinated collectors and the press. But that’s not the 
full story of her works—it can take multiple attempts for the artist to achieve her intentions for any one 
canvas. Instead of a single day, “you could say that a painting took three years to make, because 
[Yiadom-Boakye] made it over and over again, and discarded or changed it,” Greene said. 
 
While Yiadom-Boakye’s all-in-one-sitting process has certainly contributed to her mystique, she’s hardly 
the only artist to complete works within 24 hours. Examining other instances of swift artmaking reveals 
more about our obsessions with time than anything else. We’re all racing against the clock to complete 
our own projects and live the lives we envision for ourselves. Artworks made in a single day can serve as 
symbols of such striving. Viewers’ preoccupations with how long it takes to make a painting—and their 
frequent skepticism at a brief process—also betrays how much we buy into the myth of artistic struggle: 
It’s easier to value intensive physical labor over conceptual rigor when an artist’s thought process can feel 
so intangible and impossible to grasp. 
 
In truth, most cultural experiences deal with time. It might take you a week to read a novel. A play or film 
lasts around two hours. A song plays on the radio for about three minutes. It’s more difficult, however, to 
bracket the process of looking at a work of visual art. Unlike filmmakers or writers, painters and sculptors 
have little control over their audience’s attention spans. A sense of time isn’t embedded in their media, 
which offers visual artists a unique provocation or challenge. 
 
In recent history, artists have complicated the experience of time in their works. Marcel Duchamp 
famously tried to wrangle a chronological dimension into his paintings with Nude Descending a Staircase 
(No. 2) (1912), in which he drew a mass of geometric, sepia-toned forms, layered to convey a woman’s 
downward movement. In the 1960s, Suellen Rocca painted gridded canvases that resemble comic strips, 
urging viewers to “read” the works as sequences of events that can’t be absorbed in a single, all-over 
glance. Contemporary painter Dana Schutz attempts to render everyday motions, like a sneeze or a 
shower, on canvas. Her subjects eject streams from their noses or tangle limbs under a faucet to convey 
not a single moment, but an event. 
 
Before the advent of modernism in the 20th century, J.M.W. Turner wrangled his feelings about rapidity 
and modern technology in Rain, Steam, and Speed — The Great Western Railway (1844), which partially 
abstracts a picture of a train rushing toward the viewer. The industrial revolution unfolding in Turner’s time 
emphasized labor and productivity in a way that still resonates with how we think about art: Capitalism 
continues to undergird our fixation with artistic productivity. 
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For artists who want to address ideas about time—both on and off the canvas—the one-artwork-per-day 
production schedule can be a fruitful basis for conceptual projects. On Kawara was the master of this 
disciplined approach. Each of the paintings in his “Today Series” (1966–2014) commemorates a single 
day and features a monochromatic background with, in a contrasting color, the date on which it was 
made. The style of the date (month, date, year) is organized according to Kawara’s physical location at 
the time of making: The language and format changes to reflect the artist’s international travels; his 
canvases made in Europe often feature the day before the month. 
 
Kawara was so devoted to his stringent process that if he didn’t complete an artwork by the end of the 
day, he’d destroy it. Altogether, his series reflects almost 50 years of artmaking, a kind of autobiography 
wrought in precise brushstrokes. Kawara’s death in 2014 marked the end of the series, but looking back 
now, the repetitive project seems like a ritual that attempted—and failed—to stave off mortality. 
 
Yuji Agematsu has undertaken a similar project with his miniature sculptures. Each day, the Brooklyn-
based artist gathers trash, carefully depositing his findings into half of a cellophane wrapper from a 
cigarette carton. The intricate arrangements are both gritty and beautiful. Chewed gum, strands of hair, 
Q-tips, half-eaten lollipops, stones, price stickers, and more detritus stack into tiny assemblages. 
Agematsu often presents the works spaced out evenly on thin shelves set within glass vitrines. The rows 
and columns become a calendar of sorts; the containers from each day of scavenging are the same size, 
but their contents significantly diverge. While one work might be bright, busy, and filled to the brim, 
another could be whisperingly empty; every 24-hour period brings fresh—and foul—surprises. 
 
For painter Josephine Halvorson, who considers time to be her subject matter, a strict framework for 
completing her artworks is thematically apt. In a single day, she finishes canvases that depict finely 
rendered clock faces, distressed architectural exteriors, tree trunks marked with plastic ribbons to signal 
their imminent destruction, and more. Her paintings cryptically suggest that both man and nature are 
wearing down the objects that she depicts. 
 
That’s not to say that Halvorson, like Yiadom-Boakye, conceives of her artworks in just a day. In the 
catalogue accompanying a 2015 exhibition of Halvorson’s work, filmmaker Wesley Miller discusses the 
artist’s unique planning and “editing” processes. He relays a story Halvorson told him about “stalking” a 
mural of a clock that she’d wanted to paint for weeks. On the appointed day, she piled her materials into a 
van, drove to the site, set up her easel and a shaded canopy, and painted for about eight-and-a-half 
hours straight. But Halvorson wasn’t happy with the result. She decided to return to the site to try again, 
implying that she was going to burn the first canvas, like the rest of the works she chooses to “edit” out of 
her oeuvre. All in all, it took her months to finish the painting. 
 
There’s certainly something exhilarating and dramatic about such time constraints. Artist Nathaniel Mary 
Quinn occasionally completes a collage in about 8 to 10 consecutive hours. He enjoys working with such 
immediacy, fluidity, and focus. “Your sense of confidence, enthusiasm, energy, belief in your talent, and 
innate abilities must be extraordinarily high or at their collective peak,” he recently wrote Artsy. “You must 
also have a deep sense of comfort with your fears, insecurities, and inadequacies. You completely submit 
to the materials. You’re not really thinking anymore, you’re just being.”  
 

https://www.artsy.net/artist/on-kawara
https://www.artsy.net/artist/yuji-agematsu
https://www.artsy.net/artist/josephine-halvorson
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https://www.artsy.net/artist/nathaniel-mary-quinn
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Portraiture and theater are two of the most imposing artistic traditions that emerged 
during the rise and ripening of the old British Empire. Both practices are smartly 
engaged in the paintings of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, an artist who uses the adroit 
flexibility of one to upend the persistent pomposity of the other.

Born in London in 1977, shortlisted for the 2013 Turner Prize, winner of the 2018 
Carnegie Prize in Pittsburgh and subject of a Tate Britain survey coming in May, she’s 
having her Los Angeles solo debut at the Huntington Library, Art Museum and Gardens. 
There couldn’t be a better location for this modest if engaging show.

The Huntington is the place where Grand Manner British portraiture stands out in all 
its theatrical pomp and histrionic circumstance. Five paintings by Yiadom-Boakye are 
installed in the room just outside the Thornton Portrait Gallery, the museum’s smashing 
installation where Thomas Gainsborough’s “Blue Boy” and Thomas Lawrence’s “Pinkie” 
hold court. “Blue Boy” is off-view for conservation treatment — it will be back March 26, 
according to the Huntington — but 13 more full-length grandees by Gainsborough, 
Lawrence, Joshua Reynolds and George Romney ring the room.

Across the way from Yiadom-Boakye’s work in the antechamber is Anthony van Dyck’s 
portrait of Anne Killigrew Kirke, circa 1637. His lavish rendering of the formidable 
courtier — draped in yards of copper-gold satin, dripping with pearls and loaded with 
fey symbols of faithfulness (a dog) and royal service (a rosebush) — anticipates the 18th 
century efflorescence of Grand Manner style so resplendent in the next room. The 

inherent corruption in the very idea of aristocracy never looked so good.

Yiadom-Boakye goes straight to the heart of the matter in choosing her portrait subjects. 
Four portraits of men and one large, two-panel painting of female dancers, all made 

within the last five years, are not what they seem.

None depicts an actual person. Each is rendered with exactitude and visual weight, but 
they’re not really portraits. All the apparent “sitters” are fictitious, fabricated people 

wholly invented by the artist.





They’re masquerades. Not unlike Blue Boy, Pinkie and Killigrew Kirke, whose identity as 
flesh-and-blood humans is swathed within extravagant costumes, accompanied by 
ostentatious props and embellished with other elaborate artistic devices.

Yiadom-Boakye constructs her figures with firm, declarative brushwork on linen or heavy 
canvas, rather than the more genteel, decorous bravura often undertaken by a Romney or 
a Reynolds. Her brusque spontaneity is more contemporary, in keeping with the 
paintings’ present-day subjects, and thus more convincing. Look into the eyes of the 

intimate head filling the frame in “The Needs Beyond,” and a representation of a flesh- 

and-blood person seems to stare back.

The head is composed almost like a photograph, enhancing immediacy. Just a bit of dark 
green shirt is glimpsed below a bearded chin, while the composition is tightly cropped 
across the hair at the top. Red under-painting flickers beneath warm brown skin. It’s “up 
close and personal,” even though a fiction.   

The settings for the paintings’ subjects are uniformly indistinct. You’re never quite 
certain where these people are.



The dancers are anchored to the floor through the weight of graceful and muscular 
balance, but the space in which they stretch out their arabesques is an ambiguous 
atmosphere of green and brown brushwork. One young man is seated before just the 
barest suggestion of foliage — the title is “Greenhouse Fantasies” — while another is in 
what could be the wings of a stage (he’s dressed in black tights and a white blouse) or even 
a kitchen (the floor is composed of black-and-white checked tile).

Settings in Grand Manner portraits are designed to amplify an idealized narrative. With 
Blue Boy and Pinkie posed on windswept hilltops, for example, the youthful lord and lady 
surmount an eternity that unfurls in the landscape behind them. Their glossy privilege 
has always been, the unending countryside implies, and thus it will always be.

Yiadom-Boakye is of Ghanaian descent. The fictional black men and women so acutely 
represented in her pictures are shown to occupy a generalized kind of no-place. Unlike 
their white 18th century forebears, their settings offer no authoritative claim to history — 
a bedeviling condition that resonates with the stories of countless black people descended 
from ancestors torn from Africa.



Instead, the context her paintings emphasize is a context of artfulness. There are the pair 
of dancers, the photograph-style head and the figure sitting within the artifice of a 
greenhouse. The full-length figure in white blouse and black tights, seated in a side chair 
with his elbow resting on a raised knee, is himself a dancer, or perhaps a Shakespearean 
actor at rest.

As artists or just folks in artful environments, these invented people can create their own 
place. Just as Yiadom-Boakye does. British herself, she claims Grand Manner for her 
own history.

Juxtaposing these savvy fictions with the Huntington’s extraordinary portraits goes 
beyond a sly unmasking of the Grand Manner’s social and political theatrics. Much of the 
vast wealth accumulated in 18th century Britain was launched on the back of a slave 
economy. The roaring textile mills of England’s Industrial Revolution eventually left 
wool behind for cotton, much of it harvested on the brutal plantations of the American 
South.

Aristocratic power relied on many things, including a colony’s cruelty. In one room of 
the Huntington, stately aristocrats engage in a majestic masquerade. In the next room, 
Yiadom-Boakye’s non-portraits remove the mask.

The show was organized at the Yale Center for British Art by guest curator Hilton Als, 
theater critic for the New Yorker — appropriately enough, given these particular 
paintings. His selection also has a cinematic quality. Together the four assembled 
paintings of men perform a camera’s zoom: headshot, bust length, half-length, full-
length. Then comes “Action!” in the two dancers’ nearly mirrored arabesques.

The show’s one considerable issue is its terrible lighting. Curved hot spots from ceiling 
light-cans burn bright visual holes in several pictures. In one case, the subject’s face is 
almost entirely obscured; in the large square and rectangular canvases, the corners get 
shaved off in pale shadow.





A similar problem has plagued the great Grand Manner room for years — if not quite so 
severely, because the room is larger. Especially if the Thornton foyer will continue to be 
used for compelling exhibitions like this one, the Huntington really needs to fix it.

4) // ��$��*(±�*�&4 

Where: Huntington Library, Art Museum and 
Gardens, 1151 Oxford Road, San Marino

When: Through May 11; closed Tuesdays

Admission: $13-$29

Info: (626) 405-2100, huntington.org



“The Generosity” (2010) by Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, © Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Tate Collection

THE FIRST MAJOR SURVEY of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye will be presented at Tate Britain next year. Spanning Yiadom-Boakye’s entire career to date, the 
monographic survey will be on view from May to August 2020. Known for her timeless portraits of fictional characters, Yiadom-Boakye made the shortlist for the 
Turner Prize in 2013. She lives and works in London.

Tate Britain made the announcement March 1 along with news that solo exhibitions with four more women artists are in the works for 2020 and 2021. The London 
museum timed the roll-out to coordinate with the launch of #5WomenArtists, an international initiative organized by the National Museum of Women in the Arts 
(NMWA) in Washington, D.C. Designed to draw attention to women artists, the social media campaign occurs annually during Women’s History Month in March.

A British-born artist with Ghanaian roots, Yiadom-Boakye is one of six artists exhibiting in the inaugural Ghana Pavilion at the 58th Venice Biennale opening May 
11. British Ghanaian architect David Adjaye is designing the space at the international exhibition where work by Yiadom-Boakye, along with Felicia Abban, John
Akomfrah, El Anatsui, Ibrahim Mahama, and Selasi Awusi Sosu, will be presented.

Last October, Yiadom-Boakye won the top prize at the Carnegie International. She made 13 new paintings for the biennial-style exhibition, which remains on view 
at the Carnegie Museum of Art in Pittsburgh through March 25. Earlier this year, “Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: In Lieu Of A Louder Love” was presented at Jack 
Shainman in New York City. The painter has been represented by the gallery since 2010.

Andrea Schlieker, director of exhibitions and displays, is curating Yiadom-Boakye’s Tate Britain survey. The exhibition will be mounted in the main floor galleries 
where the Don McCullin exhibition is currently on view and where the Frank Bowling retrospective opens this summer.

Tate Britain Plans Major Lynette Yiadom-Boakye Survey in 2020
by VICTORIA L. VALENTINE on Mar 1, 2019 • 7:58 am

Lynette YiadomBaokye made the shortlist for the Turner Prize in 2013 and
won the top prize at the Carnegie International last October.

Given women are overwhelmingly underrepresented in museum exhibitions and collections, the #5WomenArtists campaign asks “Can you name five women 
artists?” The initiative encourages greater awareness of women artists and NMWA is challenging institutions to go beyond symbolic participation and take steps 
to actually address gender equity issues in the arts.

For its part, Tate also announced a career-spanning retrospective of Portuguese-born, London-based artist Paula Rego in 2021 (Tate Britain); a pair of 2020 
exhibitions with Eastern European sculptors Magdalena Abakanowicz and Maria Bartuszová (Tate Modern); and a summer 2020 show featuring South Korean 
artist Haegue Yang (Tate St. Ives).

Across the institution, additional exhibitions and commissions featuring women artists are planned throughout 2019. Further programming for 2020 will be 
announced this summer.

Works by both Yiadom-Boakye and Rego were included in “All Too Human: Bacon, Freud and a Century of Painting Life,” a major exhibition at Tate Britain last 
year. CT
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye gets a Tate
survey and will show works in Accra

Nine new works by the ubiquitous UK artist are in the Ghana 
pavilion at the Venice Biennale

GARETH HARRIS
10th May 2019 12:14 GMT

Rising star Lynette YiadomBoakye is due to show works in Ghana later this

year and at Tate Britain in 2020 where a major survey of her work will

launch next spring (19 May31 August).

The Londonbased painter is showing nine newly commissioned works at

the Ghana pavilion which is making its debut at this year’s Venice Biennale

(until 24 November); some of her works will go on show at the National

Museum of Ghana in Accra when the pavilion exhibition tours after the

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye's Elephant (2014) © Lynette Yiadom-Boakye
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Biennale ends. Other artists included in the pavilion presentation, entitled

Ghana Freedom, include John Akomfrah, Ibrahim Mahama and Felicia

Abban.

The Ghanaian pavilion, located in the Artiglierie of the historic Arsenale,

has been designed by the prominent UKGhanaian architect David Adjaye .

The pavilion curator is the Ghanaian writer and art historian Nana Oforiatta

Ayim. They are both working on a number of cultural initiatives aimed at

boosting the profile of the west African country.

Early last year, Adjaye also unveiled his designs for the new

interdenominational National Cathedral of Ghana, which will be located

near the Osu Cemetery in Accra. Adjaye is collaborating with El Anatsui,

YiadomBoakye and Chris Ofili to create sitespecific works for the interior.

The cathedral will house a gallery and 5,000seat auditorium.

The Tate show meanwhile will bring together more than 80 paintings and

works on paper dating from 2003 to today. “Through her focus on the

depiction of imagined black characters YiadomBoakye’s paintings raise

important questions of identity and representation,” a Tate statement says.

In 2010, the artist told The New York Times that her compositions are

“suggestions of people… they don’t share our concerns or anxieties. They

are somewhere else altogether.”

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye's Just Amongst Ourselves
series (2019)

Courtesy the artist; Corvi-Mora, London; and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
Photo: David Levene
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Lnette Yiadom-oake, Cloer to a Comfort, 2018, oil on linen, 51 1⁄2 × 78 3⁄4".

Lnette Yiadom-oake
JACK HAINMAN GALLRY | WT 20TH TRT

“In Lieu of a Louder Love,” Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s exhibition of twenty-six paintings—
including two diptychs and a quadriptych—occupied both of Jack Shainman Gallery’s Chelsea
spaces. These imaginary portraits conveyed a timelessness, a sense that they might have been
made either a hundred years ago or just the other day. Yiadom-Boakye’s work does not elicit
mere nostalgia; it evokes a sense of inward reflection, less affected by immediate sensations
than by what’s been brooding in the soul. Although the artist relies on imagination rather than
observation, she still uses photographs and other references, freely combining them in the act
of composition. Yiadom-Boakye renders such details as posture and facial expression in an
utterly convincing manner, as if drawing from life. She inhabits each figure the way an actor
would a role, weaving together her own experiences with small gestures scrupulously observed
in others.

An actor usually wants to give an audience the illusion of knowing his or her character.
Yiadom-Boakye, however, makes her people vivid precisely by giving us a sense of how little we
know them. Her subjects, usually alone or in pairs, appear in somewhat nebulous spaces. The
predominantly brownish tonalities in some of her backgrounds closely match the figures’ skin
tones—3PM Blackheath, The Ever Exacting, and A Monday Midnight (all works 2018) are
three examples. Her figures may not be at one with their environments, but they are not
pushing against them, either. These men and women often seem absorbed in their own

NW YORK

https://www.artforum.com/print/reviews/201904/lynette-yiadom-boakye-79056
https://www.artforum.com/artguide/jack-shainman-gallery-west-20th-street-151


thoughts, but even when a subject’s pose appears to acknowledge the viewer, he or she gives
nothing away. Take Closer to a Comfort, in which a young man, stretched out on a couch,
holds his forearm across his forehead, suggesting that he’s just been using it to cover his eyes,
or is about to do so, while the other hand approaches the viewer ambiguously, not quite
inviting or defensive. I couldn’t help but think of John Ashbery’s lines about the hand in
Parmigianino’s 1524 oil-on-panel tondo, Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror, “thrust at the viewer
/ And swerving easily away, as though to protect / What it advertises.”

The enigmatic identities of her subjects made it tempting to see them as occasions for Yiadom-
Boakye to exercise her painterly prowess. And the works’ sometimes inscrutable titles (for
instance, Blood Next to Walls, From a Foghorn to a Siren, and Southbound Catechism)
emphasize their unfathomable interiority. The artist could be an outstanding abstract painter if
she desired, as her touch combines sensitivity with assertiveness. And don’t let that subfusc
palette fool you: She is a brilliant colorist, all the more so for her skill in adumbrating her rich
hues under a seemingly monochromatic veil. Consider the gorgeously smoldering reds that
surround the seated, spread-armed man in The Ventricular. A wonderful sense of the
medium’s materiality, and even that of the canvas itself, was evident everywhere in this show.
Particularly admirable was how, in a few of the pieces, she used supports with an unusual
herringbone weave to lend the surfaces a deeper tactility, causing her colors to shimmer ever so
subtly. And yet it would be a mistake to downplay the fact that she is, first and foremost, a
painter of people, a humanist who manages to make the problem of how a figure subsists in
paint a telling metaphor for the question of how a person subsists in a body.

— Barry Schwabsky

All right reerved. artforum.com i a regitered trademark of Artforum International Magazine, New York, NY.
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What to See in New York Art
Galleries This Week

Harold Haliday Costain photographs the sugar and salt industries; Karl Haendel creates artistic punch lines; and 

Lynette Yiadom‑Boakye ignites the unexpected.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye

Through Feb. 16 at Jack Shainman, 513 West 20th Street and 524 West 24th Street, Manhattan; 212‑645‑1701, jackshainman.com.

Lynette Yiadom‑Boakye has contributed to the renaissance in painting the black figure and has benefited from it. Her
show, “In Lieu of a Louder Love” at both of Jack Shainman’s galleries in Chelsea, follows Charles White’s landmark
retrospective at the Museum of Modern Art and a new MoMA publication, “Among Others: Blackness at MoMA,” which
includes Ms. Yiadom‑Boakye’s work. The game‑changing exhibition “Posing Modernity: The Black Model From Manet
and Matisse to Today” at the Wallach Art Gallery at Columbia University is still on view for a few weeks.

Despite this momentum, however, Ms. Yiadom‑Boakye, who won top honors at the Carnegie International exhibition last
fall, still has room to grow as a painter. Her coffee‑brown portraits of fictional people register best as groups, like an
arrangement of family portraits. They feature people reading, lounging and resting in traditional poses. Her dark palette
and the stillness of the figures gives her work a sense of timelessness that has fast‑tracked them into contemporary art
history: The work already looks timeworn.

The flip side of this, however, is a sense of familiarity and inertness; Her subjects can feel trapped in the canvas rather
than liberated by it. The best work here features laughing subjects and a hint of movement. Multiple panels with a female
dancer in a white leotard, or a singular canvas with male dancers, suggest something beyond the here and now, a
perspective on people, history and looking that you expect painting to elicit.
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LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE’S LOVELY, ‘LOUDER’ NEW PAINTINGS

By Piotr Orlov January 16, 2019

It’s a testament to the aesthetic beauty and emotional clarity of British painter Lynette Yiadom-

Boakye’s work  that gallery exhibitions of her new canvases have been treated as art-world “events” 

since just about the very beginning of her career. Then again, the 31-year-old, London-born artist’s 

first critical success came soon after she left art school, and was shortlisted for the Turner Prize as a 

26-year-old.

AFROPUNK ©



Some of the acclaim of Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings — portraits of fictional individuals whose

characteristics make them seem anything but made-up — is, in many ways, easy to understand. Or at

least, it’s easy to understand what makes them relatable and uncommon. A lot of it is the warm

affection that Yiadom-Boakye brings to the details of her subjects’ lives (temporal facial expressions, or

the relaxed gesturing of their bodies), making them recognizable and familiar as our contemporaries.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, “Level with the Lawn” (2018), oil on canvas, 55 1/4 x 51 1/4 x 1 1/2 inches



Yet these scenes also take place amidst such quiet settings (the subjects often floating inside

monochromatic dark hues), that her pieces also take on the still timelessness of portraits by old

masters like Velasquez and Degas. At a glance, we seem to know Yiadom-Boakye’s subjects and

paintings, just as previous generations have — even if projecting everyday Black lives onto canvases

was unheard-of back then.

“In Lieu of a Louder Love,” Yiadom-Boakye’s newest show at New York’s Jack Shainman Gallery (at

both its 20th and 24th Street locations), features 26 paintings and is named after one of the artist’s

poems. It too is an event, Lynette’s first exhibition of new work following winning the Carnegie Prize at

2018’s Carnegie International in Pittsburgh, among the oldest and most prestigious awards in art

(honoring the top painting of the year’s exhibition). And though “…Louder Love” contains no radical

transformation in the artist’s work, there are changes in tone.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, “Stone Arabesque” (2018), oil on linen, quadriptych: 78 7/8 x 47 3/8 x 1 1/2 inches (each)



For one, there are new color schemes and context at play here. “Black Allegiance to the Cunning,”

which features a smiling man sitting on a stool over a fox, seems to take place in the same checkered,

linoleum-floor studio where West African photo-portraiture masters such as Malick Sidibe developed

their public practices. Meanwhile, “Amber and Jasmine” features a woman in a headwrap and bathing

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, “Amber and Jasmine” (2018), oil on linen, 59 1/4 x 55 1/8 x 1 1/2 inches



suit, leaning on a simply designed, prayer-sized rug — the framing yellow, orange and green

background illuminating her modest beauty.

It is not so much a departure as a pivot (or a slight remix), examples of a more expansive playfulness in

terms of palette and where Lynette’s seeds of inspiration may be blossoming now. Both are qualities

present throughout the show.

Possibly my favorite of these remixes is “The Ever Exacting,” which portrays a seated man, open-

shirted in khakis and white tube socks, with an open-winged white owl perched on his forearm. A bird

of prey on a powerful man’s arm is a well-worn motif of ages-old white patriarchal Western portraits,

and also trodden territory for Yiadom-Boakye. But where in the previous subjects she saddled with

such a meaning-laden bird brought a seriousness to the canvas, here the man just stares at the owl

with a bemused wonder. Not quite smiling, but not weighed down either.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s exhibit, “In Lieu of a Louder Love,” is on show at the Jack Shainman

Galleries in Manhattan, until February 16th

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye (L-R), “Rue The Days” (2018) oil on linen, 33 3/4 x 55 3/16 x 1 1/2 inches; “The Ever Exacting” (2018), oil on linen, 74 15/16 x 63 1/8 x 1 1/2 inches



“Amaranthine” (2018) by Lynette Yiadom Boakeye

A SERIES OF ARRESTING PORTRAITS is on view at the Carnegie Museum of Art in Pittsburgh. Single and 
double portraits are exhibited along with a painting of four black males standing together, seemingly in 
conversation. Lithe figures, all bare-chested wearing only dark pants, any number of narratives could be assigned 
to the image by British painter Lynette Yiadom-Boakye.

At the latest edition of the Carnegie International, a gallery illuminated with natural light is dedicated to Yiadom-
Boakye. Her portraits are hung according to her specifications. The lighting and wall color are designed to 
complement the paintings which are displayed relatively low, at a height that directly engages the viewer. Void of 
time-bound details, her expressive portraits of compelling characters read both historic and contemporary.

The Carnegie International opened to much fanfare in October. Presented by the Carnegie Museum of Art every 
four to five years, this year’s 57th edition is curated by Ingrid Schaffner, with associate curator Liz Park. The 
exhibition features 32 artists and collectives, local, national, and international figures, such as Kerry James 
Marshall, El Anatsui, Kevin Jerome Everson, Leslie Hewitt, Tavares Strachan, and Yiadom-Boakye.

Curators Explain Why British Painter Lynette Yiadom-Boakye 
Won the Carnegie International’s Top Prize
by VICTORIA L. VALENTINE on Nov 19, 2018 • 7:58 am

Welcome to Culture Type!
Exploring art by and about people of African descent, primarily through the lens of books, 
magazines and catalogs, Culture Type features original research and reporting and shares 
invaluable interestingness culled from the published record on black art.
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The opening festivities included a variety of programming—artist projects, performances, talks, screenings, and a 
celebratory gala on Oct. 12, where the Fine Prize was awarded to Postcommodity and Yiadom-Boakye received the 
Carnegie Prize.

LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE, “Radical Trysts,” 2018 (oil on linen, 70 7/8 x 63 inches). | © Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Courtesy of the artist and 
Jack Shainman Gallery, New York

Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings earned her the International’s top award. The Carnegie Prize includes $10,000 and the 
Medal of Honor, which is designed by Tiffany & Co., and was first issued to Winslow Homer at the inaugural 
International in 1896.

The museum describes the International prizes as “prestigious” and the winning artists as “exceptional,” without 
further explanation about their candidacy. I wanted to better understand the criteria by which the artists were chosen 
and reached out to the museum to learn what about Yiadom-Boakye’s work stood out among the other artists 
included in the exhibition.

To begin with, the artists included in the International were selected by a team of all-female curators and 
researchers assembled by Schaffner (Magalí Arriola, Doryun Chong, Ruba Katrib, Carin Kuoni, and Bisi Silva) that 
traveled the globe in pairs visiting with artists and viewing their work.

The goal was explore what “‘international’ means at a moment when questions of nations, nationalism, boundaries, 
and border crossings are becoming ever more urgent” and, in this context, identify artists who best represented the 
“currents and concerns” of contemporary art.
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The goal was to explore what “‘international’ means at a moment when questions of 
nations, nationalism, boundaries, and border crossings are becoming ever more 
urgent” and, in this context, identify artists who best represented the “currents and 
concerns” of contemporary art.

LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE, “To Improvise a Mountain,” 2018 (oil on linen). | © Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Courtesy of the artist and Jack 
Shainman Gallery, New York

Recognized for her portraits of timeless subjects, Yiadom-Boakye made 13 new ones for the Carnegie International. 
Her dreamy and dramatic portraits feature fictional figures, people she’s imagined and realized on canvas. The 
characters might be mulling family matters or experiencing relationship challenges, immigration issues, grief, 
triumph, satisfaction or wanderlust. Perhaps they are weighing what to serve for tea. The specifics are left to 
interpretation.

A painter who also writes and has penned essays for the catalogs of fellow artists, Yiadom-Boakye gives her 
paintings poetic titles such “A Whistle in a Wish,” “Solar Wisdom,” “The Black Watchful,” and “No Need of Speech.”

Her latest series depicts individual figures in contemplative poses. “Marvels for a Soothsayer” shows a male 
subject, rendered in profile, with his head cast downward. He is wearing glasses with his dreaded or braided hair 
pulled back in a bun. The instance may be the first time such cultural details have been represented in her oeuvre.

Yiadom-Boakye’s subjects often look away from the viewer and appear aloof or perhaps deep in thought. Even 
when there are two figures on a canvas, they usually don’t appear emotionally connected.
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In some of the new paintings, however, Yiadom-Boakye’s characters are relatively animated and deeply engaged 
with each other—a new development. She depicts them facing one another, gesturing, smoking, and expressing 
emotion with wide eyes. In the Guide published to accompany the International, Schaffner said, from the outset, 
she was really drawn to her painting: “the brushwork, the personas, the intimacies, the owls, the staging, the 
drama.”

Curator Ingrid Schaffner was particularly drawn to Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s 
paintings: “the brushwork, the personas, the intimacies, the owls, the staging, the 
drama.”

LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE, “Marvels for a Soothsayer,” 2018 (oil on linen). | © Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Courtesy of the artist and Jack 
Shainman Gallery, New York

A seven-member jury chose the prize winners. The jurors included three of Schaffner’s travel/research partners 
(Kuoni, Katrib, and Arriola), two representatives from the museum’s advisory board, and two members of 
Carnegie’s curatorial staff—Catherine Evans, co-director and head curator, and Eric Crosby, curator of modern and 
contemporary art.

“Criteria for awarding the prizes are intentionally broad,” Evans said. She continued in an email statement: “In 
selecting the winners this year, jurors started with their top five to ten artists, then after much discussion ranging 
from the impact of artworks to their resonance with the context of the exhibition to the relevance of their artistic 
practice in today’s world, reached a final consensus.”

Evans said the Carnegie Prize “is awarded to an artist for their outstanding contribution to the exhibition.” Given this 
standard, beyond the allure of her paintings of fascinating characters, the jury appreciated Yiadom-Boakye’s 
dedication to the opportunity to participate in the International.
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“The jury felt strongly that Lynnette Yiadom-Boake’s paintings demonstrated a compelling new development in her 
work and is a highlight in a rich and exhibition,” Evans said. “In addition, the jury took into account that the artist had 
created these 13 paintings specifically for the Carnegie International, 57th Edition, 2018.” CT

TOP IMAGE: LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE, “Amaranthine,” 2018 (oil on linen). | © Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Courtesy of the 
artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York

LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE, “A Whistle in a Wish,” 2018 (oil on canvas, 29 3/4 x 
27 9/16 inches). | © Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Courtesy of the artist and Jack 
Shainman Gallery, New York

Installation view, Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, 2018, 57th Carnegie International. | 
Photo by Bryan Conley. Courtesy the artist, Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, and 
Corvi-Mora, London
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LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE, “Keep for a Heart,” 2018 (oil on linen, 33 5/8 x 31 11/16 
inches). | © Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, 
New York

Installation view, Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, 2018, 57th Carnegie International. | Photo by Bryan Conley. 
Courtesy the artist, Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, and Corvi-Mora, London
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LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE, “Solar Wisdom,” 2018 (oil on 
linen, 78 3/4 x 51 3/16 inches). | © Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. 
Courtesy of the artist and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York

LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE, “No Need of Speech,” 2018 (oil on canvas, 90 9/16 x 
97 7/16 inches). | © Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Courtesy of the artist and Jack 
Shainman Gallery, New York
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LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE, “The Black Watchful,” 2018 (oil on canvas, 78 
3/4 x 59 1/16 inches). | © Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Courtesy of the artist and 
Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
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Accolades:

Ghanian-British painter Lynette Yiadom-Boakye has won the Carnegie Prize at the 
57th Carnegie International. Indigenous interdisciplinary art collective
Postcommodity won the Fine Prize. Both awards come with $10,000.

NEWS

Art Movements
Filmmaker Clément Cogitore has won the Prix Marcel Duchamp, painter Lynette
Yiadom-Boakye has won the Carnegie Prize, and more.



Lynette Yiadom-Boakye and Postcommodity won prizes at the 2018 Carnegie International.

Installation view of works by Lynette Yiadom-Boakye in the 57th Carnegie International. Photo by Bryan Conley. Courtesy the artist, Jack 
Shainman Gallery, New York, and Corvi-Mora, London.

The 57th edition of the Carnegie International, one of the longest-running recurring art exhibitions in the world, 
opened this weekend in Pittsburgh with the announcement of two major awards: painter Lynette Yiadom-Boakye 
received the Carnegie Prize, which comes with $10,000 and a Tiffany & Co.-designed medal; and the collective 
Postcommodity was awarded the Fine Prize, which also comes with a $10,000 prize. Yiadom-Boakye’s work for the 
Carnegie International consisted of an installation of her bewitching portraits, while Postcommodity installed on 
the �oor of the Carnegie Museum of Art’s Hall of Sculpture an installation that addressed Pittsburgh’s industrial 
history.

The jury for the awards included Vera List Center for Art and Politics director Carin Kuoni, MoMA PS1 curator 
Ruba Katrib, and independent curator Magalí Arriola. The 2018 edition of the Carnegie International—which 
opened to the public on Saturday and welcomed nearly 6,000 visitors during its opening weekend—was curated by 
Ingrid Schaffner and remains on view through March 25, 2019. During the previous Carnegie International, in 
2013, the Carnegie and Fine prizes were awarded to Nicole Eisenman and Zanele Muholi, respectively.

Oct 15

Benjamin Sutton
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+,-�.-/0+-�0/12+�+,-�3-43-5-6+0+71608�9-3525�+,-�0/5+30:+�;05�/-:1<76=�0�57.-876->�*,0+�50<-�?-03@�0�/80:A�:230+13@B?605+16�C:D,76-@�<126+-.�EF6G13<0+716@H�16-�1G�+,-�G735+�<0I13�-J,7/7+7165�1G�:16:-4+208�03+@�0+�+,-�C25-2<�1GC1.-36�K3+�76�L-;�M13A>E*,-�D,13+�N-6+23?O�F6.-4-6.-6:-�06.�P7/-30+716�C19-<-6+5�76�KG37:0@�QRSTUQRRS@H�VA;27�W6;-X13Y5�-J,7/7+716�1GZ[[QUZ[[Z@�5--6�76�\-3876�06.�L-;�M13A@�0<16=�1+,-3�480:-5@�42+�16�.75480?�03+�+,0+�;05�0�5?6+,-575�1G�KG37:06�03+75+7:5+?8-5�06.�W2314-06�<1.-3675<@�08<15+�05�0�4-0:-�+3-0+?�/-+;--6�:28+23-5>�\?�+,75�+7<-�]8-66�P7=16@�+,-�/80:A:16:-4+208�03+75+@�06.�*,-8<0�]18.-6@�+,-�.73-:+13�1G�+,-�D+2.71�C25-2<�76�̂038-<@�,0.�431:807<-.�+,-�76.-4-6.-6:-1G�;,0+�+,-?�:088-.�0�E415+_/80:AH�=-6-30+716>�*1�.-G76-�E415+_/80:AH�;05�16-�1G�+,-�07<5�1G�]18.-6Y5�Z[[Q�-J,7/7+716@È3--5+?8->H�P7=16�06.�]18.-6�541A-�76�+,-�:0+081=�1G�E+,-�87/-30+76=�9082-�76�+15576=�1GG�+,-�7<<-65-�/23.-6�1G�30:-_;7.-�3-43-5-6+0+716@�+,-�7.-0�+,0+�-9-3?+,76=�+,-?�.1�<25+�54-0A�+1�13�G13�13�0/12+�+,-�-6+73-�30:->H�\80:A�03+75+5�1G�+,-43-97125�=-6-30+716�:128.�50?�+,-?�.7.�61+�;06+�+1�/-�7.-6+7G7-.�05�/80:A�03+75+5@�/2+�+,-3-�;05�61�6--.�+1�=1�76+1�G23+,-33-42.70+7165�1G�+,-�:0+-=13?�;,-6�+,-�168?�328-�G13�/80:A�03+75+5�;05�+,0+�+,-3-�;-3-6Y+�06?�328-5�<13-�7<413+06+�+,06�+1+,76-�1;6�5-8G�/-�+32->*,-�:0+081=�abcd�efgfdhijbgkl�mnf�obpgfdqejcrrdjsh�tbuufvijbg�br�wxkidhvi�wdi�yZ[Qz{@�-.7+-.�/?�N123+6-?�|>�C03+76@5,1;5�+,0+�0�,75+13?�1G�/80:A5�76�K<-37:06�03+�:06�/-�+18.�+,312=,�<-065�1+,-3�+,06�+,-�3-43-5-6+0+71608�13�60330+79->\2+�+,-�:188-:+716�1G�}0<-80�|1?6-3�06.�K8G3-.�|>�]72G37..0�0851�76:82.-5�413+307+�4,1+1=304,?�06.�413+307+�4076+76=>*7<-�480:-5�+,-�3-43-5-6+0+71608�06.�+,-�0/5+30:+�76�-9-3_:815-3�:28+2308�431J7<7+?>�K6.�+,-�G7=230+79-�,05�3-6-;-.7<413+06:-�61;�+,0+�4076+76=�-6I1?5�0�43-5+7=-�+,0+�7+�,05�61+�,0.�.2376=�+,-�816=�05:-6.06:?�1G�:16:-4+20875<>2̂=,�̂16123�+-885�25�76�mnf�~�h�f�br�inf��uhv��jg��fkifdg�wdi�y�18>�S@�QR�R{�+,0+�-9-6�+,12=,�+,-�62</-3�1G�03+;13A576�;,7:,�/80:A5�;-3-�.-47:+-.�76:3-05-.�76�+,-�QT[�?-035�G31<�+,-�0/187+71675<�1G�+,-�5809-�+30.-�76�\37+076�+1�+,-:1<76=�1G�<1.-3675<@�52:,�;13A5�;-3-�5+788�0�5<088�G30:+716�1G�+,15-�431.2:-.�/-:025-�+,-3-�;05�61�.-<06.�G13+,-<>�C13-19-3@�+,-3-�;05�0�431G126.�.7GG-3-6:-�/-+;--6�3-43-5-6+0+7165�1G�/80:A�4-148-�76�+,-�975208�03+5�06.�7687+-30+23->�*,-?�044-03-.�76�3-87=7125�06.�=-63-�4076+76=@�/2+�0403+�G31<�]1?0@�G-;�03+75+5�76�+,75�4-371.�;-3-�5+733-.�+13-:13.�+,-�+32+,�1G�;,0+�/80:A�4-148-�-J4-37-6:-.�76�;,7+-�51:7-+7-5>\-:025-�/80:A5�;-3-�7.-6+7G7-.�;7+,�5809-3?�+,-?�:128.�/-�97:+7<5�/2+�61+�,-31-5�76��-5+-36�03+@�+,12=,�+,-�-J:-4+716503-�61+0/8-O�̂-63?�̀25-87Y5�mnf��f�db��f�fg�fs�yQ�[z{@�*,�1.13-�]�37:028+Y5�mnf��hri�br�inf��fsckh�yQ�Q�UQ�QR{@�13|15,20��-?618.5Y5��icsp�br�h��uhv���hg�y:73:0�Q��[{>�\2+�42/87:�1476716�87<7+-.�;,-3-�03+�5?<40+,-+7:�+1�/80:A5�:128./-�5--6>�K6.�+,-�9718-6:-�1G�30:708�5-=3-=0+716�76�+,-��D�06.�1G�:1816708�-J4065716�76�KG37:0�:088-.�G13�:037:0+23-5�1G.03A?�76G-37137+?�06.�+,-�-+,61=304,?�1G�,08G_60A-.�5090=-5>�\80:A�4-148-�;-3-�2=8?�06.�51�;05�+,-73�5+13?>��0:75<:05+5�0�816=�5,0.1;�19-3�03+>�*1.0?Y5�413+307+5�1G�/80:A�4-148-�:1<-�G31<�0�:1<48-J�,75+13?�0/12+�+,-�52/I-:+797+?�1G/-02+?�06.�+,-�43-5-6:-�1G�/80:A6-55�76��-5+-36�03+>,-�413+307+�4076+-3�P?6-++-�M70.1<_\10A?-�;05�/136�76�P16.16�76�QR��>�̀13�,-3�5181�-J,7/7+716�0+�+,-�L-;C25-2<@�E�6.-3_D16=�G13�0�N74,-3@H�+,-�+,3--�,7=,�;0885�16�;,7:,�,-3�;13A�,26=�;-3-�4076+-.�8-0+,-3_3-.>�K3+�811A5=11.�,-8.�24�/?�0�:1813�G7-8.>�F6�M70.1<_\10A?-Y5�5-9-6+--6�26G30<-.�413+307+5�1G�/80:A�4-148-@�+,-�4076+�:16+762-5�+1+,-�-.=-5�1G�-0:,�:06905>�*,-3-�03-�61�+7+8-5�13�;088�+-J+5�/-57.-�+,-<>�D1<-�03-�G288_8-6=+,@�13�6-038?�51@�-J:-4+�G13�0+374+?:,�1G�,137X16+08�413+307+5�1G�0�/80:A�<08-�76�431G78-@�61+�08;0?5�76�+,-�50<-�5,73+@�3-:87676=�16�0�3-.�5+374-./806A-+>�*,3--�4076+76=5�03-�1G�;1<-6@�16-�1G�;,1<�;-035�0�;,7+-�8-1+03.��061+,-3�75�5-0+-.�F6.706�G05,716@�5--76=�+1+,-�/26�76�,-3�,073>�*;1�/03-G11+�;1<-6�76�431G78-�76�816=�5A73+5�03-�.-47:+-.�+1=-+,-3@�16-�5-0+-.�76�G316+�1G�+,-�1+,-3@;,1�5+06.5�;7+,�0�4073�1G�G7-8.�=8055-5�07<-.�0+�51<-+,76=�;-�:06Y+�5--�+1�123�37=,+>�F+�75�+,-�168?�4076+76=�76�+,--J,7/7+716�+,0+�75�61+�1G�16-�4-3516�13�1G�16-�4-3516�06.�0�:0+�13�0�/73.>K�?126=�<06�76�0�/82-�5;-0+-3�57+5�0+�0�+0/8-�;7+,�0�:1GG--�:24��061+,-3�?12+,�75�16�0�:,073@�,75�8-G+�8-=�3075-.>�V6-�=2?,05�0�/73.��0�802=,76=�/80:A�?12+,�,05�0�/-03.>�K�/03-G11+�/31;6�?12+,�75�5+06.76=�;7+,�,75�37=,+�8-=�:3155-.�76�G316+�1G,75�8-G+>�̂-�811A5�5+307=,+�0+�+,-�97-;-3>�K�/80:A�<06�;7+,�/-02+7G28�-?-5�811A5�0+�+,-�:0+�16�,75�5,128.-3>�*,-�803=-5+4076+76=�5,1;5�0�/03-G11+�/31;6_4234875,�?12+,�3-5+76=�16�,75�8-G+�-8/1;�76�0�=3055?�-J4065->�*,-�/80:A�?12+,5�03-.03A_5A766-.�.03A�/31;6@�61+�/80:A�06.�M70.1<_\10A?-�:16:-6+30+-5�,-3�7<405+1�76�+,-�G0:-5>��03A�:18135�:1<-24�76�37.=-5�+1�G13<�,073@�615-@�5,0.1;5@�8745@�6-:A@�:,76��06.�765+-0.�1G�;,7+-�47=<-6+�264076+-.�540:-5�044-03�76�0G7=23-Y5�12+876-�13�05�,7=,87=,+5�16�+,-�G0:->�*,-�523G0:-�5233126.76=�+,-�G7=23-5�75�9-3?�G80+@�05�7G�5:304-.>�\0:A=3126.5
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+,-�+�./01�2,�324-0�5267/48�15-�9/8:,-�/4�;6+<-�+47�+,-�421�.-+41�12�1-66�:0�.:<5=�*5-�>27?�/0�+�,2+7�12�15-�9+<-@�15-<-41,+6�<24<-,4=*5-�8:?0�+,-�8227A622B/48=�C�?2:15�/4�;,29/6-�/4�+�D5/1-�*A05/,1�/0�02.-D5+1�+47,28?42:0E�+�>-+:1/9:6�?2:15�D/1572D4<+01�-?-0�/0�+�5+,6-F:/4=�C�06--;/48�?2:15�+;;-+,0�GH;,-00/24/01�/4�5/0�+486-0=�I-J0�821�42�<,21<5@�>:1�5-,-�+4715-,-�+�8:?J0�1,2:0-,0�.+?�0;2,1�+�K=�C�?2:48�.+4�/4�+�>6+<B�1+4B�12;�52670�+4�2D6�/4�5/0�862L-7�5+47=�I-�5+0�+�15/4.:01+<5-�+47�5/0�622B�72D4�5/0�420-�+1�:0�/0�9:66�29�<247-0<-40/24=�*5-�2D6@�D247-,9:66?�;+/41-7@�5+0�/10�2D4�9/-,<--H;,-00/24=�M4�15-�<+1+628�15-�;+/41/48�5+0�+�1/16-@�NOP�QRSSPTU=�V2:�8-1�15-�9--6/48�15+1�15-0-�8:?0�+,-�.-+41�12�>-7+4<-,0�+47W.+?>-�/1J0�/4�D5+1�V/+72.AX2+B?-�.+B-0�29�15-�2;-44-00�29�15-/,�-H;,-00/240W15+1�15-?�+,-�8+?=M1�1+B-0�1D2�12�.+B-�+�;2,1,+/1�+0�D-66�+0�+4�+,8:.-41@�I:85�I242:,�D,21-=�V-1�15-0-�+,-�421�;2,1,+/10�29�,-+6�;-2;6-=V/+72.AX2+B?-�5+0�-H;6+/4-7�15+1�15-?�+,-�<2.;20/1-0@�9,2.�Y+�<2.>/4+1/24�29�7/99-,-41�02:,<-0Z�0<,+;>22B0@7,+D/480@�;52128,+;50=[�\5-�0+/7�05-�15/4B0�6-00�+>2:1�15-�9/8:,-0�15+4�05-�72-0�+>2:1�52D�15-?�+,-�;+/41-7=�\5-�72-0421�0--�15-.�+0�;2,1,+/10�29�<5+,+<1-,0�D/15�;-,024+6/1/-0�12�<+;1:,-�2,�0:88-01=�Y*5-?�-H/01�-41/,-6?�/4�;+/41@[�+0�+1-<54/<+6�;,2>6-.�12�>-�026L-7Z�52D�12�,-47-,�/4�2/6�15-�96--1/484-00�29�15-�04+;0521=�]+,�9,2.�;5212,-+6/0.@�15-?4-L-,15-6-00�5+L-�02.-15/48�29�+�01,+48-,J0�;52128,+;5�<266-<1/24=�*5-?�+,-�;,/L+1-@�+�,/776-=V/+72.AX2+B?-�5+0�+602�7/0<:00-7�52D�05-�-H-<:1-0�-+<5�;2,1,+/1�/4�+�0/486-�7+?=�M9�05-�9--60�+�;+,1/<:6+,�;/-<-�5+04J1D2,B-7�2:1@�05-�7-01,2?0�/1=�\5-�0+?0�05-�+6D+?0�,-.-.>-,0�15-�9+/6:,-0=�*5-�+,1�05-�<+,-0�+>2:1�/0�;26/1/<+6�>-<+:0-.201�+,1�/0@�05-�0+?0@�D5/<5�.+?�.-+4�15+1�+0�+�>6+<B�+,1/01�05-�<+4�1,-+1�15-�>6+<B�>27?�+0�42,.+6=�I-,�;2,1,+/10�5+L-+11/1:7-@�>:1�15-?�+,-�421�5-,2/<@�̂:01�+0�05-�5+0�0+/7�15+1�05-�/0�0:0;/</2:0�29�>-+:1?�+47�/401-+7�82-0�+91-,�15-�0-40:+6@D5+1�15-�0B/4�8/L-0�299=�I-,�+;;,2+<5�12�;2,1,+/1�;+/41/48W15-�<52/<-�12�/.;20-�+�<5+66-48-@�+�9,+./48�7-L/<-@�02.-02,1�29�7/01+4</48�.-<5+4/0.W+602�0;-+B0�29�5-,�8-4-,+1/24@�D5-4�;+/41/48�/4�;+,1/<:6+,�D+0�:49+05/24+>6-@�+47<24<-;1:+6�+,1@�/401+66+1/240@�D-,-�24�15-�D+?�12�>-<2./48�15-�4-D�+<+7-./<�+,1=5-,-�/0�+�;:,;6-A>+<B-7�;2,1,+/1�>?�V/+72.AX2+B?-�29�+�7+,B�?2:48�D2.+4J0�5-+7�+47�4-<B�/4�15-�\1:7/2�_:0-:./4�I+,6-.J0�0:..-,�052D@�Ỳ-8+,7/48�15-�]/8:,-=[�_2,-�15+4�9/91?�;/-<-0�1+B-4�9,2.�15-�.:0-:.J0�;-,.+4-41<266-<1/24�a/4<6:7/48�;+/41/480@�;52128,+;50@�0<:6;1:,-@�+47�24-�D2,B�29�./H-7�.-7/+b�+,-4J1�7/0;6+?-7<5,242628/<+66?@�>:1�15-?�5+L-�15-�,+48-�12�.+B-�15-�052D�+>2:1�7/99-,-41�D+?0�29�;:11/48�4-D�/.+8-0�29�15-�>6+<B�a>?>6+<B�+,1/010@�92662D/48�15-�\1:7/2�_:0-:.J0�.+47+1-b�/412�c-01-,4�+,1=�I-4,?�d00+D+�*+44-,J0�:47+1-7�6/1528,+;5NOP�NOTPP�QRTeU�05+,-0�+�D+66�D/15�NOP�fggh�aijkjb�>?�G673/-,�l2,12,@�+�0.+66�;2,1,+/1@�;-,5+;0�29�X/66/-�I26/7+?@�+47D/15�m-44/9-,�n+<B-,J0�opRq@�+�0-H?�rsit�;2,1,+/1=C0�+�?2:48�+,1/01�/4�n+,/0@�I+6-�c227,:99�.-1�*+44-,�/4�15-�6+1-�ijrs0=�*+44-,�D+0�15-�9/,01�C9,/<+4AC.-,/<+4�+,1/01�12D/4�,-<284/1/24�+>,2+7=�*5-�],-4<5�82L-,4.-41�;:,<5+0-7�5/0�fPUuTTPvSwgq�gx�yRzRTuU�92,�15-�{:H-.>2:,8�/4�i|j}=X:1�/1�D+0�n/<+002�D52�/40;/,-7�c227,:99�15-�.201=�I-�01:7/-7�D/15�~/-82�̀/L-,+�/4�_-H/<2�/4�15-�ijts0�+47�/0�>-01B42D4�92,�5/0�.:,+60�+1�>6+<B�<266-8-0@�?-1�5/0�01,:886-�D/15�n/<+002�/0�01/66�82/48�24�/4�5/0�2/6�;+/41/48��xTwvR�Rq��SOP�u���a</,<+�ij�|b�/4�15-�\1:7/2�_:0-:.�052D=�C602�/4�15-�052D�/0�X2>�*52.;024J0�NOP��Rh�g�@�+�92,-01�0<-4-�299/8:,-0�24�52,0->+<B@�2,�7+4</48�+624-@�+47�7+,B�92,�02.-24-�,-.-.>-,-7�+0�+�<262,/01=�d4-�<2:;6-@�.-,-�05+;-0@+;;-+,0�12�>-�<2;:6+1/48�+01,/7-�+�52,0-=�*52.;024�0+/7�5-�D+41-7�d67�_+01-,0�12�.--1�+�̂+33A/496-<1-7�C>01,+<1GH;,-00/24/0.�/4�5/0�D2,B=�I-�7/-7�+1�1D-41?A-/851@�/4�ij��@�>-92,-�+4?24-�<2:67�<,/1/</3-�5/.�92,�G:,2<-41,/0.=C.248�15-�5/012,/<+6�92,<-0�15+1�+,1/010�29�15-�;201A>6+<B�8-4-,+1/24�5+L-�7-<6+,-7�15-.0-6L-0�:4+9,+/7�29�/0�15-G:,2;-+4�+-015-1/<�1,+7/1/24@�̂:01�+0�15-,-�/0�42�.2,-�1+6B�29�D52�/04J1�>6+<B�-42:85�/4�5/0�2,�5-,�D2,B=�\2.-�29�15-+,1/010�/4�15-�\1:7/2�_:0-:.�-H5/>/1/24�<+4�>-�0--4�/4�15-�.+̂2,�.:0-:.0�29�15-�</1?@�>:1�/1�.+B-0�+�7/99-,-4<-�12�0--15-.�+0�;+,1�29�+�5/012,?�15+1�82-0�9,2.�D2,B�.+7-�/4�+�02</-1?�D5-,-�02�.+4?�122B�/1�92,�8,+41-7�15+1�+�>6+<B�+,1/01D2:67�4-L-,�>-�+0�8227�+0W9/66�/4�+�8,-+1�D5/1-�4+.-W12�2>̂-<10�15+1�+,-�̂:01�421�D2,,/-7�+>2:1�15+1�B/47�29�15/48+4?.2,-=�*5-�I+,6-.�-H5/>/1/24�82-0�9,2.�24-�+,,-01/48�;/-<-�12�+4215-,=�*5-,-�/0�yR��e�QRhR�aij�jb@�X+,B6-?�{=I-47,/<B0J0�6/9-A0/3-�;2,1,+/1�29�5/0�<2:0/4@�>-/8-��+15?�c/66/+.0@�D/15�+�>/8@�,2:47@�>,2D4�+9,2@�;20-7�+8+/401�+>+<B8,2:47�+,<5�29�8267�6-+9=�a*5/0�<+660�2:1�12�+4�/41-40-�n,-À+;5+-6/1-A6/B-�;2,1,+/1�D/15�.:<5�8267�6-+9@�G6/3+>-15l262.>+J0��R�OqP�arsi�b@�24�7/0;6+?�/4�15-�Y�;12D4[�-H5/>/1/24�+1�15-�4-D�l26:.>/+��4/L-,0/1?�\<5226�29�15-�C,10{-49-01�l-41-,=b
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Museums

An artist who summons black
faces and bodies at ease in the
world

 Review

By Philip Kennicott  August 3

NEW YORK — One can’t call Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings of people portraits, because the young men and women in

these images don’t actually exist. They are composite figures, worked up from her imagination and from files of images —

photographs, clippings, drawings — that she has gathered. They are, perhaps, invented characters, but she doesn’t tell us of

what kind, what motivates them or what they are about. The titles of her paintings are poetic and suggestive — “Ropes for a

Clairvoyant” and “Of All the Seasons,” for example — but they bear no identifying traces, no clues to the people she has

summoned. Stand in a room full of her work, and you have the sense that you have been dropped into the middle of

something, in media res. It isn’t like being in the middle of a crowd, teeming with energy — rather, you feel yourself

surrounded by a collection of quietly thoughtful and thoroughly self-contained individuals who are taking a moment from the

stream of life to do nothing at all.

The work of Yiadom-Boakye, a London-based artist born in 1977 and a finalist for the prestigious Turner Prize in 2013, is on

view at the New Museum, filling the midsize fourth-floor gallery, which has been painted a deep burgundy. The rich color of

the background walls contrasts sharply with the standard institutional white favored by most contemporary art galleries, and

it flatters the generally earthy tones and deep shadows of the artist’s oil-on-linen medium. The lights are also kept lower than

is often the case in contemporary galleries, and everything seems to have a warm glow. An effort has been made to banish the

bustle of New York and allow visitors to exist in a space that is backward-looking, to indulge nostalgic fantasies of the hushed

art museums of the 19th century, which were also richly painted and architecturally removed from the everyday world.

Yiadom-Boakye paints most of her works in one day, and this exhibition includes 17 new ones. Several of the figures appear to

be dancers (one young woman is seen in a ballet pose wearing a white leotard), and all of them have a casual, lean, athletic

grace. The speed with which she paints yields broad, almost sketchy brushwork, paint that is drawn quickly and proximately

over the surface of the linen, with streaks and rough edges rather than fine lines and polish. The virtuosity of her work, as well

as the physicality of her mostly young subjects, gives a sense that there is something precipitous about the people she has

imagined, as though they are about to tip out of the picture space and into the room.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/entertainment/museums
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The artist, born in London to Ghanaian parents, focuses on subjects who are of African descent, and her work is often seen as

part of a larger project of restitution, shared among other artists who are seemingly working outside the mostly white, Western

tradition of figure painting, to people the world of art with new faces, new figures and new subjects who aren’t uniformly white

and European. Western painters only occasionally painted non-Western faces and bodies over the past half-millennium, and

often when they did, it was to underscore the supposed exoticism or otherness of African or Asian subjects. They were

represented as servants, objects of sexual desire or emissaries of far-flung and deeply foreign worlds that only occasionally

encroached on European lands, as in the depiction of Balthazar, one of the three Magi, who was often depicted as a Moor in

Renaissance paintings.

But compare Yiadom-Boakye with another artist, Kehinde Wiley, who deliberately inserts black faces and bodies into some of

the most mannered tropes of Western art, and it’s clear something very different is going on. Wiley’s highly finished images

use not just the medium of painting but often the poses and trappings of European elites to create a satire on the exclusion and

whiteness of the art world. He inserts a young African American into a heroic and imperial context borrowed from the

Napoleonic-era works of Jacques-Louis David or renders the rapper Ice-T as Napoleon, and the resulting work is as

bombastically colorful and richly finished as Yiadom-Boakye’s work is earthy and improvised. Wiley is creating an ironic

indictment of exclusion, whereas Yiadom-Boakye is quietly and steadily remedying the problem. There is something

endearingly pragmatic about her work and her method, as if to say: The way one deals with exclusion is to open the doors and

let people in.

But the more you look at it, the more you realize this isn’t just a matter of increasing the sum total of people with dark skin

represented in art galleries or museums. Bodies and faces aren’t sufficient to get at the idea of race or identity; one also needs

poses, gestures and expressions, characteristic ways of standing and leaning and lounging, that have also been excluded from

the way people of color have been represented in Western art.

So at least as important as the skin color of these imagined people is the fact that they are so profoundly, even extravagantly, at

ease. Perhaps more important than the simple fact that people of color are represented in a traditionally white or European

space is that they are entirely comfortable being there.

One might do this with snapshots of people at ease, reproduced, framed and introduced into the art space. Photographic

representation captures ease and grace and the lounging frame of mind, but it also introduces real people into the equation

and so sends the mind down different paths. Who are they? What do they do?

By painting people who don’t, in fact, have real existence, Yiadom-Boakye keeps the focus on their physicality and on the paint

and the process whereby they have been created. Sometimes, these things intersect in delightful ways. “In Lieu of Keen

Virtue,” for example, shows a man casually dressed in an orange turtleneck while a cat lounges on his left shoulder. But the left

arm isn’t quite right and doesn’t seem to meet his torso in a natural way. It’s tempting to think the cat may have been a

painterly inspiration, to divert attention from the slightly awkward arm with the introduction of a draping feline. In

summoning the man in a quick and provisional way, the painter has by necessity also summoned the cat, who does indeed

help fix the problem.



The kitty isn’t the only interloper in these works. Sometimes birds appear, as well, and often, there is a dark, assertive shadow

cast by the human figures, a shadow that takes on more personality and presence than a mere play of light. In creating a

character, or painting an imaginary being, the artist may well ask a question we often ask ourselves: What completes us? What

makes us whole? When are we ever pulled together as a being? Almost certainly, we experience this coming together as a real

being in moments of reflection, inwardness and ease and not when we do our best (as in a grand oil painting) to project a

sense of ourselves to the outside world. But does it ever happen? Only the shadow knows.

Lynette YiadomBoakye: UnderSong for a Cipher is on view at the New Museum in New York through Sept. 3. For

information, visit NewMuseum.org.

Philip Kennicott is the Pulitzer Prize-winning Art and Architecture Critic of The Washington Post. He has been on
staff at the Post since 1999, first as Classical Music Critic, then as Culture Critic.  Follow @PhilipKennicott

https://www.washingtonpost.com/newmuseum.org
https://twitter.com/intent/follow?screen_name=PhilipKennicott
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s Imaginary
Portraits

The British-Ghanaian artist creates compelling character studies of people who don’t exist,
re�ecting her twin talents as a writer and a painter.

By Zadie Smith

“Light Of The Lit Wick” (2017). Yiadom-Boakye’s �gures push themselves 
into the imagination, as literary characters do.
Courtesy the artist; Corvi-Mora, London; and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York

T he exhibition space on the fourth �oor of the New Museum, in New York, is a 
long room with a high ceiling. You might expect towering video screens in 
here, or something bulky and three-dimensional, requiring circling—entering, 
even. But on a recent day the room was filled with oils. The show has a 
melancholy, literary title, “Under-Song For A Cipher,” and consists of 
seventeen paintings hung low, depicting a set of striking individuals, all slightly 
larger than human scale, though not imposingly so. Most are on herringbone 
linen; one is on canvas. It’s impossible to avoid noticing that they are all—every 
man and each woman—physically beautiful. Mostly they are alone. They sit, 
stretch, lounge, stand, and are often lost in contemplation, their eyes averted. If 
they are with others, the company is never mixed, as if too much heat might be 
generated by introducing that half-naked man over there to this sharp-eyed 
dancing girl.

Smith, Zadie.  “Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s Imaginary Portraits,” The New Yorker. 19 June 2017.  Online.
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In the œuvre of the British-Ghanaian painter Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, there are quite
a few dancers, lithe in their leotards, but all of her people look as though they might
well belong to that profession. They are uniformly elegant. One young man puts his
hands on his knees and laughs, with his legs apart and his feet turned out; he is dressed
simply, like the rest, in blocks of swiftly laid paint, creating here a black vest, there some
white trousers. No shoes. The artist dislikes attaching her �gures to a particular
historical moment, and there’s no way around the historicity of shoes. Sometimes the
men hold animals like familiars—an owl, a songbird, a cat. The colors are generally
muted: greens and grays and blacks and an extraordinary variety of browns. Amid this
sober coloration splashes of yellow and pink abound, and vivid blues and emerald
greens, all tempered by the many snowdrop gaps of unpainted canvas, like �oral accents
in an English garden.

The surrounding walls are painted a dark heritage red, bringing to mind national
galleries and private libraries, but also, for this viewer, the books you might �nd in such
places, speci�cally the calico covers of nineteenth-century novels. This red has the effect
of bringing a diverse selection of souls together, framing and containing them, much
like a novel contains its people, which is to say, only partially. For Yiadom-Boakye’s
people push themselves forward, into the imagination—as literary characters do—
surely, in part, because these are not really portraits. They have no models, no sitters. 
They are character studies of people who don’t exist.

In many of Yiadom-Boakye’s interviews, she is asked about the source of her 
images, and she tends to answer as a novelist would, citing a potent mix of found 
images, memory, sheer imagination, and spontaneous painterly improvisation 
(most of her canvases are, famously, completed in a single day). From a novelist’s 
point of view, both the speed and the clarity are humbling. Subtleties of human 
personality it might take thousands of words to establish are here articulated by way 
of a few condent brushstrokes. But the deeper beguilement is how she manages to 
create the effect of wholly realized gures while simultaneously confounding so 
many of our assumptions about the gurative. The type of questions prompted by, 
say, Holbein (What kind of a man was Sir Thomas More?) or Gainsborough (What 
was the social status of Mr. and Mrs. Andrews?), or when considering a Lucian 
Freud (What is the relation between painter and model?), are all short-circuited 
here, replaced by an existential query not much heard in contemporary art: Who is 
this? The answer is both literal and liberating: No one. Nor will the titles of these 
paintings identify them. 

http://www.newyorker.com/


A dancing girl in the midst of an arabesque bears the caption “Light Of The Lit Wick.” 
A gentleman in an orange turtleneck with a cat on his shoulder: “In Lieu Of Keen 
Virtue.” That antic fellow with his hands on his knees: “A Cage For The Love.” We 
have become used to titles that ironize or undercut what we are looking at, providing 
conceptual scaffolding for feeble visual ideas, or weak punch lines to duller jokes. For 
Yiadom-Boakye, titles are allusive; they should be considered, she has said, simply “an 
extra mark in the paintings.” For an artist, she is unusual in describing herself as a 
writer as much as a painter—her short stories and prosy poems frequently appear in her 
catalogues. In a recent interview in Time Out, she re�ected on the relation between 
these twin roles. “I don’t paint about the writing or write about the painting,” she said. 
“It’s just the opposite, in fact: I write about the things I can’t paint and paint the things 
I can’t write about.” Her titles run parallel to the images, and—like the human �gures 
they have chosen not to describe or explain—radiate an uncanny self-containment and 
serenity. The canvas is the text.

Given the self-con�dence of this work, it’s strange to note the anxiety that 
Yiadom-Boakye provokes in some critics. In the catalogue that accompanies the

New Museum show, there is an essay by the academic art critic Robert Storr in which
he deems it necessary to defend the work against the perceived retrogression of
�gurative painting: “If you accept Greenbergian premises and methodologies,
representation was de�nitively eclipsed by abstraction sometime in the early 1950s”—a
line of argument that might lead you to believe Clement Greenberg is still busy over at
Commentary instead of being dead for more than two decades. The mid-century debate
over the �gurative and the abstract—which Greenberg’s coining of the term “post-
painterly abstraction” did much to further—aligned the �gurative with illusion: the
illusion of depth in a canvas, and the pretense of three-dimensional human life on what
was, in truth, an inert, two-dimensional surface. The �gurative was fundamentally
nostalgic; its subject matter was kitsch; it was too easily manipulated for the purposes of
propaganda, both political and commercial. Sentimental scenes of human life were,
after all, what the Nazis and the Stalinists had championed. They were what the admen
of Madison Avenue utilized every day. Meanwhile, the abstract sought to continue, in
the realm of the visual, the modernist critique of the self. But, even when a critic allows
for the somewhat antique formulation of these arguments (as Storr goes on to do),
there is still something about the vicarious emotion provoked by the �gurative that
must be explained away or excused.

http://www.newyorker.com/


And so, in the same essay, Yiadom-Boakye is cautiously framed as the kind of artist
who depicts an extreme otherness: “The impact of her pictures is of encountering
people ‘we’—the general North American art audience—have never met, coming from
a world with which ‘we’ are unfamiliar. One that we have no basis for generalizing
about or projecting our fantasies onto.” Yet the subjects of these paintings are not
members of a recently discovered indigenous tribe in Papua New Guinea but, rather,
many handsome black men and women in unremarkable domestic settings.

There is a respectful caution in this kind of critique which, though undoubtedly well
intended in theory, in practice throws a patronizing chill over such work. Yiadom-
Boakye is doing more than exploring the supposedly uncharted territory of black
selfhood, or making—in that hackneyed phrase—the invisible visible. (Black selfhood

Yiadom-Boakye calls herself a writer as much as a painter. Photograph by Nadine Ijewere for The New Yorker
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has always existed and is not invisible to black people.) Nor are these paintings solely
concerned with inserting the black �gure into an overwhelmingly white canon. Such
pat truisms have a limited utility, especially when we �nd them applied without
alteration to artists as diverse as Chris O�li, Kerry James Marshall, and Kehinde Wiley.
O�li, in a delicate written response to Yiadom-Boakye’s work, passes over the familiar
rusty argument of �guration versus abstraction, and attends instead to the intimate
visual details: “The tightness of her bun. The size of his ear. She knew so much about
so little of him. She said so little he heard so much.” Exactly. Here are some paintings
of he and she, him and her. They say little, explicitly, but you hear much.

There are a few moments when the paintings also seem to respond more or less directly
to a generalized notion of the “white canon.” An overly literal triptych, “Vigil For A
Horseman,” features three handsome men laid out—in three different art-historical
poses—on a candy-striped divan, calling to mind a riot of similar loungers: the Rokeby
Venus, the picnickers of “Le Déjeuner sur l’Herbe,” Adam meeting the �nger of God, a
Modigliani nude. But these are the weaker moments in the show. The strongest
paintings pursue an entirely different relation: not the narrow point-for-point argument
between artist and art history but the essential, living communication between art work
and viewer, a relationship that Yiadom-Boakye reminds us is indeed vicarious,
voyeuristic, ambivalent, and fundamentally uncontrollable.

or even if you are intimately familiar with the various shades of brown on offer
here—even if you’ve always known these particular broad noses, the speci�c kink

of Afro hair, the blue and orange tints that rise up through very dark skin—you are still,
as a viewer, entirely engaged in the practice of fantastical projection. The �gures
themselves are the basis for your fantasy, with their teasing, ambiguous titles, women
dancing to unheard music, or peering through binoculars at objects unseen. They seem
to have souls—that ultimate retrogressive term!—though by “soul” we need imply
nothing more metaphysical here than the sum total of one person’s affect in the mind of
another. Having this experience of other people (or of �ctional simulacra of people) is
an annoyingly persistent habit of actual humans, no matter how many convincing
theoretical arguments attempt to bracket and contain the impulse, to carefully unhook
it from transcendental ideas, or simply to curse it by one of its many names: realism,
humanism, naturalism, �guration. People will continue to look at people—to listen to
them, read about them, or reach out and touch them—and on such �imsy sensory

http://www.newyorker.com/


foundations spin their private fantasias. Art has many more complex pleasures and 
problems, to be sure, but still this consideration of “souls” should be counted among 
them.

And when I asked myself, inevitably, who these souls in the gallery were, I thought of a
group of intensely creative people in a small community, living simply in poky garrets,
watchful and sensitive, determined and focussed. Sometimes when they were �ush—
having sold a painting or a story—they’d do something purely for aesthetic pleasure,
like buy a candy-striped divan or an owl or travel to Cadiz. Early New York beatniks,
maybe, or some forgotten, South London chapter of the Bloomsbury Group. Poets,
writers, painters, dancers, dreamers, philosophers—and lovers of same.

“A Cage For The Love” (2017). Courtesy the artist; Corvi-Mora, London; and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York

This fantasy was certainly my own projection, but I could �nd its narrative roots in the
muted, modernist color palette and the “timeless” clothes, which turn out to be not so
timeless: during the early decades of the twentieth century, Vanessa Bell wore these
simple shifts (and no shoes) and Duncan Grant painted both his daughter and his
Jamaican lover, Patrick Nelson, in similar swift blocks of color, where shirt or blouse
meets trousers or skirt in a single mussed line, without recourse to belts or buttons.
Yiadom-Boakye often cites the unfashionable British painter Walter Sickert as an
in�uence, and it is perhaps here that the congruence occurs: Virginia Woolf was also an
admirer of Sickert, and published a monograph about him; Vanessa, her sister,
illustrated the cover.

http://www.newyorker.com/


Camden prostitutes, was so successful in doing this that he unwittingly planted the 
seeds of an outrageous �ction—that he was Jack the Ripper, a theory still alive today.)

Yet the keenness to ascribe to black artists some generalized aim—such as the insertion
of the black �gure into the white canon—renders banal their struggles with a particular
canvas, and with the unique problem each art work poses. (For Yiadom-Boakye, the
problem of a painting, she has said, begins with “a color, a composition, a gesture, a
particular direction of the light. My starting points are usually formal ones.”) It also
risks �attening out individual conversations with tradition. Kerry James Marshall, for
his recent show “Mastry,” at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, included a marvellously
eclectic and unexpected selection of pieces from the Met’s permanent collection, a
supplementary “show within a show,” which had the effect of positioning Marshall’s
own “mastry” as both a confrontation with and a continuation of the familiar Western
European mastery of such �gures as Holbein and Ingres. But Marshall also took us on
a journey down side roads more obscure and intimate, deep into the thickets of an
artist’s individual passions. Why, out of all the masterpieces in the Met, does a man
pick out a certain Japanese woodblock print, or a bull-shaped boli from West Africa?
These are the mysteries of personal sensibility, often obscure to critics but never less
than essential to artists themselves.

Born in 1860, and a member of the Camden Town Group, Sickert, like Yiadom-
Boakye, was gifted at painting wet-on-wet (completing canvases quickly, to avoid
having to break the “skin” of paint that had dried overnight), disliked painting from
nature, and specialized in ambivalently posed �gures in domestic settings, about whom
one longs to tell stories. Certainly from Sickert (and Degas before him) Yiadom-
Boakye has inherited a narrative compulsion, which has less to do with capturing the
real than with provoking, in her audience, a desire to impose a story upon an image.
Central to this novelistic practice is learning how to leave sufficient space, so as to give
your audience room to elaborate. (Sickert, with his spooky and suggestive tableaux of



S ometimes the process of making art is a conversation not so much with tradition as
with the present moment. Born in 1977, Yiadom-Boakye was nineteen when an

exhibition of works from the collection of Charles Saatchi, “Sensation,” opened in
London, at the Royal Academy. The show presented, among other excitements,
Damien Hirst’s shark, the Chapman brothers’ polymorphously perverse child
mannequins, and Sarah Lucas’s mordant mattress with its cucumber penis. “Sensation”
and its Young British Artists dominated the art conversation, enraptured the tabloids,
and relegated British portraiture to the debased realm of one-note arguments and
conceptual gimmicks. (The most famous portrait in “Sensation”—Marcus Harvey’s
“Myra,” a re-creation of a notorious photo of the British child-murderer Myra Hindley,
rendered in a child’s handprints—sparked so much controversy that the show was
almost shut down.) Even the good work was ill served by the central conceit of the

One part of a triptych, “Vigil For A Horseman” (2017).
Courtesy the artist; Corvi-Mora, London; and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
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show, which encouraged visitors to look “past” the paint to the supposed sensation of
the manifest content (Chris O�li’s Madonna with elephant dung, Jenny Saville’s “fat”
female nudes). At the time, Yiadom-Boakye had just �nished a dispiriting one-year
foundation course at Central Saint Martins, the prestigious art school in London,
where she’d discovered, as she explained in a 2013 interview with Naomi Beckwith, a
curator at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Chicago, that the conversations about
her chosen form revolved around “what painters should or shouldn’t be doing, linked to
what the art world was or wasn’t doing/saying.” Some relief came when she left
London, to pursue a B.A. at Falmouth College of Arts, in Cornwall, where the
discussion was broader, though no less stringent: “If you were going to paint, you had to
have a bloody good reason to do it. There was shame involved.”

By the time Yiadom-Boakye returned to London, to do an M.F.A. at the Royal
Academy, she had endured many lectures on the death and/or the irrelevance of
painting, and her own practice came to re�ect some of these debates. Some of her
earlier work, by her own admission, uses narrative literally, with both image and title
supporting each other tautologically. From the Beckwith interview: “Four black girls
standing with headphones on plugged into the �oor, basically taking instructions from
the devil, and its title was: ‘The Devil Made me do it.’. . . I hadn’t really de�ned a style
yet. Because I hadn’t got to grips with painting yet, I ignored the actual power that
painting could have; I didn’t trust that paint could do anything.”

In the early aughts, her work began to feature rather cartoonish �gures, which perhaps
owe something to George Condo’s grotesques, and carry with them the strong sense of
a young artist giving herself a deliberate handicap, or, to put it another way, a series of
exploratory formal constraints. In these works, blackness seems to be depicted from the
outside and therefore appears—as blackness is often seen, by others—under the sign of
monstrosity. (A parallel example is Kerry James Marshall’s “A Portrait of the Artist as a
Shadow of His Former Self ” (1980), in which the artist appears as a grinning,
minstrelesque mask.) Asked, in an e-mail, about this earlier style, Yiadom-Boakye
replied, “It must have been a reaction to a lot of what was said to me. Humour and
horror made sense because that was how I felt. Often-times it really worked, other
times it was hugely dissatisfying. I think that’s why I got rid of so much of it as I went
along. Over time I realised I needed to think less about the subject and more about the
painting. So I began to think very seriously about colour, light and composition. The

http://www.newyorker.com/


“Ever The Women Watchful” (2017). Courtesy the artist; Corvi-Mora, London; and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York



O

more I worked, the more I came to realise that the power was in the painting itself. My 
‘colour politics’ took on a whole new meaning.”

ne of the most persistent misapprehensions that exists between artists and
viewers—and writers and readers—concerns the relative weight of content and

form. Just as, in the mind of a writer, individual novels will tend, privately, to be
considered not “the one in which John kills Jane” or “the one in which Kwame gets
married” but, rather, “the one with the semicolons” or “the one in which I realized the
possibility of commas,” so that which looks like �guration to a layman like me (“Isn’t
that a beautiful fellow with his owl?”) is, for the artist, as much about paint itself—its
various possibilities, moods and effects, limits and freedoms. In non�gurative work,
these technical preoccupations are perhaps easier to spot, but, whether a human �gure
can be discerned in the work or no, the same battles with color, light, composition, and
tone apply. One way to track intellectual movements in the arts is to follow the rise and
fall of content versus form (as Susan Sontag, in her essay “On Style,” pointed out not
long after Greenberg effected his great separation of the abstract from the �gurative).
Falsely separating the two—and then insisting on the elevation of one over the other—
happens periodically, and often has the useful side effect of revitalizing the art practice
of the time, repressing what has become overly familiar or championing the new or the
previously ignored.

“Sensation” marked Britain’s parochial, delayed response to thirty years of complex
aesthetic theory (mostly French and American) that had privileged content (in the
form of “the concept”) over form, but it also fatally and impurely mixed these ideas
with the careerism of the Y.B.A.s themselves, who contributed their own professional
anxieties, dressed up in contempt. Portraiture came to be considered “content,” and
therefore a subject that could be exhausted, despite (or maybe because of ) its long,
exalted history. And, once it was deemed to be exhausted, the consensus was that only
the most hubristic (or nostalgic) young British artist would dare attempt it. What is she
trying to prove? Who does she think she is—an Old Master? If you were a student in art
school at the time, these debates could sound as much personal as theoretical. Over the
years, Yiadom-Boakye has responded in paint, but also in writing, though always
obliquely, as she seems to respond to everything. Some of her stories and poems involve

http://www.newyorker.com/


people, and many more involve animals, but all of them have the sly, wise tone of fable. 
In a typically Kafkaesque short prose poem, “Plans of the Night,” she gives to an owl 
and a “Deeply Skeptical Pigeon” the role of artist and antagonist:

It was possible to perform the feats

for which he was famed

During the Day.

But for the Owl there was

something In�nitely Preferable

About the Night.

The Owl had difficulty explaining

this to other birds.

The same difficulty, I imagine, that a young, talented painter at Saint Martins in the
late nineties might have had explaining her preference for portraiture:

The Pigeon argued that the Owl’s

insistence on a Nocturnal Routine

Had more to do with Self-

Mythologizing and

By extension, Self-

Aggrandisement

Than any Practical Need.

But in fact the Owl has “his mind on other things.” He is an owl obsessed with practice
itself, which, in his case, involves the hunting of a mouse in the grass. But the Skeptical
Pigeon won’t let it go:

“This Mystery, it’s not real you

know.

You’re as dull and predictable as

the Rest of Us.”

http://www.newyorker.com/
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The Owl, silent, focusses on his prey. Meanwhile, the Pigeon continues to upbraid him 
for his unseemly ambition:

“How appropriate! Always sat a

Bough or two higher than the Rest

of Us, looking down on everyone

as usual.”. . .

“You think you’re Special, that you

have some Authority over the

Night.”

The Owl, no longer listening, readies himself to swoop and catch that mouse, but,
when he �nally does so, his wing smacks the Pigeon in his head, breaking his neck and
killing him. Cold comfort—the mouse, who has witnessed it all, escapes:

The Owl, a Bird of Few Words,

cursed the Pigeon for depriving

him of a meal . . .

The Owl decided to go in search

of something substantial

Like a rabbit or a mole or a skunk.

nder-Song For A Cipher” is substantial. There is an owl-like virtuosity to it,
silent, unassuming—but deadly. Not yet forty, Yiadom-Boakye is a long way

down the path to “mastry,” and you do not doubt she will reach her destination. But the
past two decades of art criticism have not been kind to formal mastery: it has been
considered something inherently suspicious, a message sometimes too swiftly absorbed
by artists themselves. From an essay on Yiadom-Boakye, “The Meaning of Restraint,”
by the French cultural critic Donatien Grau: “We can sense virtuosity in every inch of
the artist’s paintings, but it is always rather subdued, and never blatantly exposed. She
makes the decision to not abandon herself in representational extravagance, to rather be
discreet in the demonstration of her painterly capacity.”



“Mercy Over Matter” (2017). The paintings say little, explicitly, but you hear much.
Courtesy the artist; Corvi-Mora, London; and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
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Those days are done: here is blatant virtuosity, hiding in plain sight, and the restraint 
has shifted to the narrative itself, which now offers us only as much as we might need 
to prompt our own creative projections—no more, no less. Many critics have noted that 
this return to “painterly capacity” is particularly notable in black artists, and, strange 
indeed, that they should be the gateway—the permission needed—to return to the
�gurative, to the possibility of virtuosity! Why this might be the case is a fraught 
question, and Yiadom-Boakye, in her interview with Beckwith, proves herself slyly 
aware of its implications: “How many times have I heard from someone saying, ‘You’re 
lucky. You were born with a subject.’ Well, isn’t everyone?”

It’s a familiar, backhanded compliment. Blackness is in fashion—lucky you! Implicit is the
querulous ressentiment of the Skeptical Pigeon, who would be the type to come right
out and say it: if these paintings were all of white people, would they have garnered the
same attention, the same success? (In 2013, Yiadom-Boakye was short-listed for the
Turner Prize, and in the past few years her paintings have begun to sell at auction for
prices approaching seven hundred thousand dollars.) Well, the new has an aesthetic
value, of this there is no doubt, and it’s one that any smart artist is wise to exploit. But
what Yiadom-Boakye does with brown paint and brown people is indivisible. Everyone
is born with a subject, but it is fully expressed only through a commitment to form, and
Yiadom-Boakye is as committed to her kaleidoscope of browns as Lucian Freud was to
the veiny blues and the bruised, sickly yellows that it was his life’s work to reveal,
lurking under all that pink �esh. In his case, no one thought to separate form from
content, and Yiadom-Boakye’s work is, among other things, an attempt to insist on the
same aesthetic unities that white artists take for granted.

"The Matters" (2016).  Courtesy the artist; Corvi-Mora, London; and Jack Shaiman Gallery, New York.
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“Under-Song For A Cipher.” If it were a novel’s title, we would submit it to textual
analysis. Undersong: 1. A subordinate or subdued song or strain, esp. one serving as an
accompaniment or burden to another. 2. An underlying meaning; an undertone. Cipher:
1. A person who �lls a place, but is of no importance or worth, a nonentity, a “mere
nothing.” 2. A secret or disguised manner of writing, whether by characters arbitrarily
invented, or by an arbitrary use of letters or characters in other than their ordinary
sense. To these de�nitions, taken from the Oxford English Dictionary, I’d add the
signi�cance of “cipher” in hip-hop: a circle of rappers taking turns to freestyle over a
beat. Then, with this knowledge in hand, I might turn to one Yiadom-Boakye painting
in particular, “Mercy Over Matter,” in which a man holds a bird on his �nger. The
undersong here is underplumage: those jewel-like greens and purples and reds you can
spot beneath the oil-slick surface of certain black-feathered birds. The man’s jacket
magically displays this same underplumage; so does his skin; so does his bird. He is a
black man. He is often thought of as a nothing, a cipher. But he has layers upon layers
upon layers. ♦

This article appears in other versions of the June 19, 2017, issue, with the headline “A Bird of
Few Words.”

h-Vaunted Air” (2017).
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye Paints It Black At 
The New Museum

by CHRISTIAN VIVEROS�FAUNE 
JUNE 20, 2017

IMAGES COURTESY THE ARTIST/CORVI-MORA, LONDON/JACK"Vigil For A Horseman" (2017) by Lynette Yiadom-Boakye 
SHAINMAN GALLERY, NEW YORK

To walk in to British artist Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s current exhibition at the New

Museum is to leave the downtown institution and enter an impressively elegant party.

�e reveal happens as soon as you exit the museum’s twin elevators: �e loft-like gallery

is painted burgundy; the lighting inside the space is nightclub-moody; beyond the

visitors’ heads more than a dozen painted figures are visible — hung so low that they

directly meet the viewer’s gaze. �ough these are portraits of entirely fictional people,

they remain the folks in the room you most want to meet.

Viveros-Faune, Christian.  “Lynette Yiadom-Boakye Paints It Black At The New Museum.”  The Village Voice.  20 June 2017.  Online.
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Standing, sitting, or lying down, Yiadom-Boakye’s figures look back at the viewer with

uncommon self-assurance. �ey are the contemporary kin of the popes, kings, and

queens painted by Old Masters and proto-Modernists from Velázquez to Joshua

Reynolds to Édouard Manet. Up-to-date portraits that recall the stoicism of Renaissance

martyrs, they also channel the secular saints of the African diaspora. �ere’s the self-

possession of a James Baldwin–like figure seated at a café table, the steely mettle of

Shirley Chisholm in an unidentified woman’s set jaw, the youthful worldliness of

Lorraine Hansberry in a strapping ballerina’s arabesque.

Not so much looking back in anger as encountering the world confidently, Yiadom-

Boakye’s mysterious yet familiar figures exude that one thing all convincing human 

representations throughout history possess — formal presence. Their elegant bearing 

grows significantly in stature when contrasted starkly with the historical absence of black 

faces and bodies during some five centuries of European painting.

�e first solo U.S. museum show for Britain’s 2013 Turner Prize contender in seven years

(the last was at the Studio Museum in Harlem in 2010), Yiadom-Boakye’s current outing

is a mini-blockbuster that is major in every way except for the number of works on view.

Made especially for the New Museum, the seventeen paintings included in the exhibition

(one is a triptych) come together like a plotless yarn, or what the French call nouveau

roman (think Alain Robbe-Grillet’s novel La Jalousie). Pictures of imaginary people the

artist composites from drawings, magazine clippings, and her own memories, her

likenesses rely on the viewer to complete their storylines. �e exhibition’s title, “Under-

Song for a Cipher,” underscores Yiadom-Boakye’s oblique vision: Like all portraits, hers

are grounded in history, yet they ultimately function as a magnet for the viewer’s

associative filings.
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Arranged around the wine-colored walls of the museum’s large fourth-floor gallery, 

Yiadom-Boakye’s work offers an encyclopedic sweep of historical portraiture, but with a 

pantheon of sensuous black figures depicted against neutral backdrops instead of the 

usual Caucasian suspects. Her habit of posing her imaginary subjects in isolation against 

monochrome grounds summons the standing portraits of James McNeill Whistler; the 

half-dozen pictures of dancers in leotards, though mostly male, strongly evoke the 

ballerinas of Edgar Degas; and the Brit artist’s loose brushwork, simplification of details, 

and penchant for leaving key parts of her paintings unresolved recall the no-frills 

canvases of Manet — the nineteenth century’s “painter of modern life.” Yiadom-Boakye’s 

paintings are so pared-down, in fact, they resemble a remark ascribed to Manet: “�ere 

are no lines in nature, only areas of color, one against the other.”

�e daughter of Ghanaian parents who moved to London in the Sixties to work as nurses

for the National Health Service, the now 39-year-old Yiadom-Boakye underwent the

routinely alienating experience of being both black and a child of immigrants in the U.K.

After discarding a childhood interest in optometry — “the science got in the way,” she

told one interviewer — she took up art, eventually finding her way to painting: a

different but related study of visual phenomena. On receiving a graduate degree from

London’s Royal Academy, the artist was tapped for her career-firing debut at the Studio

Museum. Numerous presentations in biennials, institutions, and galleries (as well as

prizes) followed. On the evidence, few match the concision and coherence of the artist’s

current display at the New Museum.
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IMAGES COURTESY THE ARTIST/CORVI-MORA, LONDON/JACK SHAINMAN GALLERY, NEW YORK"In Lieu of Keen Virtue" (2017) 



Completed mostly in a day and without the benefit (or hindrance) of dise�o — the

substrate of drawing that undergirds traditional portrait paintings — Yiadom-Boakye’s

pictures combine spare but bravura brushwork and a restrained palette full of various

shades of brown into a style that has been described by supporters as “improvised and

effortless, even virtuoso.” Additionally, the artist actively uses her Old Master–ish

manner, which critic Robert Storr refers to in the exhibition catalog as “the warm amber-

to-sepia glow of aged pictures about which many commentators wax poetic,” as cover for

further racial ghostbusting. �e representation of skin in Yiadom-Boakye’s portraits

notably runs from light to dark brown. �is “mixed race” palette encourages viewers of

all hues to see not just the oppositions associated with Otherness, but difference within

difference.

Yet it’s certain first-rate painterly passages in Yiadom-Boakye’s simple-seeming,

unfinished-looking canvases that best materialize her work’s powerful ambiguity. If, in

the artist’s own words, her titles function less as an explanation than “an extra mark in

the paintings,” then key portions of thinly painted canvases like An Amber Cluster and

8am Cadiz court enigma, shadowed by the history of representation, with an expert hand.

�e first painting, for instance, features a black dancer whose wide-collared orange shirt

incorporates the chevrons of the canvas’s weave, while the second reprises a barefoot,

forward-facing, brotherman take on Andrew Wyeth’s 1948 painting Chris�na’s World. In

Yiadom-Boakye’s coolly ironic version, the eyes, nose, and mouth of the picture’s male

subject are strangely illuminated by white flashes of exposed canvas.

A third work, Vi�l for a Horseman, consists of three paintings that feature two black males

attired in black tops and red tights lounging atop a red-and-white-striped bed and a

black-and-blue diamond-patterned cushion. A tour de force of patterned color and 

painterly restraint, the triptych and its absurd title propose a uniquely timely rationale
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for making finely calibrated pictures of black figures. Painted without the usual visual

markers that might indicate a historical signature or social and cultural origins (which

we know to be fictional), the figures exist in an allegorically retroactive space — a

present where work like this, and that of other leading black artists, can aspire to self-

invent a visual canon.

To paraphrase Baldwin, the story of the black figure in art is the story of what’s missing

in art — it is not a pretty story. In this lushly vibrant exhibition, Lynette Yiadom-Boakye

updates art’s oldest medium with an expert hand and a bracingly new message.
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye

Aruna D’Souza

The painter’s lush oil portraits explore the work of empathy.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Under-Song for a Cipher, the New

Museum, 235 Bowery, New York City, through September 3, 2017

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Under-Song for a Cipher, installation view.
Photo: Maris Hutchinson / EPW Studio. Image courtesy New Museum. 

D’Souza, Aruna.  “Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: The painter’s lush oil portraits explore the work of empathy.”  4Columns.org.   24 May 2017.  Online.
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His early twentieth-century admirers used to praise Cézanne for being 
able to paint his wife like he painted an apple—for turning her into a  

pure pretext for his formal and optical investigations. What 
underpinned this assessment was the idea that for less radical artists, 
portraiture (at least in its Western, post-Renaissance incarnations) is an 
act of empathy—that the sitter’s humanity is an essential component of 
the depiction, as essential as the canvas and paint that give it physical 
presence. Cézanne’s monstrous genius, as described by his most ardent 
fans, was that he rejected this convention of the genre: his devotion to 
questions of form (color, shape, line, composition—purely pictorial 
things) was such that he was willing to empty out his sitter’s very 
being, and turn existence into mere thingness.

British artist Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s brilliance—and I use that word

advisedly, for this show is indeed brilliant—is that she is able to do

exactly the reverse: to draw the viewer into an emotional connection

with a someone who isn’t a someone at all, to coax us to feel empathy

for a non-being, an illusion, a mere representation produced by a few

strokes of goop on cloth. To take those purely pictorial things and

conjure humanity out of them.

The seventeen canvases that make up Under-Song for a Cipher, the 
2013 Turner Prize finalist’s installation at the New Museum, are 
unmistakably portraits. All but one created in the first months of 2017, 
these lush oils on linen, the most traditional of media, are painted in 
bravura brushstrokes and stick to a relatively somber palette. They
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mine the history of their genre in myriad ways, and evoke intense,

affective reactions, at least for this viewer. This is painting that leaves a

lump in your throat. 

Each of them recalls—glancingly, allusively—some of the most iconic

images in art history. An Amber Cluster—the image of a man, cropped

close, one leg on a chair and arms angled out from his side, his shirt

stretched so tight across his torso as to be mistaken, almost, for flesh,

save its pink tone and a vague indication of a neckline—channels a

Picasso rose-period acrobat; the herringbone-weave canvas on which it

is painted hearkens back to Titian. The pair of women in Ever the

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, An Amber Cluster, 2017. Oil on linen, 51 ⅛ ×
31 ½ inches. Image courtesy the artist, Corvi-Mora, and Jack Shainman
Gallery.
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Women Watchful—one seated in an ornate, wrought-iron chair and the

other standing, peering through a looking glass, has a whiff of Édouard

Manet, of Gustave Caillebotte, of Mary Cassatt—an impressionist

mélange. Vigil for a Horseman, a work made up of three canvases

showing a man posed languorously on a couch from three different

points of view, has an air of a deconstructed Harlequin, his commedia

dell’arte ancestry called forth not in his spandex costume but in the

diamond-patterned upholstery and striped drapery that surround him. I

could go on. That her subjects are dark-skinned underlines the

whiteness of the Western canon, yes, but what could be more natural

than a black artist painting bodies that reflect her own? (“They’re all

black because . . . I’m not white,” she said in a recent interview.)

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Ever the Women Watchful, 2017. Oil on linen,
78 ¾ × 51 ⅜ inches. Image courtesy the artist, Corvi-Mora, and Jack
Shainman Gallery.
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These subtle art historical intimations result in characters who seem

oddly familiar despite their anonymity. In this sense, they remind me of

Cindy Sherman’s Film Stills, in which the signifiers of classic

Hollywood cinema—lighting, composition, costume, pose, hairstyles,

makeup, settings—are so cannily deployed that it’s hard to believe

there’s no actual film to which the photos correspond. But unlike

Sherman’s heroines, which are silver-screen “types,” Yiadom-Boakye’s

figures, who all seem to hold themselves, even in repose, with the taut

readiness of dancers, have an almost preternatural specificity about

them. The touch of fingers to a forehead, the splay of feet, the arch of a

back, the furrow of a brow: these are not generic gestures, but ones

that bespeak a distinctive being-in-the-body that seems, for lack of a

better word, real. 

And yet, they are emphatically not real—there is no one, living or dead,

that they are meant to reference or call to mind. (The point is made

clearly in the wall text that opens the installation.) What should we say

instead? “Imaginary” doesn’t quite get at the complexity of their

genesis, as they are not invented purely in the mind but rather via

magazine cuttings that Yiadom-Boakye gathers in notebooks to use as

source materials, grouped in a rough taxonomy of “nudes, different

body parts, different sorts of gazes,” per Elena Filipovic, writing in the

slim catalogue for the exhibition. Perhaps “fictional” comes closest—

not least because the artist has a parallel practice as a writer of short

stories, but also because of the pregnancy of each image, the sense that
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all of these figures hanging on the walls have a biography, an entire life

to account for. 

Yiadom-Boakye hangs her canvases low to the ground, so that we can

more easily project ourselves into her subjects’ spaces, as bare and

undefined as they are. But there are other ways in which our approach

—and, as a consequence, our imagined connection with these figures—

is impeded. Their faces—the feature that we most associate with a

person’s individuality—are, to put it plainly, hard to see. The gallery is

quite dark, and the wine-red paint that covers the walls absorbs what

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Under-Song for a Cipher, installation view.
Photo: Maris Hutchinson / EPW Studio. Image courtesy New Museum. 
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light there is. Add to this the fact that the visages are heavily worked in

a patchy, impastoed, and scumbled way that lends them a sheen not

apparent over the rest of the surface. At first I blamed the lighting, and

then my eyes, until I realized—I think—that this effect is wholly

deliberate. An encounter with these figures requires work—the viewer

must adjust herself, move slightly this way and that, to accommodate

them. To grasp them completely, that is to say. Which is what

empathy, too, forces us to do: to transform ourselves, in big and small

ways, in order to understand other beings in the world—to treat them

as fully human, no matter how abstract they might first seem.

Aruna D’Souza is a writer based in Western Massachusetts. Her

writings on art, feminism, culture, diaspora, and food have appeared in

Bookforum, Art in America, Time Out New York, and The Wall Street

Journal. She is currently working on a volume of Linda Nochlin’s

collected essays to be published by Thames & Hudson, and is a

member of the advisory board of 4Columns.
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ART

LYNETTE
YIADOM-
BOAKYE'S
FICTIVE
FIGURES

By ANTWAUN SARGENT

Published 05/15/17

British-Ghanaian painter and writer Lynette Yiadom-Boakye's recently opened
solo exhibition, "Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Under-Song For A Cipher," at the New
Museum in New York features 17 large-scale, low-hanging canvases of fictional
black figures. They are engaged in moments of absolute abandon, repose, and
contemplation. Mercy Over Matter (2017) brings to life a scene of a barefoot male,
sitting on a wooden bench, legs crossed with an emerald bird resting on his sable
index finger. The man and bird gaze at each other admiringly. Hues of blue, green,
yellow, and red flicker through his body. Wiped away is the current weary state of
the world. It is replaced with a highly emotive, earthy, orange-yellow background
that feels domestic and perennial. "When I think of the figure, I think of
immortality or an otherness that is just out of this world, representing an endless
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possibility," says Yiadom-Boakye, who was the first black woman shortlisted for
the prestigious Turner Prize in 2013. "For me, the act of painting reflects blending
in or standing out, being ignored or prominent. It's a psychological space, a
rumination." The way Yiadom-Boakye moves paint across linen canvases recalls
the 19th-century portraiture of John Singer Sargent and Édouard Manet. It is as if
her figures are in private states of salvation, presenting a version of themselves
that the popular imagination refuses to admit is achievable for the black body.
That's the power of her fictions: they are pure reflections of real life, yet somehow
hard to see.

The fantasy and rhythmic nature of a Yiadom-Boakye painting can be glimpsed in
artist's written works of fiction, too. In an excerpt of her poem "Problems With the
Moon" she writes: 

The Clearest Of Problems With
     The Moon
Came when the dogs, wolves, foxes
     and other
Canine derivatives, lost their howls,
     barks
And nocturnal ecstasies to silence,

 Shrugging and Eyeing each other
     in Mists
Of Cold and Total Incredulity
Under trees, in kennels, dens,
     car-parks and
Out-houses. In blackness of night,
     low-lit
By lamp and that Problematic Moon. 

The day before Yiadom-Boakye's exhibition opened, we shared a slice of chocolate
cake at a bakery a block away from the New Museum, and mused over building
black characters on the page and canvas.

ANTWAUN SARGENT: The most fascinating thing about your paintings to me is
that the figures are complete works of fiction. 

LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE: Everything's a composite. I work from sources. I
make scrapbooks, I make drawings, and collect things that I might use later, so
they are all very literal compositions in the way that I pull things together. A lot of
that decision-making happens on the painting itself. In each case it's a negotiation
of how I want each figure to fill the space. In the show, there are recurring things
like a seated male, but how they are placed on the seat—what they are doing,
where they are looking—changes. Across all of the works it was about thinking
through what the gesture was; it affects how you read across it. I always wanted a
show to be a kind of dialogue between works, even though I don't necessarily
compose them strictly in that way. As I am working in the studio, there a lot of
things are around me that I am thinking about. I normally keep one painting up
during the whole duration of working on a body of work, so there is that one
painting that anchors everything else. 

SARGENT: For this show what was that one painting?

YIADOM-BOAKYE: There's a man with a bird, Mercy Over Matter, with a yellow
background that was on the studio wall for the first half of me making the body of
work. Then that came off the wall and was put in storage. After that it was a large
painting of a woman dancer, Light Of The Lit Wick, with two large circles behind
her. 

SARGENT: One signature aspect of your painting is that the figure almost blends
into its surroundings, because the earth tones of your backdrops are reflective of
the character's dark brown skin tones. There are a lot of things that are being
signified but particularly there's a critique of the hypervisibility, which Ralph
Ellison talked about, that renders blackness completely seen and unseen. Is that
part of the negotiation between the figure and its surroundings in your work?

YIADOM-BOAKYE: Maybe I think more about black thought than black bodies.
When people ask about the aspect of race in the work, they are looking for very
simple or easy answers. Part of it is when you think other people are so different
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than yourself, you imagine that their thoughts aren't the same. When I think about
thought, I think about how much there is that is common. 

SARGENT: You write fiction. Has that informed the work at all? 

YIADOM-BOAKYE: Not directly, but there is something common. The same
thread of logic runs through my writing and painting. It's something to do with
having a particular way of thinking creatively. The things I can't paint, I write, and
the things I can't write, I paint. There are many ways that I try to write but I don't
consider myself a very accomplished writer. [laughs] I really enjoy building
characters and making them nuanced in a way that I am not sure the paintings
are. I've been really toiling over this detective story. 

SARGENT: [laughs] That's very British of you.

YIADOM-BOAKYE: It is quite British! I love Miss Marple [from Agatha Christie's
novels and short stories]. I am trying to write one about a black policeman and I
keep changing the way I am trying to do it. It's taking me ages because it exhausts
me in a different way. If I could paint it, in a way, it would be easier than trying to
get all of this information out in words. So as much as there is something
common, I do keep the two quite separate. I feel the painting has a certain type of
narrative in mind that stops short of an end of a sentence. 

SARGENT: Are there similarities or differences in the way that, say, you think
about building the black male character sitting in the chair in a painting like
Medicine At Playtime, and the black policeman you are trying to currently write? 

YIADOM-BOAKYE: In the painting I would allow one gesture that would maybe
be a paragraph of description; it's making a mark on a canvas and allowing that to
do what maybe three paragraphs would do. You could infer as much from the
gestures as you might from the description on paper, but in the written form my
process is somehow slower. I think with painting there is as much as a language as
there is with writing, so for me, a very quick washy mark reads as the same as the
shortness of a particular sentence. I like short sentences maybe because I like
short marks. I don't know! [laughs]

SARGENT: There has also been an evolution in your use of color from your earlier
work to present. 

YIADOM-BOAKYE: In most of my early work, I struggled with color as an aspect
of painting. I always struggled to introduce it because I felt like I hadn't had the
satisfaction [of it]. It requires a certain type of care that I needed to develop. My
process was different as well; there were a lot these earthy dark tones from
which I'd try to drag the figure out. I think now I am bolder about color. But I
think a lot of that play has to do with what are the colors within a color? What are
the colors within a black skin tone? Whether it's underlaid with blue, orange, or
locating the yellow in it, how do you push that forward or pull it back? What does
a figure in the landscape with dark skin actually look like? What does green do
next to brown? And what goes around the green and brown, in order for the two to
make sense? There's something about the figure looking superimposed that I
always felt, certainly in relationship to my own painting, was a failure. It has
always been a painterly challenge to qualify a figure by its surroundings so that it
represents a real harmony of color. 

SARGENT: That's interesting because in a lot of your work there is only a vague
worldly context. As the figure emerges out of the background, I have often
wondered, where are they? Is it a place I know? Because they seem totally free,
and I wonder, have I ever been in a space where that is possible in real life or
psychologically? It all seems completely timeless. 

YIADOM-BOAKYE: The timelessness is completely important. It's partly about
removing things that would become in some way nostalgic. There aren't really any
markers of time, like furniture or a particular style of shoe that denote a particular
period or place. I think that's why I like the outdoors, because it removes a sense
of time and I want the painting to feel timeless, because it increases that sense of
omnipotence. Part of it is, I do think of the work as political, and we think we
know what political art is supposed to look like, but I think there are many ways to
make it. 

SARGENT: Right, we demand an explicitness when we think of political art. If it's



a protest sign, all the better. In what ways is the work political for you? 

YIADOM-BOAKYE: Largely by dent of the fact that I am here and I am doing it.
Nothing has felt easy or straightforward. It's hard to pin down what the politics
would be, in a way. For me [the politics are] very visual and felt, thought, seen, but
not necessarily put into words. The confusions and conditions within the work are
the politics. The fact that a lot of the time the first thing people want to talk to me
about is the racial angle, which is a part of the work and I am happy to talk about
it, but it's not necessarily the first thing on my mind when I am making something.

SARGENT: I think part of the questioning of the racial markers of the work comes
from the way people, both black and white, have been conditioned to look at art.
When a black figure lands on a canvas it is believed to be automatically political.
In your pictures you seem to say they don't have to be more than human and they
don't have to signify some kind of moral language; they can simply signify their
own personhood. 

YIADOM-BOAKYE: That's totally it. I think that might be a manifesto, in and of
itself: let people be. [laughs] I always say the work is not a celebration as such,
because that's sometimes just as weird and excluding and perverse. 

SARGENT: When Solange reached out and said your work served as an
inspiration for her songwriting process for her really wonderful album, A Seat at
the Table, was that in line with the possibilities of what you thought your paintings
could do? 

YIADOM-BOAKYE: Actually, I thought that was so wonderful. It weirdly felt in
keeping with a lot of things I think about, so it was actually quite beautiful. I never
would've dreamt of anyone doing that, so it was a lovely surprise. I love the idea of
people being able to inspire each other. In the way that Prince's entire repertoire
made me want to be an artist, not necessarily a musician, but an artist because I
saw him as an artist. His work ethic was such a huge inspiration to me. This idea
of making work every single day as if you are going to die the next, I think is really
important for any artist. Prince was a real artist, he got up and worked fucking
hard, and that's what it is about: the art meaning so much and you wanting to get
it right. I see that in him, I see that in Solange—that rigor of making. I mean, I
wanted to be Prince or Sheila E. when I was a child. I learned to play the drums!
Music put pictures in my head. 

SARGENT: That makes sense because your paintings rhyme. The way the colors
bounce off each other and the light plays on the canvas is not unlike the way we
experience sound. Have you painted musicians? 

YIADOM-BOAKYE: No. There's a painting of a man with a guitar bopping around
the studio somewhere, but I don't think it ever saw the light of day. Dancers, yes.
Musicians, no. 

SARGENT: This show features several paintings of dancers. What is it about
dancers that draw you in?

YIADOM-BOAKYE: The very kind of visceral physical power and grace of dancers,
and their occasional closeness to losing control. There's one particular wonderful
woman in the show where you can't tell if she is dancing or about to fall over. She
is sort of laughing. 

SARGENT: You recently sat for portraitists Kehinde Wiley and Toyin Ojih
Odutola. Do you ever think about painting real life figures? 

YIADOM-BOAKYE: Most of my training was painting from life. It was incredibly
important for me because it allowed me to train my eyes to see everything that is
there. But I realized early on that painting from life wasn't something that I was all
that invested in. I was always more interested in the painting than I was the
people. For me, removing that as a compulsion offered me a lot more freedom to
actually paint and think about color, form, movement, and light. There is
something very particular to the figures I do have that lifts them away from reality
and offers them the kind of power that I am interested in exploring. 

"LYNETTE YIADOMBOAKYE: UNDERSONG FOR A CIPHER" IS ON VIEW AT
THE NEW MUSEUM IN NEW YORK THROUGH SEPTEMBER 3, 2017.
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LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE, ThE DEvIL hAvINg SAID SO, 2012, oil on canvas, 71 x 63 1/8” / 

WIE DER TEUFEL SAgT, Öl auf Leinwand, 180,3 x 160,3 cm. 

(ALL IMAgES COURTESY OF ThE ARTIST, JACK ShAINMAN gALLERY, NEW YORK, AND CORvI-MORA, LONDON)

Bradley, Rizvana.  "The Quiet Bohemia of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye's Paintings."  Parkett.  No. 99, 2017: pp. 58-65



not already determined by narratives of the social 
world.” Whereas the politics of representation de-
mand that “black subjectivity exists for its social and 
political meaningfulness rather than as a marker of 
the human individuality of the person who is black,” 
Quashie points to quiet as an under-recognized fun-
damental that structures the emotional life of black 
culture.3) Quiet might be understood as 

a metaphor for the full range of one’s inner life—one’s 
desires, ambitions, hungers, vulnerabilities, fears . . . [T]

In Yiadom-Boakye’s skillful hands, portraiture be-
comes a medium for navigating the intricacies and 
complexities of black subjectivity. This is accom-
plished via an aesthetic of quiet, a mood that sub-
tends all of her paintings—whether they portray the 
calm of looking and waiting or the emotional release 
of running and dancing. In his 2012 book The Sov-
ereignty of Quiet: Beyond Resistance in Black Culture, 
Kevin Quashie considers this concept “as a frame 
for reading black culture, [to] expose life that is 

of the painting is without territory, a metonym for 
displacement and diasporic yearning that cannot be  
rendered pictorially.

Avoiding the usual optics of light and shade to 
create pictorial presence, Yiadom-Boakye’s dream-
like vignettes explore what José Muñoz has described 
as “a visuality that is not organized around the nor-
mative glare of a harsh daylight.”1) But if place is 
indefinite in her paintings, the figures who people 
them are distinct. Even when their forms recede into 
darkness, we can recognize an eclectic range of per-
sonalities, from solitary characters in sprouting feath-
ered collars (such as GrEEnfInch, 2012, and BluE-

BIrd, 2014) to small social groups that congregate or 
pose together in bohemian artistic circles, strolling, 
sprinting, or swaying together (as in hArd WET EpIc, 
2010; fIrEflY, 2011). There is a productive tension 
between Yiadom-Boakye’s obscured landscapes as 
they point to the “anticipatory illumination” of art, 
which captures “that-which-is-not-yet-here,” while her 
figures illustrate the emotional span of black life in 
the here and now.2)

A recent painting by lynette Yiadom-Boakye de-
picts three young black women who appear to 
be dancers staring out over a misty horizon. Two 
stand rather intently with their hands on their hips, 
while the third breaks from the choreography of 
her two companions; turned slightly toward us, her 
pose seems to invite external speculation. All three 
sketchily occupy a foreground as hazy as the dis-
tance that commands their attention. Although the 
background vista is barely visible to us, it compels 
our gaze as well. The subdued quality of the scene, 
modulated by undertones of greens, browns, blues, 
and grays that vibrate across the canvas, presents 
a stark contrast to the violence of the work’s title: 
Blood SoAKEd SouTh (2015) immediately brings 
to mind the American South, and the history and 
ongoing legacy of slavery, or the Global South, and 
Africa’s brutal colonial inheritance. But the “South” 

R I z v A N A  B R A D L E Y

The Quiet  Bohemia

 of 
 lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s 
 paintings

R I z v A N A  B R A D L E Y  is assistant professor of film and Me-

dia Studies and African-American Studies at Yale university, new 

haven, connecticut.
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avant-gardism’s artistic and literary traditions. These 
avant-gardist vocabularies can be teased out of the 
tensions lived in the diaspora, in the shared sense of 
the fractured and layered temporalities of the past 
and the present, of history and memory, and vernac-
ular and cosmopolitan imaginaries, which her work 
builds upon. These abstract tensions are held in the 

moves through his subject. Similarly, in delaney’s 
porTrAIT of A YounG MuSIcIAn (1970), we en-
counter a figure gazing off into the distance, alone 
with his drifting thoughts.

Yiadom-Boakye does not paint real people, but 
her imaginary sitters epitomize the rich vocabularies 
of movement and gesture that have saturated black 

While Yiadom-Boakye’s technique has often been 
compared to that of Manet, cézanne, or Sargent, 
among other painters in the nineteenth-century 
canon, to my mind, her work recalls the portraits 
of Beauford delaney (1901–1979), one of the best-
known African-American painters of the harlem 
renaissance. delaney’s portrayals of his social circle 
of artists and writers, as well as of himself, attempt, 
in their textured renderings of the visage, to access 
and convey the inner workings of the psyche. like 
Yiadom-Boakye, he paints the details of the face in 
slight exaggeration: In delaney’s numerous portraits 
of James Baldwin, the writer’s bulging eyes are almost 
caricatured; but he also makes us feel thought as it 

o notice and understand it requires a shift in how we read,
what we look for, and what we expect, even what we remain 
open to. It requires paying attention in a different way.4) 

paying attention to Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings, 
both intellectually and emotionally, we sense that 
her figures’ enigmatic poses signify something be-
yond the immediacy of their gestures—they suggest 
subjects lost in thought and contemplation. Take 
 rEpoSE I (2015), for example, in which a bearded 
man leans over the back of a chair or couch. The 
sheer affectivity that radiates from his face—eye-
brows raised, eyes lit up—seduces and draws us in; we 
not only want to see what he sees but to experience 
the world with the same private excitement.
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ciplined image” of the girl’s stillness, which Moten 
explains is “always partial,” precisely because of its 
internally resistant motion against that history. here 
the pose is a performative iteration of what Moten 
calls the “object in resistance,” and an expression of 
“blackness-as-fugitivity.”6) 

perhaps this is why Yiadom-Boakye chooses to 
paint so many dancers, whose very métier is move-
ment. This restless fugitivity is echoed in the irreduc-
ibility of their poses. In profIT froM A proloGuE 

(2015), for instance, three figures are dressed identi-
cally in black leggings and a white sleeveless top, but 
each takes up a unique physical stance. While it is 
unclear whether the work depicts multiple views of a 
single person or different individuals, the tripled fig-
ure signifies the links between subjectivity, temporal-
ity, and finitude, of implied encounters with the self 
at different moments in time, potentially split across 
geographical spaces, territories, and histories. The 
work points to the way consciousness is shaped at 
the nexus of these disjunctions, which have enriched 
the cultural imaginaries that constitute a quintessen-
tially diasporic experience. Just as in Blood SoAKEd 

SouTh, the gaze that perhaps emanates from a sin-
gle self splits off from an encounter with multiple 
selves scattered across the nondescript, hazy hori-
zon. At stake is the desire that comes together in 
that gaze, and what might be found at that horizon’s 
nebulous vanishing point. These visions of diaspora, 
which move through the speculative poses of lovers 
and friends, lone travelers and solitary thinkers, and 
bohemian circles, trace the rich histories of black life 
and artistry that have rendered blackness visceral, 
spontaneous, and spiritual.

1) José Muñoz, “The Sense of Watching Tony Sleep,” South Atlan-
tic Quarterly, 106:3 (2007), 547.
2) Ibid.
3) Kevin Quashie, The Sovereignty of Quiet: Beyond Resistance in
Black Culture (new Brunswick, nJ: rutgers university press, 
2012), 8, 4.
4) Ibid, 6.
5) Ibid, 30, 134.
6) fred Moten, “Taste flavor dissonance Escape,” in Women and
performance: A Journal of Feminist Theory, vol. 17, no. 2 (July 2007), 
217–46.

and black hues; she uses paint to emphasize the 
material forms of blackness and the material life of 
black skin and flesh. If, as previous writers have com-
mented, her paintings are in part about the material-
ity of paint, this is not detached from representations 
of blackness and sexuality, which inflect the pictorial 
space and the painted surface; the composition of the 
works further reveals the significance of their inter- 
inanimation. Blackness and sexuality are here treated 
not as identity categories but as forms, in a radical 
transposition and translation of the measure and feel 
of black corporeality from the embodied world of the 
pose to the canvas. The beauty of her work can be 
found in how these ideas illuminate paint and enable 
light and color to take on richly textured accents. 
consider SolITAIrE (2015), which depicts a male 
figure dressed in a simple all-black ensemble, as if in 
mid-rehearsal, with a fox stole casually thrown over 
one shoulder. he stands with one foot gently turned 
out, away from the viewer, pointing in the opposite 
direction as his forward gaze, a position that tilts the 
portrait and throws its composition slightly off-cen-
ter. The solitaire’s imminent performance reverses 
the source of light in the image: light bounces off 
him, but is nowhere to be seen around him; in effect, 
he becomes his own spotlight. 

Quiet, as Quashie reminds us, is not the same as 
silence or stillness. “Silence often denotes something 
that is suppressed or repressed,” he writes, “and is 
an interiority that is about withholding, absence, 
and stillness. Quiet, on the other hand, is presence 
. . . and can encompass fantastic motion.” later, 
Quashie refers to an image of a 115-year-old woman 
born into slavery: “What looks like stillness in the 
photograph is . . . a whole world of agitation.”5) fred 
Moten thinks about the subdued qualities of motion 
specifically with respect to black objecthood within 
the visual context of an 1882 photograph by Thomas 
Eakins, AfrIcAn-AMErIcAn GIrl nudE,  rEclInInG 

on A couch. Moten states that the young girl, posed 
like an odalisque, “quickens against being stilled”; 
echoing ralph Ellison, he describes her as “mov-
ing without moving,” seizing upon the little girl’s 
“illicit display” not just simply of herself but of her-
self in relation to a larger history of people posed 
as things and commodities. At stake is the “undis-

hurston, Amiri Baraka, up through the present in 
works by colson Whitehead, Teju cole, Zadie Smith, 
and others. In Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings, we again 
discern the slightly eccentric, troubled bohemian 
whose singular experience unfolds from the fabric of 
black collective life. 

Indulging the action of the brush as it traces the 
body, Yiadom-Boakye renders the physicality of her 
figures through shimmering tracks of tawny, brown, 

poses of the figure she paints, as in A BIrd In ThE 

hAnd, All oThEr fIndInGS, and A pIxIE And A 

prIEST (all 2015). Their bodily attunements appear 
to be suspended between the serenity of inaction 
and a fleeting anticipation of movement. I immedi-
ately recall how these themes play out in the fictional 
worlds of writers as disparate as nella larsen and   
the poet Bob Kaufman, and even more prominent 
poets and writers like langston hughes, Zora neale 

LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE, A BIRD IN ThE hAND, 2015, oil on linen, 31 1/2 x 23 5/8” / 

EIN SpATz IN DER hAND, Öl auf Leinen, 80 x 60 cm.



Edwards, Adrienne.  "Levitating Blackness: Lynette Yiadom-Boakye's Right to Opacity." Parkett.  No. 99, pp. 74-86.
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Considering
Lynette
Yiadom

By JASON PARHAM

Boakye’s
Borderless
Bodies
The Londonborn Ghanaian artist subverts
the sense of self in her moving New York
solo show.

There is a strange feeling that overtakes you upon
first seeing a painting by Lynette YiadomBoakye
up close — one instantly wants to extract
ownership over the body or bodies contained
within her largescale figurations. Who is this

Parham, Jason. “Considering Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s Borderless Bodies.”  Fader.  10 May 2017.  Online. 
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“The MuchVaunted Air,” 2017.   Lynette YiadomBoakye

http://www.jackshainman.com/artists/lynette-yiadom-boakye/


person? How did she end up here? What does he
want to tell me? For years, YiadomBoakye, a
Londonborn Ghanaian artist, has rendered
women and men with skillful command.
Purposefully so, her subjects exist without borders,
outside the crossroads of a particular history or set
selfhood (each painting is created from a
composite of people and ideas, and never one
person). “There is no context for them,” curator
and art historian Elena Filipovic recently wrote of
YiadomBoakye’s portraits, “except their very
selves.”

Such remains the case in UnderSong For a Cipher,
the 40yearold artist’s justopened solo show at
the New Museum on Manhattan’s Lower East Side.
Against cinnamoncolored walls on the gallery’s
fourth floor, 17 new paintings by YiadomBoakye
hang in harmonious unison, each nonconformist
and originally august in stature, though all with a
singular aim: to disrupt one’s sense of self.
Together, the portraits extend YiadomBoakye’s
decadelong chronicle into the present; she has set
about to compose black beings unbound by
perception or class or tyranny or death (the
director of the 2015 Venice Biennale once
described her work as “postportraits”). By her
own admission, her subjects occupy “neutral
spaces” — or rather, the inbetween. In “An Amber
Cluster,” for example, an almondskinned man in a
peachcolored shirt is caught midmovement. He
could be anywhere, at any recent point in time,
coming or going, Ghanaian, American black, or
Guyanese. It is not so much fiction but instead a

http://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/view/lynette-yiadom-boakye
http://www.thefader.com/2016/10/03/lynette-yiadom-boakye-solange-dont-touch-my-hair-music-video


more human mode of storytelling. YiadomBoakye
asks: Who do you think this man is? And what was
it that made you arrive at this certain end?

“Vigil For A Horseman,” 2017.   Lynette YiadomBoakye

Having exhibited work in New York, London,
Munich, and Geneva, much has been made of the
subtle, nearquiet force each paintings exudes. But
such sentiments aren’t exactly accurate: her
paintings are loud, ungovernable things —
portrayed are people who defy linear narratives,
wildly alive and stubbornly unoccupied by the
constraints of identity. In that sense, Yiadom
Boakye has created an impressionistic hokum for
the viewer to untangle. It may be true that every
person brings their own politics and set of beliefs
to a piece of artwork, but this negotiation is



especially true of YiadomBoakye’s wondrous oil
compositions, each its own uniquely contemporary
riff on classic European portraiture. As a result, the
2013 Turner Prize finalist has created a
kaleidoscope of identities and histories that morph
not just one’s understanding of the world, but of
where one sits in the world, and just how that came
to pass.

“An Amber Cluster,” 2017   Lynette YiadomBoakye



“Of All The Seasons,” 2017   Lynette YiadomBoakye



“Medicine At Playtime,” 2017   Lynette YiadomBoakye

It is the negotiation — the expectations,
insecurities, and biases exchanged in the space



between viewer and painting, and what is
ultimately gained and lost in that quarrel — that
YiadomBoakye seems most concerned with. It
was for that very reason that I decided not to speak
with the artist. At the onset of this assignment, I
thought it would be helpful to chat with her about
the art’s intent. “What are your paintings trying to
say?” I would have asked. But in doing so I would
have missed YiadomBoakye’s truer objective: to
reveal the infinite exquisiteness found in pushing
back against the ways in which the world
constricts around us. It wasn’t about what she
herself wanted, but instead the destination that the
viewer and painting arrived at in tandem.

“We’re all together inside a system that scripts and
constructs not just behavior but imagination,” the
poet Claudia Rankine told The Paris Review in
2016. The ways that social perceptions script and
construct are quotidian manifestations of
constriction. Ours is a reality where whole
communities of people have been conditioned to
go about their lives in this very noxious state. It is
why Lynette YiadomBoakye’s portraits feel so
deeply and humanly significant: she has allowed
for infinite plurality in a society sick with its own
immutability.

Two years ago, the artist noted of her creative
practice, and her insistence in using oil paints: “It’s
just very dirty, it’s very messy; it doesn’t always do
what you want it to do, it’s alive, it doesn’t dry very
quickly,” she said, perhaps hinting at the larger
hope for her subjects. “It’s fleshy and
unpredictable.”

https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/pcs/click?xai=AKAOjsvPE3Tlq0ClgqDNoHwwyDyZLS1NWDcTOnipqHCcLkipo6LWJurT2SK0Ue9MXIdOsGARNGDflZgbXAmhapepbplQJ1TbPk67OuD2hvyn6g57cHd5uNmL4EhAqhwBEpvXT3Fuxspf3m1nKg_2gDpchHUKqDOtRaO48lw4nMWik42ryi_jc3ljGTh5bs37XGlqvdMz_Q7ZTRklA7Ai7HG3NjzAq-VWWGdJNkthmJ5di_wkwqtPKKFsMFXh-wvijXA3S2BDhkT14qwCyw_aNg&sig=Cg0ArKJSzERxxomKr_nY&adurl=https://ad.doubleclick.net/ddm/clk/322135306%3B151622993%3By
https://www.theparisreview.org/interviews/6905/claudia-rankine-the-art-of-poetry-no-102-claudia-rankine


“Light Of The Lit Wick,” 2017.   Lynette YiadomBoakye
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CU LT U R E

Artist Lynette Yiadom-Boakye's Black Bodies Are More Powerful
Because They're Not Real
by Sean O’Hagan

May 5, 2017 10:30 am

The mesmeric power of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s portraits resides, in part, in the fictitious
nature of her subjects, who look like real people but are entirely inventions of her imagination.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s A Culmination, 2016.
Copyright Lynette YiadomBoakye, Courtesy of the artist, Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, and CorviMora, London

portraiture untold variations on mood, from the coolly nonchalant to the languorously sensual.

Yiadom-Boakye was born in London in 1977 to Ghanaian parents. Her imagined sitters are 
almost always black and often seem comfortably lost in private reverie. The show’s co-curator 
Massimiliano Gioni sees her work “as a dialogue with an older generation of artists that 
includes Chris Ofili and Peter Doig, whose paintings reflect on the connection between race, 
representation, and painting.” 

Gioni acknowledges that exhibiting her portraits in New York at this moment “may invest
them with more of a metaphorical aspect than they actually have, given that a black body in
America today is not just a black body. Her work is not political in a rhetorical way, but
through representation and form. That, too, is what makes it exceptional.”

O’Hagan, Sean.  “Artist Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s Black Bodies Are More Powerful Because They’re Not Real.”  W Magazine.  05 May 2017.  Online.
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye talks about creating fictional characters through
portraiture
By Paul Laster

Posted: Tuesday May 2 2017, 3:41pm

A British �gurative painter of Ghanaian descent, Lynette Yiadom-Boakye is known for portraits of imaginary black men and women based on

multiple sources rather than on an individual model or sitter. A writer as well as an artist, the Turner Prize short-lister works quickly and usually

completes one of her eye-catching compositions in a single day. With a survey of new paintings about to open at New Museum, she discusses

her process and her parallel career as an author of short stories.

Laster, Paul.  “Lynette Yiadom-Boakye talks about creating fictional characters through portraiture.”  Time Out New York.  02 May 2017.  Online.
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How important is improvisation to your work? 

It’s very important. Most of my decision-making happens through the course of painting. While I do plan things out in advance to some degree,

[the plans] generally fall by the wayside once I get going.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, A Con�agration, 2017

Courtesy the artist, Corvi- Mora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York

https://www.timeout.com/newyork/privacy-policy


So how do you begin a painting? 

Normally with something very simple that poses some kind of a problem or challenge: a color, a composition, a gesture, a particular direction

of the light. My starting points are usually formal ones. There is always something in particular that I think about, and the piece grows out of

that.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Vigil For A Horseman, 2017, detail

Courtesy the artist, Corvi-Mora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
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What made you decide to become a painter when you were starting out in the 1990s? 

I’m not entirely sure. It wasn’t a �rm decision. Painting was one of many things that I loved doing, even though I’ve never found it easy. Perhaps

that’s why I kept trying to do it.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Repose III, 2017

Courtesy the artist, Corvi-Mora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
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You don’t just paint, though; you paint in a very traditional manner using very traditional materials. What’s their appeal for you? 

Things like oil paint, canvas, linen and rabbit-skin glue have something of a life of their own. There’s something visceral and inherently alive

about using them to create a painting. Also, while paintings may have a long life span, they age just like people: Over the centuries, [paintings

change, fade and often crumble.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, 8am Cadiz, 2017

Courtesy the artist, Corvi-Mora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York

https://www.timeout.com/newyork/privacy-policy


Who are the subjects of your work? 

They’re composites constructed from found images, life drawings and my imagination. I realized early on that I didn’t want to depict people I

knew; it never worked out the way I wanted it to. My method allows me to think freely about a person, a life, a place or a feeling through the act

of painting itself.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Mercy Over Matter, 2017

Courtesy the artist, Corvi-Mora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
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You’re also a writer as well as a painter. Do those roles overlap? 

No, not at all. My writing parallels my painting, but I don’t paint about the writing or write about the painting. It’s just the opposite, in fact: I write

about the things I can’t paint and paint the things I can’t write about.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Willow Strip, 2017

Courtesy the artist, Corvi-Mora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Ever The Women Watchful, 2017

Courtesy the artist, Corvi-Mora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York

But you use such literate titles for your paintings. 

The titles emanate from the associations I make while working on or looking at a painting, but they’re never meant to explain it. They’re more

like an extra brush mark.

“Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Under-Song for a Cipher” is at New Museum through Sept 3 (newmuseum.org).
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by DODIE KAZANJIAN

MAGAZINE

How British-Ghanaian Artist Lynette Yiadom-
Boakye Portrays Black Lives in Her Paintings

http://www.vogue.com/article/artist-lynette-yiadom-boakye-paintings-portray-black-lives[3/28/17, 12:44:28 PM]

Making a Splash
The artist, photographed in her London studio, paints fast, timeless portraits in oils. Her solo 
show at the New Museum in New York opens this May.
Photographed by Anton Corbijn, Vogue, April 2017

Kazanjian, Dodie.  “How British-Ghanaian Artist Lynette Yiadom-Boakye Portrays Black Lives in Her Paintings.”  VOGUE.  
27 March 2017.  Online.



“If you walked into a room with a thousand people in it, and one of the people 
in her paintings was there, that’s who you’d want to meet,” says her friend the 
designer Duro Olowu. Most are large-scale, single-figure studies whose faces, 
set against loosely brushed dark backgrounds, look directly at the viewer. In 
some, only the whiteness of eyes and teeth pulls them back from near 
invisibility, but the effort of looking makes them seem all the more real. They 
have the gravitas and authority of nineteenth-century portraits, shorn of 
domestic detail—nothing to distract you from the invented yet intensely alive 
subject. John Currin uses old-master techniques to enrich his contemporary 
figures. Lynette’s seem to exist outside time.

It’s a cold, rainy morning in South London, and Lynette Yiadom-Boakye,
wearing jeans and fluffy slippers, is stirring a pot of homemade porridge.
There’s an easy confidence about her, a welcoming warmth and humor. Her
duplex garden flat is a cozy mix of elements that don’t belong together but get
along just fine—bold patterns, busy wallpapers (lots of flowers and birds),
strange old pieces of furniture. The house is not far from where she grew up.
“I always thought I’d end up living somewhere else,” she tells me, “but I really
love it here.”

There’s a photographic print on the sitting-room wall by her friend Lorna
Simpson. “I didn’t understand the joy of owning artworks until I put Lorna’s
piece up,” she says. But I don’t see any other art in the house, and not a trace
of Lynette’s own work. Her hauntingly powerful paintings of black men and
women, every one of them fictional, have been attracting more and more
attention in the last few years. She was shortlisted for the 2013 Turner Prize
and has recently had solo exhibitions at the Serpentine Gallery in London, the
Haus der Kunst in Munich, and the Kunsthalle in Basel. Next month, a show
of her work will open at New York’s New Museum.

http://www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/view/lynette-yiadom-boakye
http://www.vogue.com/fashion-shows/designer/duro-olowu


To Douse the Devil for a Ducat, 2015, oil on canvas
Courtesy of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, and Corvi-Mora, London

The daughter of Ghanaian parents who moved to London in the sixties to 
work as nurses for the National Health Service, Lynette says, “I was a boring 
child—good grades, no mischief—but also quite good at living in my head, 
using my imagination as an escape.” The idea of being an artist didn’t occur to 
her until her final year of high school. She applied for a one-year art-
foundation course at Central Saint Martins, more or less on a whim. “I didn’t 
think it was serious; I just thought, I’ll do it and see what happens, and then 
I’d get back to something more sensible.”

For the New Museum’s artistic director, Massimiliano Gioni, who featured her
in his 2013 Venice Biennale, the work has a particular urgency. “In a moment
of racial tension like the one America has been living through, Lynette’s
characters take on a completely different weight and presence,” he says. “It’s
hard not to feel implicated as a viewer—I can’t help thinking that her
imagined characters are engaging with me.”



Central Saint Martins in the late 1990s was packed with ambitious students 
eager to ride to fame on the wave generated by Damien Hirst and the Young 
British Artists. Lynette recoiled from their blatant careerism. “You don’t think 
of a career before you have the work,” she says. But she refused to quit art 
school. “Somehow I knew I should carry on. I was not going to be defeated by 
this, but I needed to be somewhere else.”

Somewhere else turned out to be the Falmouth School of Art, on the southwest 
tip of England in Cornwall, where Lynette found “space to think.” In her three 
years there, she came closer to identifying something she had felt since she 
was a little girl: a sense of what it means to grow up black in a white  society. 
“My experience at school was largely positive,” she tells me, “but there were a 
lot of instances where you came to understand that people saw you differently. 
I didn’t see color in that way. You would go bounding up like a puppy, 
completely not thinking about these things, and then you realized that 
someone had judged you already, and that was that. Sometimes I was singled 
out by other black girls because I was darker-skinned than a lot of them. My 
parents were quite unsentimental about this. They would say, ‘This is why you 
have to excel.’”

Citrine by the Ounce, 2014, oil on canvas
Courtesy of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, and Corvi-Mora, London

https://www.studiomuseum.org/exhibition/lynette-yiadom-boakye-any-number-preoccupations


Lynette knew that she wanted to make figurative paintings; she wanted to
make black people visible and to make that seem normal, not celebratory.
This was her breakthrough, but she wasn’t there yet. She had to learn a lot
more about how to paint, and this happened in her last year at the Royal
Academy Schools, where she got her M.F.A. in 2003. “Instead of trying to put
complicated narratives into my work,” she explains, “I decided to simplify,
and focus on just the figure and how it was painted. That in itself would carry
the narrative.”

She was given an exhibition at the Studio Museum in Harlem in 2010. Okwui
Enwezor, who now runs Munich’s Haus der Kunst, had brought her to the
Studio Museum’s attention. He had visited her studio five years earlier and
followed the work ever since. “There was a kind of wickedness to her portraits,
in a good way,” he tells me. “There was wit and literary as well as artistic
sophistication in her loose brushwork. I just loved it.”

Porridge in hand and wrapped in a blanket, Lynette speaks in a calm,
cultivated British voice, with frequent eruptions of spontaneous laughter.

She’s 39 years old, has never been married, and has what she calls a
“gentleman friend” who lives in the U.S.—a recent development that she’s
clearly not going to discuss. (She guards her privacy with a firm but gentle
touch. “We Brits don’t air our dirty linen in public,” she says, laughing.) Every
other week, she hops on a train to Oxford, where she teaches at the Ruskin
School of Art. She also writes fiction—lean and satiric poems and short
stories, several of which she has published in her museum catalogs.
Swimming keeps her fit. Her London friends tend to be writers, doctors, and
teachers—very few artists. “Her conversation is never heavy with insecurity,”
says Olowu.



Right now she is deep into putting together her New York show. “It’s
forming,” she says. “I need to feel my way through it, but there’s a lot more to
figure out.” She works alone and stretches and primes her own canvases.
Sometimes she listens to music (everything from Miles Davis to Prince to
classical), but more often to radio plays. “I have an addiction to John le Carré
adaptations, and I listen to them on rotation like a mad person. I really love
theater.” At one time she wanted to be an actress, but realized she didn’t have
the competitive nature it required. “My problem has always been that I’m not
ambitious in the career sense or the financial sense. The drive is only this
internal fight with myself. Every show and every body of work is a terror for
me—an enjoyable terror. Every time I go into the studio, I’m just praying it’s
going to work out that day.”

Her studio, a large rectangular room with a row of high windows, is in East
London’s Bethnal Green, an hour’s Uber ride from her home. (Sometimes she
will stay in a hotel nearby so as to have more time there.) It has two horizontal
canvases, ten feet wide or more, hanging on the wall and dozens more
propped together across the room. Scrapbooks are strewn around the floor,
filled with images cut from magazines and elsewhere to provide source
material for her invented faces.

Any Number of Preoccupations, 2010, oil on canvas
Courtesy of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, and Corvi-Mora, London



Lynette works fast. She doesn’t make preliminary sketches but improvises on
the canvas, usually completing a painting in one day. She may go back into it
the next day, or decide it doesn’t work and destroy it. On the entry wall is a
bearded man, seated and in profile, holding a bird in his right hand. (Birds are
a familiar motif in her paintings: a parrot, a peacock, an owl.) Man and bird
regard each other with intensity. A brushy yellow, red, and orange
background accentuates the man’s dark skin. “I don’t use black pigment,” she
says. “It completely deadens things. I use a mixture of brown and blue
instead.” His feet are bare. None of her subjects wear shoes (slippers are OK),
because shoes would place them in a particular time. There’s something
supernatural about the image. It’s not a portrait but a work of fiction. It’s
masterful, yet appears effortless.

“I’m a bit scared of New York,” she says, but her fear is probably misplaced.
“The painted image carries so much more weight than the ephemeral, digital
image,” says the independent curator Alison Gingeras. “The permanence that
painting has, especially oil painting, and the kind of skill it takes to create
makes Lynette’s work seem magnified right now.” As for its political
resonance in this time of worldwide dysfunction, Lynette says, “the wonderful
thing about painting is that it’s separate. I think there is something in small
gestures that can be quite powerful.”

She tells me about an Instagram post that Kimberly Drew, the Met Museum’s
social-media manager, put up just after the Trump election. It was a selfie,
and the message was PORTRAIT OF A QUEER, BLACK WOMAN IN
AMERICA WHO DID THE BEST WITH WHAT SHE HAD TODAY. “That’s all

any of us can do,” Lynette says. “It really moved me.”

http://www.vogue.com/projects/13528952/american-women-in-art-female-artists-lorna-simpson


 

 

 

 

Since the British-Ghanaian artist Lynette 

Yiadom-Boakye (b. 1977) completed her 

studies at the Royal Academy Schools in 

London in 2003, her reputation as a talented 

painter of fictional portraits (she does not 

use models) has steadily grown. This 

exhibition of twenty-four new canvases (all 

2016) follows major shows in London and 

Munich and centers on the theme of 

performance, with many of the paintings 

portraying singers and dancers.  

Yiadom-Boakye’s works, like those of 

American painters Kerry James Marshall 

and Kehinde Wiley, help correct the historic 

underrepresentation of black people in 

painting. Her canvases range from nearly life-size depictions of three or four figures to close-

ups less than two feet tall. Her paint handling is decidedly turbid, and her compositions 

slightly unstable, their parts not entirely in equilibrium. Her palette seems indebted to that of 

previous generations of British painters, such as Frank Auerbach and Lucian Freud, with 

chalky browns and blacks punctuated with warmer reddish tones and minimal highlights.  

A number of the new paintings show adolescents on the cusp of adulthood, evoking the time 

just before people settle into the roles they will play in life. The diptych A Fever of Lilies 

features a boy and girl in school uniforms. She smothers a grin, while he is pensive. In 

Magenta in the Ravages, three young women dressed in black tights and leotards stand on a 

reedy bank, looking across the reflective surface of a river stretching into the distance. 

Yiadom-Boakye usually employs monochromatic grounds defined only by heavy shadows but 

in this image offers a detailed background composed of the luminous water and a gloomy 

forest. 

Rosenmeyer, Aoife: Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, in: Art in America, 27.2.17, online: 
http://www.artinamericamagazine.com/reviews/lynette-yiadom-boakye/ (28.2.17) 



Even when the figures in the works face the viewer, they are contemplative rather than 

confrontational. Often they wear basic figure-hugging clothing, but here and there they don 

striped sweaters or ruffs on their necks. In Daydreaming of Devils, a man sports a pink boa 

and points the toes of one foot as if preparing to dance. If some figures seem like they are 

waiting to move, others are captured in full motion. A diptych called Harp-Strum (one of 

many evocative titles by Yiadom-Boakye, who is also a writer) presents two views of a 

woman in mid-arabesque against a jade background.  

Although Yiadom-Boakye’s work helps address the omission of black subjects in art history, 

to limit it to such an interpretation would do it a great disservice, as it would obscure the 

artist’s subtle statements. Her paintings present a nuanced exploration of how fiction operates: 

Who are all these characters she paints if they are not specific people? How do we read 

fictional characters when they are painted in the mode of a portrait? And are portraits of 

performers in truth a reflection of their audience? 

 

 



Viveros-Fauné, Christian: These 11 Artists Will Transform the Art World in 2017, in: artnet news, 2.1.17, 
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Kunsthalle Basel opens exhibition of paintings by Lynette Yiadom-Boakye

Lynette YiadomBoakye, Installationsansicht A Passion To A Principle, Kunsthalle Basel, 2016, Blick auf (v.l.n.r.) Pressure From A Didact, Witching Hour, Militant
Pressures (alle 2016). Foto: Philipp Hänger / Lynette YiadomBoakye, Installation view A Passion To A Principle, Kunsthalle Basel, 2016, view on (f.l.t.r.) Pressure
From A Didact, Witching Hour, Militant Pressures (all 2016). Photo: Philipp Hänger.

BASEL.- The exhibition is filled with figures that gaze directly, almost defiantly, at you. Others stand with arms akimbo, averting
their eyes, or look pensive as they lounge in the soft embrace of a couch or hammock. Still others hold extravagant birds (an
owl in one, a peacock in another) as if the acts were as usual as holding the daily news paper, or they tense their arms and
legs with the poise of a welltrained dancer. They are all beautiful without being modellike, serious without seeming stern, and
well dressed without appearing to have tried too hard. There are rarely any identifiers of an exact time or place in which they
stand or lie or lean or sit. There is no context for them, you could say, except their very selves. And in those selves there is
nonchalance, refinement, calm intelligence. Also intensity, human depth, and a justness (someone wearing those threads
would lie back and gaze at you just like that) that makes them seem familiar. And what you suspect you don’t already “know”
about them, you try to conjure up. You almost cannot look at Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings and not wonder about the
people pictured in them—what they do, whom they love, how they think, what they desire. And yet the show is not an exhibition
of portraits per se.  

A Passion To A Principle contains nothing but figurative images, yet none portray an actual person, either historical or
contemporary. And this is important. In Yiadom-Boakye’s hands, color is structural and brushwork comes in vivid rushes—a
reflection on painting as a medium drives her work, but fiction is its other propelling force. She builds her cast of figures from
the haze of memory and a collage of sources, borrowing a sweater from a shop window and a pose from a nudist magazine.
And through paint she writes her characters, as a novelist might. The quality of that “writing” keeps them from appearing as
stereotypes or onedimensional fantasies. Thus it is perhaps not surprising that in addition to being a painter, the artist—born in
London and of Ghanaian descent—is also a poet and a writer, even if her favored mode for materializing her depictions is art
history’s most traditional of mediums.  
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YiadomBoakye studied painting at that bastion of the medium, the Royal Academy of Arts in London. But her real education
came in museums, where Edgar Degas, Édouard Manet, Walter Sickert, and others were her teachers. She learned any num
ber of techniques from them, she says, including lessons about the layering of color and economy of means (why use four
brushstrokes when one will do?). It was with them, too, that she learned to find her own style, indebted to the past but
operating wholly on her own.  

Her paintings are in equal measures dark and luminous, painted with palpable brushstrokes that give her figures vivid
presence, even when they stand in inky darkness, and even when the painter has left areas deliberately unresolved. There is
something unabashedly classical about them, borrowing from traditional portrait compositions (the threequarter bust, the head
shot, the grouping of figures), but she also deliberately deploys modernist cropping (the tips of a dancer’s fingers in Tell The
Air, the edge of a foot in A Focus For The Cavalry).  

Here and there patches of bare canvas show through, and Yiadom-Boakye’s mark making is sometimes so loose, so will fully
imperfect, that her paintings act as an apt pendant to the utter humanity of her (nevertheless unreal) figures—for what is
human if not the fact of being flawed? Her titles, full of casual but enigmatic poetry (Daydreaming Of Devils, Sermons For
Heathens, To Hell For Leather On A Hound) suggest as much: they allude to temptation, damnation, defiance. Even when they
point in another direction, as in A Culmination or Militant Pressures, they still act as a layer, like an underpainting of deep
vermillion that seeps through everything on top of it and subtly but inevitably imbues the whole with a mood or tone.  

YiadomBoakye originally considered becoming an optician. But science was a problem, she admits, so she became instead
another kind of observer of visual perception. And although her figures sit in a noman’sland of place and time, few figurative
painters diagnose their present as percussively as she does. A Passion To A Principle, Yiadom-Boakye’s first institutional solo
exhibition in Switzerland, comprised of all newly painted works, uses one of art history’s oldest and most venerated genres to
make portraits in another sense, ones in which the true subject is both the medium of painting as such, and our own selves—
right here and right now—as beings in the world.  

This happens—paradoxically, powerfully— through her particular deployment of fiction. Speaking about the writing of James
Baldwin, a critic once asked, “How do people come to know themselves? One way is by reading fiction. The profound act of
empathy de manded by a novel, forcing the reader to suspend disbelief and embody a stranger’s skin, prompts reflection and
selfquestioning.” This is what YiadomBoakye asks of us.  

And what better moment to be so prompted? Her paintings make clear: our museums and our histories of art, like power
structures of all sorts, are full of representations of and by white people. Depictions of black people by black artists are
astoundingly few. Hers, then, is a social portraiture, picturing a whole segment of the population—a reality— that remains still
so little accounted for in either art history or politics. Yiadom-Boakye’s insertions of (fictive) black figures into the canon, into
discourse, into our exhibition spaces, are quietly subversive, not combatively arguing for anything, but simply rendering black
lives visible—literally giving them matter and thus showing that they matter— always with quiet grace. She could have
presented them otherwise, the burden of their history weighing on their shoulders. But, as she has explained, “They are
recognizably human, but they are not real. They do not share our anxieties or woes. Nor do they need to be celebratory. In the
painting is where they exist, and that makes them omnipotent. Painting gives them power.”  

Lynette YiadomBoakye was born 1977 in London; she lives and works in London.
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Complication, 2013 Oil on canvas 200 x 250 cm, 78.7 x 98.4 inches, Courtesy the artist, Corvi-Mora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York

Kunsthalle Basel presents A Passion To A Principle , the �rst institutional solo exhibition in Switzerland, by Lynette Yiadom-Boakye 
(b. 1977).

The exhibition shows more than a dozen new paintings from her proli�c practice. At once traditional in her approach to form, line, and color, and
decidedly contemporary in her self-re�exivity about her medium, the British-Ghanaian writer, poet, and painter regularly represents a predominantly
black cast of �gures culled from a mix of memory, projection, and �ction. Here, Yiadom-Boakye �lls the majestic upstairs skylit galleries of Kunsthalle
Basel with her lush and vibrant re�ections on perception and painting as a practice.

The exhibition is generously supported by Peter Handschin and Jackson Tang.

www.kunsthallebasel.ch (http://www.kunsthallebasel.ch/en/exhibition/lynette_yiadom-boakye/#text)
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REVIEWS

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye “A Passion To a Principle”
at Kunsthalle Basel

by Adam Jasper

Claude Lévi-Strauss had a thing about birds. He thought that we were innately likely to give wild

birds proper names, like “Angela” or “Timothy,” rather than the demeaning pet names we give

dogs, like “Fido” or “Spot,” or the intentionally unique names we give racehorses, like “Lord

Cardigan” or “Belle-de-Nuit.” Lévi-Strauss’s explanation was that unlike dogs, which are part of

human families but not afforded the full status of people, birds inhabit a more or less parallel

civilization that doesn’t intersect with our own. You can catch a bird and put it in a cage, but you

can never really own its loyalties.

Mousse Magazine 

http://moussemagazine.it/


Birds are given human Christian names in accordance with the species to which they belong more easily 
then are other zoological classes, because they can be permitted to resemble men for the very reason 
they are so different. They are feathered, winged, oviparous and they are also physically separated from 
human society by the element in which it is their privilege to move. As a result of this fact, they form a 
community which is independent of our own but, precisely because of this independence, appears to us 
like another society, homologous to that in which we live. (Claude Levi-Strauss, The Savage Mind, 204)

Whether or not Lévi-Strauss was actually empirically correct is debatable. He wasn’t really that into 
empirical research. But even if he’s factually wrong, he’s still right in principle—there’s something strange, 
or rather estranged, about birds. It’s something that Lynette Yiadom-Boakye also seems to have 
observed. Birds are the only animal that regularly appears in her paintings, and this seems to be because 
they can be co-present with people without implying relationships with them. In one painting in her current 
show at Kunsthalle Basel, Pander To A Prodigy (2016), a boy carries a peacock with its gorgeous tail 
politely tucked to one side. In another, The Matters (2016), a hunting owl sits on a youth’s leather glove, 
its head swiveled around to look to the right of the viewer.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye paints pictures that look like portraits, but are not. The people she paints are 
composite fictions rather than individual subjects. In this regard, and in another way that will be mentioned 
later, her painting is close to historical paintings composed to illustrate collectively known stories. They 
don’t look like them, though. They look much more like the painters that Yiadom-Boakye has exhaustively 
studied, like Edgar Degas, Édouard Manet, and Walter Sickert. A lot of the backgrounds feature a 
harlequin pattern, an allusion to commedia dell’arte that is reinforced by the costumes that some of the 
figures wear, including a sad Pierrot ruff, and more than a few ballerinas. Commedia dell’arte provided 
stock motifs for painting that have barely been seen since the Great Depression, and their use here 
underscores the conscious anachronism of the images. They look like post-Impressionist works from the 
first Harlem Renaissance, in which men and women gaze out from the canvas with a certain polite 
indifference to the people passing by. Men and women—or, better, men or women. There are no 
paintings that show women and men together on the same canvas. The closest to being an exception is 
the final diptych, A Fever Of Lilies (2016), in which the two figures began as a couple on a single canvas 
before being repainted on two canvases, decorously separated. Whenever she paints groups, they are 
always small, homosocial groups.

The canvas is usually left unprimed, its raw texture showing through the paint. Parts of the canvas are 
even left blank to provide highlights. The figures themselves seem to be constructed from a spiral coming 
out from the face, almost like a mosaic, with a dark background that is added after the figure is roughed 
out. The painting is done without disegno, without prior drawing, so that it looks both improvised and 
effortless, even virtuoso. Yiadom-Boakye works quickly, completing each canvas in a single day or 
discarding it. The speed of the work recalls fresco techniques, and has something of the same 
immediacy. There’s some modeling of shadow, but relatively little blending, contributing to the paintings’ 
characteristically post-Impressionist look. Painted in seemingly at the very end are the overly bright whites 
of the eyes, as in the rituals of icon painting, where the eyes are added last because they are the most 
dangerous part of the image, the part that enables the picture to see the viewer. It’s part of Yiadom-
Boakye’s seriousness as a painter that she respects this.



at Kunsthalle Basel (http://kunsthallebasel.ch)

until 12 February 2017

The other way in which Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings resemble images of religious scenes is this: Claudio 
Vogt, who works at the Kunsthalle, observed that none of the people in the paintings are ever shown 
wearing shoes. This matters, because shoes are a part of costume that can always be dated. Shoes 
ground a work in a specific historical moment. In Renaissance painting, for instance, the patrons who 
commissioned the painting might be depicted in the foreground wearing slippers, but the most holy figures
—like John the Baptist, or Jesus for that matter—are almost invariably shown barefoot. Leaving her 
characters without shoes leaves them outside any clear historical time. They can’t step into our world. 
Conversely, the large-format paintings are all hung so low that you can almost step into them. The almost 
life-size figures are roughly at eye height. It seems odd, when in the gallery, that we have been so 
accustomed to looking up at works of art. This should make us feel closer to the people in the paintings, 
but it does not. It makes their distance more curious, and more unbridgeable.

http://kunsthallebasel.ch/
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The fictitious portraits of 
Lynette Yiadom-Boakye 
by Jennifer Higgie
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If the 20th century has taught us anything, perhaps it is this: surfaces 
are unstable, and appearances are not, on the whole, to be trusted. The 
deceptively amiable paintings of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye are no exception. 
They may look like rather straightforward representations of people 
doing quite ordinary things – running along a beach, reading a book, 
taking a nap, or, more recently, dancing – but they’re not portraits, they’re 
pictures of people who don’t exist. They’re so full of personality that their 
fiction is initially a little unsettling. This is compounded by their technical 
proficiency: without the aid of photographs, models or preliminary 
sketches, Yiadom-Boakye wields her paintbrush with an old-fashioned 
ease and fluency, conjuring nuanced characters from her imagination. 
When I first saw her paintings, I assumed that they took a long time to 
make, but each one is, in fact, made in a day. This self-imposed constraint 
is enforced by the artist not only because, as Yiadom-Boakye told me, 
she has ‘a short attention span’, but because she doesn’t want the surface 
‘to look too laboured’.1 Peer closely at their rich, gestural surfaces and 
the speed and urgency of the brushstrokes becomes apparent in the 
occasionally wonky anatomical detail or inconsistent light source. What 
I first took to be images that, both in their making and in their subject 
matter, embody a mood of weekend-like serenity morphed into something 
more urgent and indeterminate, less polished and more interesting. Flaws, 
being human, are so much more endearing than perfection.

As much as they mine the appearance of a kind of generic ordinariness, 
the longer you look at Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings the odder and richer 
they become. The people in them are often detached from anything 
that could link them to an actual time, location or even, on occasion, 
gender; their clothes usually are as neutral as their settings, and so blandly 

functional it would seem they exist simply to protect the modesty of 
their imaginary wearers. (An exception is a new work, Greenfinch, 2012, 
a ‘portrait’ of an androgynous dancer in a velvety leotard, who gazes out 
from a ruffle of deep green-blue feathers.) Yet, despite the fact that there is 
something determinedly average about these people – who, apart from the 
children, tend to be neither very young nor very old, seemingly neither rich 
nor poor – they exist in atmospheres touched by a compellingly faint frisson 
of something not quite explained. Their enigmatic titles – The Edifying 
Oracle’s Cheque, say, or Noble Aggressives (both 2012) – hint at undercurrents 
of something more complicated than leisure and daydreams.

Not much happens in these pictures – a furtive glance is a big event. A 
woman, dressed in a short pink dress, smiles warmly, almost flirtatiously 
(Clarity in Waiting, 2012); a melancholy woman places her hand on her 
chest (No Place for Nature, 2011). She is absorbed in her thoughts, immersed 
in a soft-twilight blue; two girls, framed by a cold white sky and sitting in 
a tree, glance up as if we’ve interrupted their secret conversation (A Life 
to Die For, 2012). Variations on doing very little are seemingly endless in 
Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings, but it’s an idleness tempered by the expres-
sions she elicits from her cast, which range from deep self-absorption to 
genial comradeship, to kindness, to a vaguely malevolent hilarity. Often 
her characters are smiling – whether to themselves or at someone else, 
we’ll never know – although perhaps smiling is the wrong word:  
Yiadom-Boakye told me that she ‘prefers grins or leers to smiles’ as they’re 
more loaded with complicated potential.

What does link the subjects of Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings is that almost 
every one of her imaginary characters is black. Considering the history of 
portrait painting – walk through London’s National Gallery, say, and you 
won’t find one painting by a black artist, while almost every study of a 
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black subject by a white painter is a representation of a servant, a slave or a 
‘noble savage’ – this lends her seemingly benign subject-matter a radicality 
that springs not from images of rebelliousness but from the repeated 
representations of normality. Yiadom-Boakye, whose parents emigrated 
to England from Ghana, told me: ‘When the issue of colour comes up, I 
think it would be a lot stranger if they were white; after all, I was raised by 
black people […] for me this sense of a kind of normality isn’t necessarily 
celebratory, it’s more a general idea of normality. This is a political gesture 
for me. We’re used to looking at portraits of white people in painting.’ 

The politics of black portraiture, however, is both fuelled and tempered 
by Yiadom-Boakye’s genuine love of, and engagement with, the history 
of western portrait painting. Her points of reference are decidedly non-
contemporary; her studio is filled with books on Edgar Degas, Édouard 
Manet and Walter Sickert – artists who employed the innate artifice of 
representation in order, conversely, to express the humanity of their 
subjects and whom Yiadom-Boakye likes because they ‘weren’t formally 
perfect but there was a kind of violence around them that they made 
clear’. (Her recent paintings of dancers nod especially to Degas; Sickert’s 
recollection of him declaring that ‘in painting you must give the idea of the 
true by means of the false’2 is particularly apt here.) In Sickert’s paintings 
of music halls, for example, the noise might be intimated but his characters 
appear to exist in a deeply silent place – one with which the characters who 
populate Yiadom-Boakye’s work are not unfamiliar.

One obvious difference in approach isolates Yiadom-Boakye from 
her influences. Whereas they all employed portraiture in order to reflect 
upon the world at large, Yiadom-Boakye realized quite early on that she 
was less interested in capturing the idiosyncrasies of a particular person 
than in concentrating on painting itself, without the distractions and 
responsibilities a relationship to a living, breathing subject involves. She 
told me: ‘I always loved figurative painting and I’ve always wondered what 
that power was that I kept coming back to and I realized it was less about 
individuals than about how they had been pictorially constructed. What 
was it about their eyes? How was that achieved through this painting?’

Two characters recur again and again in her works – the only ones to do 
so and who, Yiadom-Boakye told me, she is ‘getting to know better’. One is 
a man in a striped top, the other a handsome man in a white, long-sleeved 
T-shirt who she has most recently painted wearing a silver chain and a red 
pendant (Bound Over to Keep the Peace, 2012). Both have appeared in different 
incarnations and signal the beginning of a new series of works. The artist  

begins a picture knowing roughly what it will include – a woman in a row 
boat, say – and then the personality grows from her experiments with the 
paint. Similarly, her titles often evolve organically from word or image as-
sociations, or from random trains of thought. A painting is finished, in her 
words, when it has a ‘potency and presence’ that ‘isn’t too theatrical’.

Yiadom-Boakye also writes short stories. I recently read one that, like 
her paintings, privileges mood and atmosphere over detail. It focuses on 
a family of ‘indeterminate nationality’ who are served by a waiter who is 
‘clean-shaven, dark, possibly Italian, Israeli or Greek by extraction but 
with an Anglo-American accent’. They are at ‘a beach resort somewhere in 
the United States (possibly Florida or California) or the United Kingdom 
(Cornwall or Brighton)’. By the end of the story, the family, who are uni-
versally cruel, have been killed by the clever machinations of a depressed 
squirrel and a wise crab. After having spent time with her pictures, the tale 
made a strange kind of sense. If there is one quality that unites all of Yiadom-
Boakye’s characters, either in written form or a painting, is their sense of 
empowerment and possibility. ‘I don’t’, she told me, ‘like to paint victims.’ •
Lynette Yiadom-Boakye lives in London, UK. Her exhibition at Chisenhale 
Gallery, London, runs until 13 May 2012. Recent solo shows include Corvi-Mora, 
London, in 2011; Studio Museum Harlem, New York, USA, and Stevenson, Cape 
Town, South Africa, in 2010. Her solo show at Jack Shainman Gallery, New 
York, opens in November. Her work is included in ‘The Ungovernables: 2012 New 
Museum Triennial’, New York, until 22 April 2012.

Jennifer Higgie is co-editor of frieze and is based in London, UK. 

1 All quotes from author’s visit to Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s studio, 12 February, 2012
2 Walter Sickert, ‘The Royal Academy’, English Review, June 1912
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Reading Paintings:  
The Work of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye 
Amira Gad

When we see, we are not just looking—we are reading the language of images.
John Berger

A Tradition of Painting

For Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, painting is her tool and portraiture her medium. 
Her works call for an exercise in looking and in unravelling the many layers 
and dimensions—drawing from art, history, literature and society—that lie at 
the heart of her practice. 

In her wide repertoire of portrait paintings, Yiadom-Boakye demonstrates a 
particular relationship with the depiction of human form. The characters 
that come to life through her brushstrokes are an agglomerate of memories, 
sketches and collected photographic material. She depicts black subjects 
against a monochrome background, an abstracted landscape or an interior. 
They are usually portrayed—sometimes caught in the moment—performing 
banal activities, from walking, dancing, sitting or standing, to perhaps  
even waiting. At each instance, an art-historical reference is revealed, which 
in turn unveils a critical discourse. Not only does she make use of the  
vocabulary of figurative painting to formulate her art-historical references, 
but her use of oil paint demonstrates her knowledge of the tradition and 
history of the medium—her skills are evidenced in the unblended contours 
and bold strokes. 

The term ‘oil painting’ refers to more than a technique and defines an art form 
beyond the process of mixing pigments with oil, a process that has existed 
since ancient times. Oil painting as an art form, according to John Berger, 
was not born until there was a need to develop this technique, which emerged  
in Northern Europe at the beginning of the fifteenth century—though it  
did not fully establish its own norms until the sixteenth century—for 
painting pictures of a new character: the depiction of figures in society.1 

Gad, Amira.  "Reading Paintings: The Work of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye."  Verses After Dusk: Lynette Yiadom-Boakye (exhibition catalogue).  Serpentine Art Gallery, London, 2015: pp. 21-31.
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In this sense, Yiadom-Boakye’s choice to use oil painting in her portraits is 
more than fitting to the origins of a tradition that emerged with the need to 
depict characters. 

While the tradition of oil painting is understood to have emerged to answer  
a social need—the activities of capitalism—landscape oil paintings (the first 
painted in Holland in the seventeenth century) seemed to be the exception 
to the rule, since nature defied the idea of material possession.2 From the 
seventeenth century onwards, the techniques of painters such as Salomon 
van Ruysdael (1602–1670), Rembrandt van Rijn (1606–1669) and J.M.W. 
Turner (1775–1851), but also Claude Monet (1840–1926) and the Impres-
sionists, progressively turned away from the substantial towards the in- 
determinate and intangible. In Yiadom-Boakye’s repertoire there are traces 
and perhaps also a continuation of this evolution, particularly visible in 
paintings such as A Toast To The Health Of (2011) page 128 and Curses (2011) page 134. 
Both paintings depict an abstract landscape with a pair of figures in move-
ment. Neither the landscape nor the clothing of the figures hints at their 
geographical location or background. Wearing simple, generic clothing and 
inhabiting indistinct environments devoid of objects, her subjects are 
detached from anything that could link them to an actual era or location. 
The evocation of the indeterminate is, as such, a recurring thread in the 
artist’s practice: the painterly style is referential yet ambiguous, her characters 
do not seem to belong to a specific time or context and glimpses of their 
spatial surroundings are limited. This indeterminate quality of her paintings 
leaves a literal space for the viewer to construct narratives around them.

With The Counter (2010), Yiadom-Boakye touches upon the artistic and 
literary trend of eighteenth-century Romanticism, which emphasised 
emotions as an authentic source of aesthetic experience. The painting is 
somewhat reminiscent of Caspar David Friedrich’s Wanderer Above the Sea 
of Fog (1818), a reference made visible through the motifs she utilises— 
a man sitting on top of a mountain or cliff against a foggy background—and 
the overall pinkish tone in Yiadom-Boakye’s colour palette. However, a 
discrepancy emerges in the posture of the subject: while Friedrich’s figure 
stands confidently with accoutrements suggestive of the noble classes, 
Yiadom-Boakye’s character is sitting casually, suggesting a nonchalant yet 
pensive posture. In other words, her character is an everyday, quotidian man. 

Perhaps the most referenced painting in Yiadom-Boakye’s work is Édouard 
Manet’s Olympia (1863), which she has revisited in many of her canvases 
most clearly in Yes Officer, No Officer (2008). In this triptych, each section 
depicts a man half-naked and lying on a bed. Yiadom-Boakye mimics 
Manet’s pictorial representation of the reclining female nude on a bed with 
a servant by her side, a black figure rendered almost invisible against the 
darker background. But here, on the one hand she erases the character of  
the lowly subject, and, on the other, she swaps the gender of the main subject 
to a man. In doing so, she confronts outdated racial perceptions and the 
politics of desire. 

There are a number of these cross references in Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings, 
through which she pushes us to refresh our knowledge of a profoundly 
dominant visual culture and revisit our cultural and art-historical heritage. 
The influences from earlier artistic styles can be seen as a means of posi-
tioning herself within a lineage of canonical Western painting. As Okwui 
Enwezor so eloquently writes in relation to her work: 

Yiadom-Boakye’s shadowy background and apt use of contrasting 
colour to attract the eye seem indebted to Francisco Goya (1746–1828), 
particularly his Black Paintings (1819–23). Her monochromatic 
backgrounds, indelicate brushstrokes and even the postures of many  
of her figures recall portrait of paintings of the mid-nineteenth 
century French and American Realists. Her attention to the materi-
ality of paint and her two-dimensional treatment of figures pay 
homage to the work of Édouard Manet’s (1832–1883) handling of 
paint and subject matter. And her depiction of psychological  
complexity and movement calls to mind the masterpieces of Edgar 
Degas (1834–1917).3 

Like the artists Enwezor mentions, Yiadom-Boakye is less concerned with 
perfect anatomical representation than she is interested in making the 
esoteric qualities of life tangible through paint. She intentionally eschews 
realism in favour of drawing attention to painting’s representational  
difficulties. The indeterminate feel of her works in their reference to earlier 
artistic styles emphasises the rejection of realism as a tenet of modernism. 
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Despite her use of formal techniques and references, Yiadom-Boakye’s 
primary concern is the history of representation. The singularity of her work 
does not reside in any bland continuation of portraiture, but in a position 
taken in relation to its inheritance. She is comfortable using art history’s visual 
language, and by repurposing familiar tropes, particularly those of portrai-
ture, she subverts traditional signifiers of representation and perception and 
formulates a new historicism in art. 

Before the work of modern painters such as Gustave Courbet (1819–1877), 
who depicted workers and ordinary people, portraiture seemed to lack 
objectivity.4 Historically, portraits have conveyed the wealth and authority of 
their subjects through poses projecting confidence and strength and through 
clothing, accoutrements and surroundings used strategically to indicate 
social hierarchy. Commissioning portraiture was a symbol of status, and only 
the elite were entitled to be immortalised within the ranks of historical 
painting. With Yiadom-Boakye’s layering of references, her paintings draw 
attention to the flawed perception of race in historical paintings. In depicting 
black subjects doing everyday things, she advocates both the normalcy and 
intricacy of blackness. 

Portraits of Society

In further exploring the idea of portraiture as Yiadom-Boakye’s true genre, 
it is helpful to think of her paintings as ‘portraits of society’ (as Orlando 
Reade suggested),5 rather than portraits of individuals, since they do not 
offer any specificity. Their indeterminate feel and their fiction shift our 
attention to the bigger picture, functioning as a window onto a conceptual 
view of society. By strategically preventing her viewers from considering her 
portraits as representative of individual people, she encodes her work with 
clues to be pulled apart, and asks us to unravel the multiple art-historical 
and linguistic appropriations in order to appreciate their ‘conceptual thrust’.6 
To follow this line of thought, it is necessary to question the function or role 
of portraiture today and where Yiadom-Boakye’s practice stands within it. 

David Brett, in his essay ‘The Possibility of Portraiture’ (1991), points to  
the importance of the social process as an attribute of authentic portraiture: 

We are not blank recorders, pieces of paper waiting to be developed; 
the act of seeing is an act of searching. Hence the act of painting or 
drawing a likeness remains a serious activity, in principle, because it 
requires such a minute attention to the processes of experience. […] 
An authentic process has to embody the knowledge of social pro- 
cess through the process of scrutiny. In the nature of the problem it 
cannot be done without using the visual languages of the past, 
because those visual languages are the traces of forms of scrutiny, 
theories of knowledge and concepts of social process which are now 
defunct. The integration of the social process into the artistic method 
is the first and necessary condition of authentic formal portraiture.7

Yiadom-Boakye’s portraits could be understood as entailing forms of scrutiny 
whereby social processes are inherent to her methodology. Beyond the con- 
ceptual framework of her paintings, and the exercise of reading the underlying 
socio-historical dimension, the idea of ‘seeing’ also transpires in a formal 
way in her work. In art history, the gaze has long been a subject of concern 
and analysis, from the idea of the eyes as the windows to the soul, to the 
direct gaze as a mirroring effect that includes the viewer in the framework of 
the painting. A number of the figures in Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings directly 
engage the viewer with their gaze. This is evident in paintings such as  
A Passion Like No Other (2012) and Bluebird (2014) page 136, in which the white 
teeth and eyes boldly stand out against the brown skin tones and subdued 
backgrounds. 

Within the context of an exhibition space, Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings can 
be further staged in a way that positions viewers as voyeuristically intruding 
on the figures’ private space. They can be playfully choreographed, appearing 
to be looking at each other, looking away or looking down, glancing at you 
out of the corner of their eyes, or even looking beyond you. At the Serpentine 
Gallery the artist brings together a series from 2013 depicting half-length 
portraits of men, including the works The Knowledge of the East  page 131,  
The Quartz, The Quickness and Some Distance From Now. The viewers’ position 
in the middle of the square-shaped gallery, framed within the stare of the 
depicted black subjects, uncannily inverts the roles of subject and object, 
transforming the viewers into the subject matter. 
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These forms of portrayal, the strategies of mirroring and the staging of spec-
tatorship and the power of the gaze, are fundamental to the discourse of 
portraiture and, in Yiadom-Boakye’s case, riddled with stereotypes of social- 
racial representation. They also point to the advent of modern and con- 
temporary art. Boris Groys argues that prior to modernism, the relationship 
between the artist and the spectator was one in which the artist created  
and the spectator evaluated. With the desire to be delivered from the judge- 
ment of the spectator, modern art struggled against this aesthetic regime. 
Contemporary art’s strategy—as the heir of this struggle—‘was to destroy 
the secure position of the spectator, to abolish the aesthetic distance—to put 
the spectator inside the artwork’.8

It is also tempting to consider the notion of the Cartesian gaze in relation to 
Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings, a gaze that is ruled by reason alone. According  
to Descartes, the senses and the body cannot be sources of reliable knowledge. 
The Cartesian gaze is an ‘arrested gaze’ that controls the sensory experience 
and goes beyond it. Genuine knowledge is achieved by disconnecting from 
the debris of the sensory.9 The discourse of portraiture as portrayed within 
Yiadom-Boakye’s works in fact commands a critical discourse, repositions 
our perceptions of representation and appears to gauge our understanding 
of culture and society. In this sense, her paintings invite a Cartesian gaze 
where reason is at the core of reading her paintings. Nevertheless, sensory 
experience—not limited to the pure exercise of sight—through her direction 
of our mood or the ambiance of her painting is still at play, as she con- 
tinuously maintains multiple and ambiguous standpoints from which every 
potential reading could also be a red herring. This is evidenced by her  
lyrical titles, which often seem disconnected from the depicted characters. 

Narrativity and Literary References

Yiadom-Boakye’s portraiture has as much in common with language and 
literature as it does with academic figurative painting. Her practice appears 
to be a conversation between visual art and literature that takes a twofold 
approach: on the one hand, the paintings’ enigmatic—and at times  
misleading—titles, and, on the other, the series of literary references incor-
porated within her work that unravel with a closer reading of the image.  
As we oscillate between reading and looking, and, more specifically, attempt 
to make sense of what is offered to us in terms of visual and literal cues, 

Yiadom-Boakye appears to situate us in the midst of an irreconcilable 
tension as well as in the position of attempting to reconstruct her evasive 
narratives. 

The titles contain puns and word play, which are also a glimpse into the artist’s 
parallel writing practice. They are lyrical and allude to poetry, but persist  
as fragments. This play with language, extended to looking at the paintings, 
highlights the dissonance between the visual and the literal, between texts 
and images. Some of her titles focus on the phonetic combinations of words; 
others direct our mood and our experience of looking. The narrative links 
foreground an atmosphere or feeling that at times feel disconnected from the 
depicted characters. This disconnect is a precise tool that creates an open- 
endedness inviting our imagination and speculation, and revealing a variety 
of dimensions to her paintings. 

A Passion Like No Other (2012) is a half-length portrait of a man facing 
outwards and looking directly at us. His seemingly sceptical expression is 
contrasted against a bright blue background. The title, although not  
particularly informative, nevertheless directs the viewers’ perception and 
feeling towards what had appeared to be a disinterested pose and gaze, 
inviting us to believe that the passion referred to might reveal itself in the 
subject’s eyes. Citrine by the Ounce (2014) page 9, a close-up portrait of a  
man’s face looking down against an intense yellow background, is another 
example of such play: we are drawn in to imagine the yellow paint as a 
reincarnation of citrine gemstones—symbols of success or abundance.  
This is not to say that the artist is leading us to these specific references,  
but that she plays with visual and literary tools to command our imagination 
and to let it run its course. 

A closer examination of Yiadom-Boakye’s works reveals further literary 
references—to representations of people of African descent in literature  
and art history. Through these, a new layer of critical discourse is unravelled, 
enabling another possibility for the positioning of the artist’s practice.  
Such representations of black subjects have often been treated as spectacle— 
a matter she both explores and deploys in her work. It should be pointed 
that such associations are speculative and only offer a potential and subjective 
reading of the artist’s work. 
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Perhaps literal examples of this, are the paintings that include ‘Friday’ in 
their titles, such as 11pm Friday (2010) page 106, which conjures a character from 
Daniel Defoe’s novel Robinson Crusoe (1719), the story of a castaway who 
lives for twenty-eight years on a remote tropical island near Trinidad, where 
he encounters cannibals before being rescued. Crusoe is shipwrecked while 
on an expedition to bring slaves from Africa. Friday, one of the novel’s  
main characters, is an escaped prisoner, whom Crusoe names after befriend-
ing him on that day. As is prevalent in the colonial literary genre, Friday is 
depicted as a sauvage, a primitive being whom Crusoe needs to educate. 
Most often, to accentuate this ‘primitive’ or ‘animalistic’ identity, depictions 
of the sauvage (like the description of Friday) feature clothing that is 
associated with nature such as feathers. This representation is echoed in  
a number of Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings, namely Bluebird (2014) page 136 and  
A Passion Like No Other (2012); both present portraits of a man staring 
straight at us with a penetrating gaze. Both men are dressed in garments 
that are difficult to associate with a specific period, but they have in common 
a flouncy, collar that is reminiscent of feathers. Though we might be quick  
to make a literal association with representations of the sauvage, the subjects’ 
allure and posture quickly shifts our attention to the contrary: they seem 
confident, and their heads are held high. 

To consider Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings against the literary discourses of 
Robinson Crusoe adds to the perception of her practice as one that comments 
on such representations. If Crusoe represents the first colonial mind in 
fiction, then Friday represents not just a Caribbean tribesperson but also all 
the peoples of America, Asia and Africa who would later be oppressed in  
the age of European imperialism. Contemporary rewritings of the Crusoe 
story, like J.M. Coetzee’s Foe (1986) and Michel Tournier’s Friday (1967), 
emphasise the sad consequences of Crusoe’s failure to understand Friday 
and suggest how the tale might be told very differently from the indigenous 
person’s perspective.

Interestingly enough, there is no one painting in Yiadom-Boakye’s repertoire 
that uses ‘Friday’ in its title and includes a portrait of a man with a feather- 
like collar. It is also important to draw attention to the fact that other days of 
the week (Wednesday, Tuesday) appear in some of the titles. Even though, 
Yiadom-Boakye may not have these particular references in mind with her 
paintings, by including these other days of the week, she breaks any narrative 

thread that we might have spun. This exercise in looking and reading her 
paintings, building on a narrative that is eventually torn down, reveals the 
artist’s desire to keep us on our toes and not assume that we have reached a 
complete picture or a full story. In a way, this mirrors the fallacies that  
come with historical narratives, a historicism that is in constant need of being 
revisited, rewritten and never taken for granted. 

Realistic Fiction

In literary academic circles, Robinson Crusoe is credited with launching 
realistic fiction as a literary genre, and one could argue that Yiadom-Boakye’s 
paintings should also be attributed to realistic fiction. Her subjects might  
be fictional, set in fictional spatial contexts, but they are reminiscent of 
realistic portrayals. To understand Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings within the 
framework of realistic fiction further emphasises the notion that these are 
portraits of society, whereby the realism of the depictions is one that points 
to the societal realities that are evoked in her works. 

Another seminal reference in reading Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings is Joseph 
Conrad’s Heart of Darkness (1899), written nearly two centuries after Robinson 
Crusoe and also belonging to the colonial literary tradition. Conrad’s novel  
is a fictional autobiography that collates the author’s travels and experiences 
in the (Belgian) Congo. The separation between the author and the fictional 
narrator Marlow is ambiguous, so that the reader is never quite sure whose 
point of view is being described. This indecisiveness mirrors a perception  
of Africa that is also reflected in the reference to ‘darkness’. Darkness in 
Conrad’s novel is both a literal and symbolic rendering of an outsider’s view 
of Africa and Africans: Marlow cannot help but notice the blackness of their 
skin colour, an observation that emphasises a binary opposition between  
the Africans and the colonialists. His first experience of exploring the territory 
is depicted as ‘penetrat[ing] deeper and deeper in to the heart of darkness’.10 
The opposition between lightness and darkness parallels that of civilised 
and dehumanised. It allows for a definition of the Other through Marlow, 
delineating the Other as embodying contrary values to his. By identifying and 
characterising Africa from the colonialists’ point of view and underlining  
the reader’s distance from the setting, a social and cultural criticism is implied. 
This link was made by Enwezor in his essay ‘The Subversion of Realism: 
Likeness, Resemblance and Invented Lives in Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s 
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Post-Portrait Paintings’, drawing attention to the late Nigerian novelist 
Chinua Achebe’s critique of Heart of Darkness in which he notes that Africa 
is only understood in comparison with Europe: ‘Heart of Darkness projects 
the image of Africa as “the other world”, the antithesis of Europe, therefore 
of civilization, a place where man’s vaunted intelligence and refinement are 
finally mocked by triumphant bestiality’.11 

A sense of a ‘heart of darkness’ seems to permeate Yiadom-Boakye’s portraits 
of black subjects against dark backgrounds. Her use of heavy shading and 
tonalities mean that the palette pushes the limits of darkness, pressing  
the figures towards abstraction or partial invisibility (black hair, black skin,  
dark background). Paintings such as Some Distance From Now (2013) and  
The Quickness (2013) appear to direct one’s focus between the heart of the 
dark background and the subject, who looks at an imaginary other or even 
directs his gaze directly towards us. The darkness of the background, however, 
is penetrated with strokes of brightly coloured paint, that look like rays of 
sunlight. 

One might also describe this use of chiaroscuro as emblematic of the idea  
of the aura (as developed by Walter Benjamin) in an art-historical sense.  
In doing so, the interpretation of a possible colonial discourse is shaken. 
Similar to Conrad’s play on narrative and point of view, Yiadom-Boakye’s 
paintings are ambiguous. They can be perceived as contemporary iterations 
of such discourses that point to a more globalised status quo whereby 
binaries in identity representations are potentially irrelevant. 

While the history of portraiture has situated the black figure as a vexed 
subject of representation, Yiadom-Boakye’s ambiguous depictions accentuate 
the continued relevance of black portraiture. She makes use of visual and 
literary language to give contemporary depictions of black subjects in art  
a sense of what art-historian Huey Copeland describes—in a discussion  
of Barkley L. Hendricks’ (born 1945) paintings of black figures—as a form  
of ‘liberatory self-fashioning’ in the context of the ‘crisis of blackness within 
representation’.12

Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings are assemblages of history that point to the 
shortcomings of (art) history in relation to the presence of portraits of black 
figures. Using the formal language of a tradition of painting, as well as 

literary references, she presents a contemporary iteration of the ongoing 
discussions of art, representation and identity. In her depictions and  
strategies, both lyrical and visual, she mirrors the fallacies in the construction  
of historical narratives. Moreover, she situates the viewer at the core of  
her strategy, laying a certain responsibility (both social and critical) on us.  
Her work forms part of the lineage of figurative painting and, most  
significantly, propels it into contemporary discourse, raising urgent questions 
regarding its relevance today. 
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On the Hour, On the Times
Glenn Ligon

An Afternoon on Wednesday, 2011

On the edge of his seat, or the edge of a bed or a bench, hands clasped and 
resting in his lap, he awaits someone just beyond our gaze (a man, I presume, 
but that’s just me). He wears a black and white striped crew-neck shirt and 
pants of an indeterminate cut, an outfit reminiscent of James Baldwin, who 
wore similar attire in a photo taken circa 1965 while he awaited the Muses  
at his desk with a typewriter in a rented villa on the Bosporus. And if a striped 
shirt doesn’t conjure an image of Baldwin, perhaps it reminds you of James 
Dean or Jean Seberg or Edie Sedgwick or prisoners in early movies, sledge-
hammers swinging in unison at the edge of a country road, or sailors, who, if 
they have fallen overboard, are more easily spotted in stripes than navy solids. 
This one is not overboard, in that dark brown sea, but he is awaiting rescue.

Ligon, Glenn. "On the Hour, On the Times," Verses After Dusk: Lynette Yiadom-Boakye (exhibition catalogue).  Serpentine Art Gallery, London, 2015: pp. 105-111.
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11pm Friday, 2010

The figure in the striped top is warming up for tonight’s performance, 
which, given the hour, is a late show. We are happy for him, finally at  
centre stage after being made to wait off to the side for so long, but he 
seems a bit tentative, as if now in the spotlight, he is unsure what show 
he is supposed to be starring in. 

He has lost a little weight. More exercise, less sitting around. He has shed 
his trousers and donned skin-tight colour. He has shapely calves.

Sometimes he stands like his mother, one hand cradling his neck, one arm 
akimbo. And, having met the artist, this painting feels like a self-portrait, 
although I’ve never seen her in stripes, but to invent a figure you have to start 
somewhere, so she must have started with herself, from there building a 
scaffold on which to hang things like blackness or masculinity, things that 
are fugitive and subject to revision. 
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11pm Saturday, 2011

‘What you looking at?’ 

I couldn’t imagine that a black figure staring straight ahead wouldn’t  
be staring hard. But he ain’t staring hard. In fact, he ain’t hard at all.  
But he ain’t beat down, or under siege, or an endangered species either.  
No dignity, uplift, celebration, or positivity in this painting.  
No keeping it real or representing. He’s just a black figure and that’s that. 
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11pm Tuesday, 2010

Regrets? A dark brown taste. Hand covering the mouth to prevent bile  
from spewing out. Or maybe that gesture is about something just now 
remembered, some missed opportunity? Too late to start dwelling on the 
past. Go on. Get on with it. 

He is up and dressed, as usual, in his striped top, although it’s really more  
the idea of a top, a little something to cover his nakedness. Indeed, he is  
the idea of a black man. He is life-sized and anatomically correct, yes, but 
when we stare into the whites of his painted eyes or at the skin-tight colour 
of his thighs, what we see is an illustration accompanying many, many  
ideas about black men, bits and pieces of things, a mood board, brought 
together at this late hour, 11pm, which, although the day is nearly done,  
in fact feels like the beginning of something new.
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At present I am reading Julian Bell’s fascinating, genial and inspired 1999 
book What is Painting? Representation and Modern Art, and in this slim 
volume the erudite critic and painter advances a number of ideas about 
visual art—the connection between nature and an artist’s rendering  
of it, that kind of thing—but what is most moving is Bell’s feeling about 
the tremendous gift that painters, sculptors, photographers and the like 
bestow on curious and searching viewers when they enter into, or rather 
commune with, those markings seen in a museum or gallery, placed on  
a wall just so. Bell writes that for a thing—a rose, whatever—to make 
sense as a thing that’s being represented, society as a whole must agree, 
first, on what it is, and how it is defined. Is a rose a rose a rose? I found 
Bell’s statement striking in light of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s work 
because has the world ever agreed on or had one definition of blackness? 
When I first saw the artist’s work at the Studio Museum in Harlem  
in 2010, what impressed me at once was this: the undefined space her 
characters lived in. By not painting them in rooms or halls one could 
define as such, Yiadom-Boakye did away with any potentially Marxist or 
Barthesian reading of her “texts”—you know, her figures are poor or  
rich because they live in this way, etc.—while divesting her subjects of 
some of the weight of Western figurative painting, with its reliance  
on context, the room and furniture treated as another aspect of character 
and thus destiny. Still, Yiadom-Boakye was telling some kind of story in  
all that textured work, and it was related to that which is rarely expressed 
in contemporary painting: joy, reflection, movement, and the astonish-
ment that comes with being alive. The figures in the Yiadom-Boakye 
paintings I saw that afternoon at the Studio Museum were coloured, and 
their colouredness was part of the atmosphere of the paintings as a whole.  
If I sound a little defensive about Yiadom-Boakye’s right to paint what 
she likes, it’s because when spectators see coloured figures they see politics 
and not art: dark markings are associated with sociology, the same old 
story of black oppression writ large, obscuring the power of aesthetics at 
the heart of Yiadom-Boakye’s expressionist style. When, in 1965, after the 
assassination of Malcolm X, the poet Imamu Baraka (Leroi Jones) left  
his white wife and their two children to move uptown, to Harlem, to start 

Face to Face
Hilton Als

Als, Hilton.  "Face to Face," Verses After Dusk: Lynette Yiadom-Boakye (exhibition catalogue).  Serpentine Art Gallery, London, 2015: pp. 101-102.
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the Black Arts Repertory / School, his intention was to encourage art by 
black artists that reflected black life. (It is difficult to imagine where David 
Hammons would be without the movement.) But there was a downside 
to Baraka’s radicalism, his aesthetics born out of segregation. Not long 
after instituting his cause, blackness became a commodity or different 
kind of commodity, since black bodies have been bought and sold for 
centuries. In order to get any play within the Black Arts Movement, and 
outside it, one had to be authentic, ‘real’, street. Indeed, Vogue magazine 
produced a feature during that time about black revolutionary wives, 
their costuming, along with a recipe for cornbread. Much about this period 
feels archaic now, but, sadly, black artists are expected to look at the  
world in a ‘black’ way. What way is that? A world of black figures that 
amount to nothing more than agitprop? The great American actor 
Morgan Freeman said: “I don’t play black, I am black”. This liberating 
matter-of-fact statement was like a breath of beautiful air in a dry, dogma- 
riddled region. The truth is, black artists have rarely slipped out of  
the casing in which Baraka shoved their predecessors, and the present  
generation’s art continues to suffer because of that limitation. I can count 
on the fingers of one hand those artists of colour describing race in their 
work who don’t play into a white audience’s idea of what that race is,  
or should be. And it’s depressing. So, you can imagine how I felt when I 
walked into the Studio Museum of Harlem in 2010 and there on the  
wall was a series of roses, as natural and florid as that, by Yiadom-Boakye.  
The pictures were free of the narrative of oppression; they were in 
themselves—meaning they were complete worlds within themselves. 
They looked nothing like the glitzed-out or empirical-to-counteract- 
my-oppression portraits of black men and women that were then and 
now in fashion. Instead, Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings had the appearance  
of being made from a new kind of beginning; it seemed her hand was 
messing around her soul and thus the souls of her imagined beings,  
all those subjects who danced, or sat still, or wore clothing that flashed a 
smile around their thighs or neck. There’s a moment in Milan Kundera’s 
1988 novel Immortality, when Kundera sits near a pool, and as he watches 
a woman make a gesture, she becomes a woman he names Agnes and 
Agnes becomes the subject of the book. Agnes exists because of a gesture 
made in the author’s line of vision. What if she hadn’t? To say that I fell  
in love with Kundera’s sleight of hand when I read that novel is an 
understatement—I learned so much from his ability to collapse time in a 

single gesture, all that thought as he piled up beautiful sentence—phrases 
that added up to a lovely house filled with freedom of thought. Standing 
before Yiadom-Boakye’s work at the Studio Museum in Harlem all those 
years ago, I became one of her subjects just as Kundera’s male narrator 
becomes a storyteller and then the woman he’s telling the story about:  
the observer becomes the observed. There’s a lovely freedom in that: 
giving oneself over to a work that not only speaks to you but makes you 
think of your own body in a different way as you look at the bodies 
Yiadom-Boakye treats like roses. Standing in front of the images included 
in this catalogue I am no longer myself but the subject in The Knowledge  
of the East (2013) page 131. My hands are on my hips, and I am on the stage  
of Yiadom-Boakye’s world of bodies where the male form is interesting 
because of what interests her: backs and their muscularity, hands and their 
strength, feet leaping, and, as in Citrine and the Ounce (2014) page 9, the 
beauty of introspection, reflection as it declares itself in a sentence, which 
is not unlike the brushstroke that makes me up. 
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ARTISTS TO WATCH
Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Painter, 38
Yiadom-Boakye is a great portraitist of the flesh 
whose every flickering thick mark and opulent stroke 
asserts the traditional language of figure painting 
(going back to Sargent and Manet) and reminds us 
that the very word flesh is charged with many 
meanings. Sexy, clay-y wet-on-wet surfaces.
Denim overalls, Yiadom-Boakye’s own, by Stella 
McCartney, $845 at netaporter.comMax Mara shoes, 
$775 at 813 Madison Ave.; 212-879-6100 Duro Olowu 
kimono, Yiadom-Boakye’s own.
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s powerful
crowd
The enigmatic characters in Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s portraits are all
the more remarkable for being fictitious, says Louisa Buck

Lynette YiadomBoakye’s current exhibition at the Serpentine Gallery is her
largest to date and brings together recent paintings – many of which have
never been seen in the UK before – along with a series of etchings made
especially for the show and a number of canvases fresh from her Hackney
studio. Born in London to Ghanaian parents in 1977, YiadomBoakye only
graduated from the Royal Academy Schools just over a decade ago, but her
intense oil paintings, lushly executed in a rich dark palette and peopled with
enigmatic and predominantly black characters, have already won wide
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international acclaim. Shortlisted for the Turner Prize in 2012, she has had
major solo exhibitions at London’s Chisenhale Gallery and the Studio

Museum in Harlem and collectors across the
world clamour for her work.  

Walking amongst the array of arresting
individuals that line the walls of the
Serpentine is an unforgettable experience.
Even when they are turning their backs on
you, these often largerthanlife sized men
and women emerge out of darkly
monochrome backgrounds or the most
generalised of landscapes to exert a
powerful and immediate presence.
Immersed in a world of their own, they also
reach out irresistibly to ours. “I’m always
looking for a strong line, a strong curve, or a
strong look,” YiadomBoakye declares.
“They should never appear to shrink away –
they are never victims, never passive.”

The immediate, arresting impact of Yiadom
Boakye’s psychologically complex subjects is

all the more remarkable given the fact that none of them are real people: they
are all fictitious creations, conjured out her imagination and drawn from
what she describes as “a composite of drawings, scrapbooks, found images,
photographs – anything.”

Okwui Enwezor, übercurator of the current Venice Biennale, who is putting
on a another show of her work in the Haus der Kunst in Munich in October
this year, describes these arresting works as “post portraits,” while the artist
herself simply defines what she does as “figurative paintings”. “I realised quite
early on that I was not so interested in painting people whom I knew or doing
the classic portrait from life,” she says. “I wasn’t as interested in trying to

capture the person who was actually there
as I was in letting the painting itself decide
what a person’s facial expression does,
where a hand sits or what a gesture is.”

Famously all these canvases are made in a
single oneday sitting, with a great many
junked if they don’t work out. “Sometimes
your first decision is the right one and you
need to go with that …the more I pontificate
on a canvas the more it goes wrong.” But
although swiftly painted, every piece is
underpinned by a deep and wide immersion
in art, history, literature and society.
YiadomBoakye is a prolific writer of poetry
and short stories (there are several in the
Serpentine catalogue) and she is also

steeped in the history of art – and especially portraiture. Her shadowy, simple
backgrounds and flashes of lushly contrasting colour tap into the sombrely
evocative powers of Manet, Sickert and Velazquez – and among her other
favourite artists are Degas and Sargent. “I’ve been influenced by historic
painters who share a certain devilmaycare mode of working, who were not
so concerned with formal perfection or academic rules but with the
physicality of paint, the act of painting.”

9am  Jerez de la Frontera, 2010

The Verses Afte r  Dusk installation at
the Serpentine Gallery
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Another key concern is the representation of hitherto absent or marginalised
black subjects within grand painted portraiture, a place almost entirely
occupied by white faces only. But YiadomBoakye is wary of her work being
read exclusively in racial terms. So while she states that “race is something
that I can completely manipulate or reinvent or use as I want to ….the
complexity of this is an essential part of my work,” she also points out that
“I’ve never found black people exotic because I grew up with them and that’s
just normal to me”.

Overall, she is adamant that everything begins and ends with the paint itself
and what it can be made to say and do. “My starting point is always the
language of painting and how that relates to the subject matter,” she says. “It
stuns and worries me when people say, ‘Oh you’re not political’, because I am.
It’s just that there are many ways to skin a cat.”

Lynette YiadomBoakye: Verses After Dusk is at the Serpentine Gallery until
September 13
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Campbell-Johnston, Rachel.  “Art: One of Damien Hirst’s favorite new artists, London-born Ghanaian Lynette 
Yiadom-Boakye is being courted by museums and galleries globally thanks to the quiet power of her paintings.” 
Porter Summer Escape, 08 June 2015: pp. 78-79, illustrated.
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Lynette YiadomBoakye's Enigmatic Portraits Show Black
Figures That Never Were

"Any Number of Preoccupations," 2010
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A rtist Lynette YiadomBoakye
(http://www.jackshainman.com/artists/lynetteyiadomboakye/)
paints, almost exclusively, portraits of black figures. More often

than not, the person is juxtaposed against a black background, or at least one
mired in darkness, allowing the features of the foreground to camouflage
with their surroundings, creeping towards invisibility.

"Where painters including Barkley L. Hendricks, Kehinde Wiley and
Mickalene Thomas have taken a celebratory, triumphant and sometimes
showy approach to the black subject
(http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/17/arts/design/17boakye.html), Ms.
YiadomBoakye makes it nearly invisible," Karen Rosenberg wrote in 2010.
"She favors a dark, nearmonochromatic palette and loose, even sloppy
brushwork. Faces are inchoate, bodies phantomlike. Her figures don’t really
inhabit their clothes, or the spaces around them."

The artist's enigmatic works are now on view in "Lynette YiadomBoakye:
Verses After Dusk," at London's Serpentine Gallery.
(http://www.serpentinegalleries.org/)

"Highriser," 2009

YiadomBoakye was born in London in 1977, the daughter of two nurses born
in Ghana. She attended Falmouth College of Art and received her MA at the
Royal Academy Schools. She began working full time as an artist in 2006,
after winning an Arts Foundation award, and in 2013, received a new rush of
widespread attention after being shortlisted for the Turner prize.
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The artist's portraits, in a strange way, communicate they're not to be
trusted. And for good reason. The images, rather than highlighting specific
individuals in time and space, conjure fictitious presences, people that never
were, outside of the realm of canvas and paint. The artist uses no
photographs or preliminary sketches to create her startlingly realistic
portraits. The detailed depictions are concocted entirely in the imagination,
and executed in paint during the course of a single day.

"Yes Officer, No Officer," 2008

The longer you look into the eyes of YiadomBoakye's mythical subjects, the
more their impossibilities float to the surface. Particularities place each
subject in multiple eras, locations, even genders. As Jennifer Higgie wrote in
Frieze: "Despite the fact that there is something determinedly average about
these people (http://www.frieze.com/issue/article/alifeinaday/)– who,
apart from the children, tend to be neither very young nor very old,
seemingly neither rich nor poor – they exist in atmospheres touched by a
compellingly faint frisson of something not quite explained."

As the artist explained to New York Times Magazine in 2010, she does not
paint her subjects. Rather, the subject is paint itself. "Painting for me is the
subject (https://www.google.com/url?
sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CB4QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Ftmagazine.blogs.nytimes.com%2F2010%2F11%2F15%2Flynette
yiadomboakeyesfashionable
eye%2F&ei=4hRyVfGADoT8oASZroPoCQ&usg=AFQjCNEKSP_gvIR64qmcXC5aRyo4iHB
tA&sig2=2IxrcXzIDwKqqZkeNkmBLA). The figures exist only through paint,
through color, line, tone and markmaking."

"A Passion Like No Other," 2012

Although her characters defy any singular origin, YiadomBoakye's style has
clear roots in the trajectory of Western art history. Her works contain the
darkness of Francisco de Goya, the flurrying movement of Edgar Degas, the
slow leisure of John Singer Sargent, the rough handling of Édouard Manet.
Of her influences, YiadomBoakye told The Guardian: "I wasn’t intimidated
by those painters. It made it easier: there was so much I could look at and
learn from
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(http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2015/may/31/lynetteyiadom
boakyepainteroutoftimeandspace)." Through channeling these
historical giants, YiadomBoakye raises awareness of the lack of black
representation throughout the history of art.

"Historically, portraits have conveyed the wealth and authority of their
subjects through poses projecting confidence and strength and through
clothing, accoutrements and surroundings used strategically to indicate
social hierarchy," Amira Gad writes in an essay accompanying the exhibition.
"Commissioning portraiture was a symbol of status, and only the elite were
entitled to be immortalized within the ranks of historical painting. With
YiadomBoakye’s layering of references, her paintings draw attention to the
flawed perception of race in historical paintings. In depicting black subjects
doing everyday things, she advocates both the normalcy and intricacy of
blackness."

"Lynette YiadomBoakye: Verses After Dusk," will be on view at  Serpentine
Gallery  (http://www.serpentinegalleries.org/exh ibitionsevents/lynette
yiadomboakyeversesafterdusk) until September 13, 2015.

Peach Tree, 2015 Courtesy of the artist, CorviMora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
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The Matches, 2015 Oil on canvas Courtesy of the artist, CorviMora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York



9 am Jerez de la Frontera, 2010



4am Friday, 2015 Oil on canvas Courtesy of the artist, CorviMora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
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Interstellar, 2012 Oil on canvas Courtesy of the artist, CorviMora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York



Bluebird, 2014 Oil on canvas Courtesy of the artist, CorviMora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York



Coterie of Questions, 2015 Oil on canvas Courtesy of the artist, CorviMora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York



Hightower, 2008 Oil on linen, Courtesy of the artist, CorviMora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
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Any Number of Preoccupations, 2010 Oil on canvas Courtesy of the artist, CorviMora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York
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Dual Serpentine exhibitions celebrate explorers 
of the human form
Astonishingly lifelike sculptures of ordinary people by American Duane Hanson and the beautiful
black figures painted by UK-based Lynette Yiadom-Boakye given summer shows

Hannah Ellis-Petersen Culture reporter

Tuesday 2 June 2015 03.00 EDT

Two artists whose fascination with the human form has taken them down opposite paths
have been brought together by the Serpentine Gallery for their summer exhibition.

A retrospective of works by American sculptor Duane Hanson – lifelike replicas of working-
class figures often on the periphery of society – is to occupy the Serpentine Sackler Gallery,
while the largest scale show to date by the Turner-nominated painter Lynette Yiadom-
Boakye will be exhibited in the main Serpentine Gallery.

While the work of Hanson and Yiadom-Boakye occupies the opposing realms of sculpture
and painting and has been created in entirely different eras, the two are united by an
exploration of the human portrait and the narrative possibilities it presents the viewer.

The Serpentine retrospective will be the first exhibition of Hanson’s work in the UK since
1997, a year after he died aged 70. The figures in the exhibition – all life-size and moulded
from either bronze, resin or polyvinyl and painted in soft oils – span Hanson’s work from
the late 60s to when he began on his final works in 1995, continually confronting viewers
with uncomfortable scenes of poverty, brutality and isolation.

“Hanson has been overlooked in the UK for many years and has suffered from a snobbery
and an embarrassment about realism in contemporary art,” said Rebecca Lewin, a curator
for the exhibition. “I don’t think that attitude changed much throughout his career so
hopefully this will give him the recognition he deserves.

“People want to be challenged and I think the fear is that works like this don’t challenge
enough, when actually in a conceptual way these works teach us something about
ourselves. You come away wondering more about the person sitting next to you on the bus,
or the person that you pass on the street or even someone you see everyday that you don’t
engage with.”

Hanson’s exceptionally lifelike figures caused much controversy in their time, having been 
first thrust into the limelight in 1965 with a work called Abortion, depicting a young 
pregnant woman on a table covered with a sheet. The sculptor’s preoccupation with 
making the invisible labourer visible again is referenced throughout the Serpentine 
exhibition, featuring works such as his piece Homeless Person 1991, depicting a 
dishevelled figure sitting on a wooden box holding the sign Will Work for Food, and his 
1984 sculpture of a decorator in the midst of a job, simply titled House Painter.

http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2015/may/31/lynette-yiadom-boakye-painter-out-of-time-and-space
http://www.theguardian.com/profile/hannah-ellis-petersen


It is also captured powerfully in Queenie II, a sculpture of a cleaner pushing a trolley and
pausing in a moment of downbeat and fatigued contemplation. “For me this is one of the
most engaging of the works,” said Lewin. “There is something more confrontational about
her gaze and here, with some of the other works, we see Hanson playing with the viewer,
making us feel as though we are walking into an unfinished exhibition and seeing a side
that would usually be hidden in a gallery.”

Hanson’s desire for the figures to occupy the same space as his viewers, giving them a
dignity often denied to the cleaners and manual labourers he sculpted, also means none of
his works are displayed on a plinth. The sense of humour that often imbued the sculptor’s
work is also evident in pieces such as his 1979 piece, Self Portrait with Model, where an
overweight woman reads an article about losing weight in her left hand, while clutching an
ice-cream sundae in her right.

Speaking about the motivation behind the retrospective, the co-director of the Serpentine
Gallery, Hans-Ulrich Obrist, said: “There were so many roads leading us to Duane Hanson.
There are so many working today who talk about Duane Hanson and with 3D printing, all of
a sudden a new form of a realism is made possible in portraiture, so to revisit Duane
Hanson in a digital age seemed very apt.”

Obrist also emphasised his belief that it was an important time to showcase the works of
Yiadom-Boakye, particularly as she expanded her practice from painting into etching and
even fiction writing.

The exhibition in the Serpentine Gallery, titled Verses After Dusk, shows a selection of the
figurative oil paintings produced by the London-born painter between 2008 and 2015, with
several pieces created specifically for the Serpentine show.

While Yiadom-Boakye’s pieces make subtle reference to works by Manet, Degas and
Cezanne throughout the exhibition, they also feature exclusively black figures, a pointed
reference to the absence of the representation of black history in the canon of western art.

The curator, Amira Gad, said the focus of the works was as much on posture and bodily
positions, creating a sense of movement as her confident subjects dance, run and turn their
heads with their backs obstinately to the viewer.

Gad added: “Each painting comes with its own enigmatic title,which encourages us to make
up our own narratives about the characters that she paints. The people in her works are
actually all fictitious and drawn from memory or scrapbooks – she never does any live
painting – so by keeping both the landscapes and the titles evasive it is another way of her

Duane Hanson and Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Verses after Dusk will be at the Serpentine 
Galleries from 2 June- 13 September  

directing us to project our own imagination on to her work.”



Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: artist in search of the
mystery figure
The British artist’s work is increasingly sought after, and this week marks her first major London show.
But who are the people in her paintings?

Rachel Cooke

Sunday 31 May 2015 05.30 EDT

W hen I ask if I might meet the young British painter Lynette Yiadom-Boakye at her
studio in Hackney, east London, the message comes back from the Serpentine
Gallery, where she will shortly have a one-woman show, that this won’t be possible.

“There’s only one chair,” I’m told. “There’s nowhere to sit down.”

But I won’t give up. Yiadom-Boakye’s portraits resist easy definition; her subjects exist only
in her imagination, and once on canvas might belong to any number of times and places. In
interviews, moreover, she is ever reticent, as reluctant to explain her enigmatic titles
(Citrine by the Ounce, The Courtesy of a Saint, The Cream and the Taste… they read to me
like the index of a modish short story collection) as she is to describe her methodology. Her
studio, then, seems like a solid thing in a floating world, and I am determined to see it.

And so it happens that one sunny weekday afternoon, I come to press the buzzer at what I
take for an old garment factory, outside of which two men are loitering apparently without
intent, mobiles in hand (“Are you Becca?” one of them yells, at no one in particular). This
part of east London has changed beyond all recognition in recent years: I passed a branch of
Aesop, purveyor of preposterously expensive hand creams and shower gels, on my way. But
this nook is still recognisably gritty, marooned as it is between canal, railway line, and a
quartet of looming Victorian gasometers. It smells of petrol, fried chicken, good hipster
coffee and, under that arch over there, warm dustbins. I’m glad it’s spring. I wouldn’t want
to be here at dusk on a winter night.

Yiadom-Boakye’s voice, soft and light, comes over the intercom. “Hello?” She sounds
uncertain, as though she is not expecting me. Once I’m through the door, though, she is all
smiles, her upturned mouth mirroring the cartoony circles of her magnificently huge black-
framed glasses. The studio is small, and heaped with what looks to the outsider to be
rubbish, great piles of it in every corner; in the middle is a small rectangle of space in which
we stand awkwardly. She laughs. She has worked here for years. It just piles up. What will
she do when she eventually finds somewhere else? (She lives in south London, so the
commute is not as easy as it might be.) Will she clear it out? Or will she just lock the door
and leave everything behind? “I don’t know,” she says. “Perhaps.” She grabs my coat, which
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I’ve slung over the famously lonely chair: “Be careful. You’ll get paint on it.” Her overalls, I
notice, are so splattered it’s almost silly: it’s as if she’s appearing in the role of “artist” in a
stage play. But then she picks up her bag – it’s by Mulberry, I think, and pristine – and
suddenly everything seems, paradoxically, a bit more real. The bag perhaps tells its own
story, one of hard work and success.

Yiadom-Boakye was born in London in 1977, the daughter of two nurses who came to
Britain from Ghana. After a foundation course at Central St Martins, she studied for her
degree at Falmouth College of Art, and for her MA at the Royal Academy Schools. In her 20s
she continued to paint, but she also held down a variety of jobs, including one testing
mobiles in a phone-recycling plant (“a job to drive anyone insane,” as she puts it). It wasn’t
until 2006, when she won an Arts Foundation award for painting, that she was able to work
as an artist full time, and it wasn’t until 2013, when she was shortlisted for the Turner
prize, that she arrived in the public consciousness – though even now she isn’t what you’d
call well known (her show at the Serpentine Gallery will come as an introduction to many).

All the same, there’s no doubting that her reputation is growing. Sought after by collectors,
her portraits are in several public galleries, the Tate and the V&A among them, and now
they are to fill the Serpentine. How did she feel when she got the email? “I thought: oh no.”
She laughs. “No, it’s great, of course. But it’s terrifying, too. It’s a strange thing to say, but
I’ve never dreamt of certain kinds of exposure. You want attention for your work, but you
don’t necessarily want it for yourself. It’s so public. It’s like walking down the street with no
clothes on. You can’t help but get nervous.”

Yiadom-Boakye’s work stands out, but quietly so, at a polite angle from just about
everything else. First of all, she is a painter, and a figurative one at that, at a time when
contemporary art remains bewilderingly in thrall to installations, to film and conceptual
work. For another, she paints mostly – though not exclusively – black faces while working,
broadly speaking, in a European tradition that has always favoured white skin. Not that
either of these things are much up for discussion. “I keep saying it,” she tells me, when we
finally sit down together in a cafe along the road. “It [painting black faces] just seemed
normal to me. It wasn’t my intention to put black faces back in the picture. It wasn’t
political like that at all.” What about painting? Has it been hard to stay true to it down the
years? Did she feel, starting out, ludicrously unfashionable, as if she was wearing tweed
when everyone else was in combats? “I didn’t think about it. I suppose I didn’t feel like I
was working against the tide. People were talking about paint in dismissive ways [at art
school], but I thought they were making a silly argument. It’s like everything else: there is
good painting, and there is bad painting. At college, I tried everything. I think I just enjoyed
painting the most. The other things didn’t work for me particularly.”

Among her influences are Manet, Degas (she often paints people who are dancing) and
Sickert. “I wasn’t intimidated by those painters. It made it easier: there was so much I could
look at, and learn from.”

When did she realise she wanted to be an artist? “I never made a decision about it. I didn’t
plan any of this. I didn’t think a career in art was possible, so I always had a plan B. I’ve
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always been resourceful, I’ve always worked, I was always ready to retrain if necessary. My
parents are nurses. We’re pragmatic people.” What did they say when she told them she
wanted to go to art school?

“They were realistic. That’s why they’re wonderful. I would have been worried if they’d
said: ‘Brilliant, you’re going to be an artist.’ But they didn’t. They said: ‘That’s fine, but
what’s your backup?’ They were neither jumping up and down, nor angry, which was
exactly what I needed. Because, back then, you couldn’t necessarily see any of this working
out.”

She didn’t enjoy her time at St Martin’s, and the experience convinced her she would have
to leave London to do her degree. “So I went to Falmouth, where I was able to think, and I
loved it. At Falmouth, they had a deal whereby you could get your work photographed for
free if you applied to do an MA, so I decided to go ahead with that. It cost £30 to apply to
the Royal College of Art, and £20 each for the Slade and the Royal Academy, so I went for
the two cheaper ones; I couldn’t afford to apply to all three. I didn’t know I’d get in, but it
turned out to be the best thing when I did. My fees were taken care of, and the tuition at the
RA was really good.” She sounds amazed at her good fortune, even now. “Jesus, I’ve been
lucky. But there was never a moment when I felt sorted. I still don’t. I’m ready to do what I
need to get by.”

She paints quickly, completing the bulk of each canvas in a single day, something she
attributes both to her impatience, and to the fact that she finds it more difficult to return to
work when it has begun to dry. She doesn’t use models. The people in her paintings are
composites, their faces made up from “different sources” (in her studio, I spotted a
scrapbook fat with pictures from magazines). “I worked with models when I was training,”
she says. “But that was to do with getting things right, with figuring things out. The thing is
that if you use a model, the painting becomes about capturing that particular person, and
it’s disappointing if you can’t.

“I once tried to paint a friend, an incredible character, and it just wasn’t him. So moving
away from that was to do with freedom.” Does she give her characters a back story? “No.”
But what about her titles? They seem so careful, so deliberate.

How much should we take them into account? “Well, they never relate to a specific
narrative that would make sense to anyone else. The logic is entirely mine. I wouldn’t
discount them. I would think of them as an extension of the work, another mark, but not as
an explanation. I love Miles Davis. He puts titles to things, even though his music is
instrumental. You see the title, and you feel it in the sound of the music.”

Together, we look at some reproductions of pictures that are to appear at the Serpentine
(the show will comprise old work, much of it from private collections in the US, where she
has shown more often, and some new pieces, too). A Passion Like No Other (2012) is of a
boy in a navy ruff, his stare unfathomable. Any Number of Preoccupations (2010) stars a
man in white slippers and a voluminous red robe, a half-smile playing on his face. Citrine
By the Ounce (2014) is a man, his gaze cast down, in a white sweater – or is it a vestment? –
set against a plane of bright yellow.
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Together, they illustrate a recurring motif in Yiadom-Boakye’s work, which is that her
characters seem not really to inhabit their clothes; often, it’s as if they’re wearing fancy
dress.

What is this about? (Any Number of Preoccupations looks like a firm nod in the direction of
Sargent’s Dr Pozzi at Home, but the others only seem to me to make reference to a certain
sense of displacement.) “I don’t know,” she says. “Long things: robes, dresses… it’s all quite
ambiguous. The expressions are important. That’s what takes the longest to work out,
getting those to work the way they should. In the last few years, I’ve become obsessed with
colour, too. My pictures used to be very dark, but now I’m putting in vivid reds and greens.”
No objects, though. In fact, no context at all. Her characters might as well be on the moon
for all that we know of their whereabouts; nor is their social class or relative wealth so
much as hinted at. Does this have to do with issues of visibility/invisibility? She isn’t saying,
but her approach seems to me to be unavoidably political. These are half-people –
“suggestions of people” as she once put it – and that’s why her paintings are, in their own
quiet way, troubling. Outwardly jaunty, they ask us, I think, to consider how we view
others.

I wonder how she sees her career in the future, and how she will deal with the pressures of
the art world, which is at permanent fever pitch just now, an incessant festival of vulgarity
and capriciousness, as she becomes better known. “Well, I don’t think ahead,” she says.
“After all, I might not be here tomorrow. I might be run down by someone with a beard and
a bicycle [we’ve been moaning, over our hot chocolate, about the local hipsters]. But with
the art world, you just have to switch off. If you want to be pressured, you will be. I don’t.
I’m lucky to have had galleries who are very supportive, and if I don’t want to do
something, I just say no, and it has got easier to do that. And I’ve never had money, so I
don’t care about it.” She tells me quietly that she has no interest in becoming an art world
personality – a Tracey Emin, or a Grayson Perry – and I believe her, not least because I can
sense (it takes one to know one) that she is already itching to get back to work.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Verses After Dusk is at the Serpentine Gallery, London W2 from
Tuesday until 13 September
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye

MODERN PHILOSOPHY IS THREATENED BY LOVE, whose 
objects are never only objects. Philosophers have discovered in 
love a lived geometry that positively demands their professional 
attentions; they swoop down like angels to deliver their sacred 
messages. But love, which was not invited to the symposium 
before it had stolen in, remains troublesome. Its power to 
disrupt is strategically deployed in the eternal cockfight of 
philosophy.
In an essay ‘The Intentionality of Love: In homage to Emmanuel Lévinas’, the Catholic philosopher Jean-
Luc Marion offers a gracious account of love’s significance for philosophy (and perhaps also philosophy’s
insignificance for love). Marion describes a love that transgresses empirical knowledge, rationality and
intentions; love offers the definitive answer to the philosophy of consciousness (the straw man of Western
philosophy since Descartes’s dubious cogito). Falling in love, as everyone knows, is not intentional.
Marion’s love also refutes an existentialist philosophy that holds existence to be my own. Love, as any
good Franciscan will say, does not live under any logic of possession; it is never apprehended alone but in
the presence of others. Marion describes the faces of two lovers approaching one another: they make a
quadrant of gazes, four black suns radiating and absorbing the invisible light of two gazes at their
respective points, making a cross of their unbending trajectories. For Marion there are two in love, no
more. The scene recalls a Gothic Annunciation scene where lines of sacred light describe the path of the

divine message towards its target. Finally, in Marion’s philosophy it is faith that makes love possible, faith
acts as a guarantee in the surrender of your self to another. (Faith, love might answer, or inconsolable
terror.) Love in this elegant diagram is an immediate knowledge for its Two. In the world where a multitude
of bodies and images intervene, love’s knowledge is accomplished with less geometrical certainty. It is
often as a problem for knowledge that love is manifest. In this state of confusion, the paintings of Lynette
Yiadom-Boakye offer new material to the philosophy of love.
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What has painting got to do with love? The Love Within, a recent exhibition of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s
paintings at the Jack Shainman gallery in New York, presents a peculiar answer to this question. The press
release offered a poem as a gloss on the show’s curious title: two paragraphs of prose poetry concluded
with a verse of four lines. The first paragraph announces in authoritative capitals that there will be ‘No Talk
of the Love Without’ and proceeds to list its attributes: it is ‘The Backhand Slap’ and ‘The Almost Total
Abdication of Responsibility to Another’. Now, the poem promises, there will be ‘No Love Gone Awry’. The
second paragraph describes the ‘Love Without’ as a love of the senses: it is ‘a Burning in the Southern
Region’ and ‘A Sweet Song Sung by The Owl in the Eaves’. In its concluding four lines the poem turns
towards ‘What The Owl Knows’. And what does the owl know? ‘The Love Within’.

The paintings of The Love Within  do not represent real persons but bodies drawn from composite images
and painted in dialogue with the artist’s private imaginary. Entering the gallery from the impersonality of
Manhattan streets, the swathes of rich browns and blacks on these canvases absorb the cold light of the
gallery and radiate warmth. Documents of a day’s work, brushstrokes applied with evidence of regret and
revision; other, faster brushstrokes appear somehow both crude and eloquent. The viewer approaches
these faces with a growing awareness of their lack. Each painting evokes a different gaze but every face
appears private, diffident, almost entirely withdrawn. When a gaze has been granted to the place where the
viewer stands, the bodies are outsized, larger than life, in their scale denying a relation of identity. The
artist has refused in interviews to explain her work or to offer context that might resolve its challenges, but
she has often been drawn out on questions of interpretation, speaking to readings of her work that feel
wrong. If in love a body becomes the bearer of signification and at the same time remains unknown
enough to be indefinitely promising, then perhaps the artist’s refusals are a means to conserve their
sufficiency in meeting this demand. Is sufficiency, for these paintings, a principle of love?

The interview took place at the artist’s home in South London, in a room whose wooden shutters let a thin
rectangle of December sunlight fall across a white plaster wall behind her. At the invitation of her poem, to
turn from the ‘Sweet Song of the Owl’ to the question of ‘What the Owl Knows’, I wanted to learn how these
paintings could teach us the philosophy of ‘The Love Within’.

Copyright © 2014 The White Review, 243 Knightsbridge, London, SW7 1DN. All rights reserved.



Turner Prizenominated Lynette YiadomBoakye is assistant curating an exhibition this spring at London’s Whitechapel

Gallery. Running now through midJune, the presentation, titled Natures, Natural and Unnatural, is a carefully selected group of
contemporary multimedia artworks from both some of the world’s bestknown and some of its lesser appreciated artists.

“The works that I was drawn to … all had a link to nature or still life or a combination of the two,” says YiadomBoakye. “The title
of the display refers to the idea of nature, and the different types of nature – the nature you walk out into in the wilderness, nature
that you bring into the house, human nature, people interacting with nature and also the nature within a person. I wanted to think
about all of those things in the selection.”

Entirely drawn from the VAC collection, Moscow, the exhibition includes pieces from the oeuvres of Peter Doig, David Hockney,
Gary Hume, Andy Warhol, Russian photographer Nikolay Bakharev, Estonian artist Jan Toomik, and more.

The presentation is one of a series of four displays through the Whitechapel Gallery, which make up a programme dedicated to
opening up rarely seen collections from around the world.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye selects pieces for Whitechapel Gallery’s new show
Posted March 25, 2015 by Emily Rae Pellerin
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by Emily Rae Pellerin

Images courtesy Whitechapel Gallery

Whitechapel Gallery 77 – 82 Whitechapel High Street, London E1
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye paints people, but not real 
ones. Instead of focusing on the needs of a living 
subject, she partners with paint, respecting and 
responding to its formal qualities to elicit a render-
ing of the world she sees and experiences. Her 
subjects, almost always black figures, are invented, 
inspired by various source material including memo-
ries, the history of art, found images, literature, and 
whatever is on her mind that day. In her words, “it 
might be something as simple as the position of 
a woman’s wrist as she turns a book page on the  
Underground that I try to remember and re-draw 
later or an image of a seascape in a magazine that  
I want to cut out and keep.” 

Yiadom-Boakye’s style shows her deep understand-
ing of, and engagement with, the Western history 
of painting. In a sense, her work is a pastiche of 
earlier artistic styles. Her shadowy backgrounds and 
apt use of contrasting color to attract the eye seem 
indebted to Francisco Goya (Spanish, 1746–1828), 
particularly his Black Paintings (1819-1823). Her 
attention to the materiality of paint and her two-
dimensional treatment of figures is reminiscent of 
Édouard Manet’s (French, 1832–1883) handling of 
paint and subject matter. Her depiction of psycho-
logical complexity and movement call to mind the 
masterpieces of Edgar Degas (French, 1834–1917), 
while her simplified backgrounds and swaths of 
color, which loosely define space, pay homage 
to the work of Paul Cézanne (French, 1839–1906). 
Like these artists, Yiadom-Boakye is less concerned 
with perfect anatomical representation or the rules 
of the academy and is more interested in making 
the esoteric qualities of life tangible through paint.  
This incompleteness—this rejection of realism—is  
a tenet of modernism that ultimately led to  

abstraction. But, in Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings, this 
subtle digression from realism seems anachronistic. 
Her new subject matter alters the mood and conno-
tations of the early modernist techniques, highlight-
ing modernism’s flawed perceptions of race. 

In addition to borrowing from the history of art, 
Yiadom-Boakye appropriates poses and composi-
tions from documentary photographs of the civil 
rights movement and from regal African portraiture 
as well as from images culled from today’s glossy 
magazines. She has no interest in reproducing these 
source images directly, however, and maintains they 
are “not meant as an explanation of the paintings.” 
Her invented subjects are actually amalgamations 
of various faces, body parts, and settings that the 
artist synthesizes into composite figures, building 
her characters as she paints. “I often have a vague 
idea of what I want the face to do, but it’s so hard 
to identify because I don’t want it to get too firm,” 
she explains.1 This general lack of firmness leaves 
very little to suggest a potential narrative, aside from 
the artist’s formal considerations of color and com-
position. Her figures exist in a timeless, placeless 
space. Wearing simple, generic clothing and inhabit-
ing indistinct environments devoid of objects, they 
are detached from anything that could link them to 
an actual era or location. Yiadom-Boakye intention-
ally omits visual cues that might hint at the age, eco-
nomic status, or even the gender of her characters. 
Many are posed statically, but even the activities of 
those in motion are ill defined. Are the figures in A 
Toast to the Health Of, 2011 (fig. 1) holding hands? 
Or is one trying to pull away from the other? 

1 Bollen, Christopher. “Lynette Yiadom-Boakye.”  
Interview Magazine. Dec 2012.

February 21 through June 23, 2013



fig. 1. Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. A Toast to the Health Of, 2011, oil on canvas, 78 7/8 x 98 1/2 inches. Collection of Noel Kirnon. Courtesy of 
the artist, Corvi-Mora, London, and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.



2 Cotter, Holland. “Out of Africa, Whatever Africa May Mean.”  
The New York Times, 4 April 2008.
3 Ibid.

With such minimal detail, what does appear on 
the canvas resonates intensely. The white of teeth 
and furtive eyes pops against her subdued palette. 
Strong brushstrokes further direct attention to de-
tails—a rippling back muscle, a misshapen hand, a 
tense smile—that inspire the imagination and spark 
a narrative thread.

Yiadom-Boakye also writes short fiction, and while 
she considers the practices separate, her stories 
paint vivid images and her paintings unfold like  
stories. Stylistically, her words and paint share cer-
tain offbeat and dark qualities. In Treatment for a 
Low-Budget Television Horror with the Working 
Title: “Dinner with Jeffrey,” her short story pub-
lished in conjunction with her 2010 exhibition Any 
Number of Preoccupations at the Studio Museum 
in Harlem, Yiadom-Boakye sets an eerie scene in 
a shadowy old mansion in the English countryside.  
As the story develops, it becomes apparent that 
the public personas of the characters belies their in-
ner wickedness. Yiadom-Boakye seems to play in 
the subtlety of that tension, in both her stories and  
her paintings.

In earlier paintings, she evoked a disturbed psychol-
ogy by painting ghoulish figures with exaggerated 
teeth and disfigured, mask-like faces. More recent-
ly, and in this exhibition, her figures are elusive yet 
potentially more unsettling. By sliding away from 
academic realism, she opens up the psychological 
side of her characters and is able to suggest non-rep-
resentable states like vulnerability, superficiality, or 
contempt. Whether looking away, smiling, or danc-
ing, these figures—comprised of slightly disjointed 
parts and unblended brushstrokes—appear unbal-
anced. Their murky, undefined backgrounds set a 
peculiar atmosphere, yet no malady is easily detect-
ed—until the title of the painting is revealed. Here, 
the artist asserts her control of language to direct 
the mood and open possible backstories for her fic-
tional characters. However, much like her paintings, 

her enigmatic titles lack all of the details needed to 
complete a narrative. Why, for instance, would the 
title Further Pressure From Cannibals, 2010 (front 
cover) be paired with a seemingly benign portrait of 
a woman? Her closed-mouth smile, furrowed brow, 
and distant gaze conceal the rest of her story. The 
dissonance between the image and the text gives 
the work an irreconcilable tension that captures our 
imagination. Yiadom-Boakye is skilled at planting just 
the hint of a narrative, strategically inviting a story 
fueled by our own creativity. 

* * *

Prior to the 1980s, contemporary artists of African 
descent had almost no presence in the mainstream 
art world. And, as art critic Holland Cotter puts it, 

“on the rare occasions they were admitted to its pre-
cincts, they were required to show clear evidence 
of Africanness—Africanness as gauged by Western 
standards, that is—in their work, like a visa promi-
nently displayed.”2  In 2001, Thelma Golden, director 
and chief curator of The Studio Museum in Harlem, 
wrote about the concept of “post-black” in the cata-
logue for the exhibition Freestyle. Acknowledging 
the diversity of artists of African descent and the 
complexities of an individual’s investigation of iden-
tity, “post-black” identified a generation of black art-
ists who, having come of age after the civil rights 
movement, felt free to “wrap themselves in evi-
dence of their origins, or wear that evidence lightly, 
or not at all.”3  Though the term “post-black” has 
received criticism for being paradoxical (it utilizes an 
ethnic label in an attempt to refuse racial categoriza-
tion), it does mark a shift in consciousness in the 
contemporary art world.



Lynette Yiadom-Boakye is British and has never lived 
in Africa. Her parents have not lived in Ghana for the 
past forty years, and she does not claim a close rela-
tionship to the country. However, she does acknowl-
edge a connection to a Ghanaian way of thinking and 
seeing that influenced her upbringing.4 “When the 
issue of colour comes up,” the artist says, “I think it 
would be a lot stranger if they [her painted figures] 
were white; after all, I was raised by black people.”5  
In this sense, her depiction of black figures is a rep-
resentation of normalcy rather than defiance or cel-
ebration. However, when considering the history 
of portrait painting and black representation, which  
Yiadom-Boakye’s work clearly references, her ordi-
nary subject matter assumes an additional, subver-
sive role. “This is a political gesture for me,” she 
says. “We’re used to looking at portraits of white 
people in painting.”6 

Yiadom-Boakye recognizes painting’s ability to in-
vestigate subject- and object-hood, visibility and 
invisibility. She is comfortable using art history’s 
visual language, and by repurposing familiar tropes, 
particularly those of portraiture, she subverts tradi-
tional signifiers of power. Historically, portraits have 
conveyed the wealth and authority of their subjects 
through poses projecting confidence and strength 
and through clothing, accouterments, and surround-
ings strategically indicating social status and superi-
ority. However, representations of people of African 
descent in literature and art history often have been 
examples of inferiority or spectacle, depicted as 
possessions, symbols of hypersexuality, or the an-
tithesis of European civilization—the romanticized  

“noble savage.” 

Conceptually, Yiadom-Boakye’s black figures reclaim 
the strategies of portraiture and interrogate the 
politics of representation while her use of paint and 
color gives a literal representation to the question 
of visibility. In the mid-nineteenth century, Manet’s 
Olympia, 1863 (fig. 2) caused quite a stir. A naked 

white prostitute stares out of the painting, directly 
engaging the viewer with her gaze while a black,  
female servant presents flowers from a client. As 
art historian Sander L. Gilman explains, the nine-
teenth century’s misinformed theories of racial  
evolution situated the black servant as a symbol of 
hypersexuality and illness7, both moral and physical. 
Yiadom-Boakye has revisited this seminal painting 
at least twice—each time removing the servant 
figure entirely—by painting a darkly dressed but 
equally confrontational black woman (fig. 3) and then 
a semi-clothed black man (fig. 4) in the prostitute’s 
reclining pose. Although this race/gender swap  
certainly confronts outdated racial perceptions and 
the politics of desire, Yiadom-Boakye’s consider-
ation of the servant is perhaps a more compelling 
commentary on subject-hood. Though she has 
completely omitted the servant from this particular 
revisionist work, she continually mimics Manet’s 

4 Hans Ulrich Obrist, “Hans Ulrich Obrist Interviews the Afropolitan 
Artist Lynette Yiadom-Boakye.” Kaleidoscope, Summer 2012, Issue 
15, pp.102. 
5 Higgie, Jennifer. “The fictitious portraits of Lynette Yiadom-
Boakye.” Frieze Magazine, April 2012, Issue 146, pp. 91.
6 Ibid.
7 Gilman, Sander. “The Hottentot and the Prostitute: Toward an 
Iconography of Female Sexuality.” Difference and Pathology: 
Stereotypes of Sexuality, Race, and Madness. Ithaca, NY: Cornell 
University Press, 1985. pp. 101.

Fig. 2. Édouard Manet. Olympia, 1863. Oil on canvas, 103.5 x 190 
cm. Musée d’Orsay, Paris, France. Image courtesy Giraudon / The 
Bridgeman Art Library.



fig. 3. Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Truck Stop, 2010, oil on linen, 19 5/8 x 24 inches. Courtesy of the artist, Corvi-Mora, London, and  
Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.



fig. 4. Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. The Officer of the Law, 2010, oil on canvas, 19 5/8 x 22 inches. Courtesy of the artist, Corvi-Mora, London, 
and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.



fig. 5. Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Kestrel, 2011, oil on canvas, 31 1/2 X 27 1/2 inches. Collection of Pippa Cohen. Courtesy of the 
artist, Corvi-Mora, London, and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.



fig. 6. Barkley L. Hendricks. Steve, 1976, oil, acrylic, and magna on 
linen canvas, 72 x 48 inches. Courtesy of the artist and Jack  
Shainman Gallery, New York.

pictorial representation of the servant by mak-
ing her figures almost indistinguishable from their 
dark backgrounds (fig. 5). Their brown skin, barely  
delineated, on a muddy background requires the 
viewer to examine her paintings from multiple an-
gles in raking light to make out a subject. Signaled at 
first by the whites of their eyes or some other pop of 
color, these elusive figures gradually materialize as if 
they were stepping into light.

This blending of the figure into the background is a 
technique that painter Barkley Hendricks (Ameri-
can, born 1945) mastered in the 1970s and contin-
ues to use today. However, Hendricks, who is also  
renowned for his treatment of the black figure, more 
commonly reverses the color scheme to make 
the skin of his subjects stand out. In Steve, 1976  
(fig. 6) a black man’s white suit fades into a white 
background. Like Yiadom-Boakye’s figures, his con-
tour slips into an undefined “no place,” but his dark 
brown face jumps out from the painting’s whiteness. 
Hendricks’s paintings, with their fashionable, proud 
subjects, seem to celebrate blackness, much like the 
colorful paintings of Mickalene Thomas (American, 
born 1971) and Kehinde Wiley (American, born 1977), 
whose triumphant black subjects reclaim masterpiec-
es of Western art history. Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings, 
on the other hand, revel in subtlety and avoid overly 
defiant, revisionist, or celebratory imagery while still 
drawing attention to the historical inequities of rep-
resentation.

In fact, Yiadom-Boakye paints her subjects doing 
quite regular things. Whether they are walking to 
work, having a cup of coffee, going for a swim, or 
just thinking, their stances and everyday activities 
are leisurely rather than bold. Even when the artist 
wants to depict movement, as in Shoot the Desper-
ate, Hug the Needy, 2010 (fig. 7), her title tempers 
any joyous or festive connotations one might associ-
ate with dance. Her work may consider the normalcy 
of blackness, but it deeply explores the intricacies of 
the human condition. Beneath her luscious surfaces 
and behind her smiling faces is a violent current, an 
emotional distress that is at the same time mysteri-
ous and uncomfortably familiar.

Whitney Tassie
Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art   



fig. 7. Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Shoot the Desperate, Hug the Needy, 2010, oil on canvas, 70 7/8 x 78 3/4 x 1 1/2 inches.  
Collection of Ninah and Michael Lynne. Courtesy of the artist, Corvi-Mora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.



Front cover: Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Further Pressure From Cannibals, 2010, oil on canvas, 21 5/8 x 17 3/4 inches.  
Collection of Joeonna Bellorado-Samuels. Courtesy of the artist, Corvi-Mora, London and Jack Shainman Gallery, New York.

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye was born in 1977 in London, where she currently lives and works.  
She studied at Central St Martins School of Art and Design and Falmouth College of Art before  

she completed her graduate work at the Royal Academy Schools in 2003. In 2012, she had  
solo exhibitions at Jack Shainman Gallery in New York and Chisenhale Gallery in London  

and was included in group exhibitions at the New Museum in New York, the Miami Art Museum,  
the Menil Collection in Houston, and other institutions. Her work is in many public collections  

including the Tate, London; the British Council, London; the Victoria and Albert Museum, London;  
the Miami Art Museum, Florida; The Studio Museum in Harlem, New York;  

the Arts Council Collection, London; the CCA Andratx Collection, Mallorca; and the  
Nasher Museum of Art, North Carolina. She was recently awarded the prestigious  

2012 Future Generation Art Prize by the Victor Pinchuk Foundation. 

salt 7: Lynette Yiadom-Boakye is sponsored in part by Nancy and Dave Gill  
with additional support from Noel Kirnon.

Many thanks to Tamsen Greene and the staff at Jack Shainman Gallery for their assistance in  
organizing this exhibition, which would not have been possible without the generosity of the lenders:  

Joeonna Bellorado-Samuels, Corey and Racquel Chevremont Baylor, Pippa Cohen, Noel Kirnon,  
Ninah and Michael Lynne, and Amedeo Pace. Thank you!
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Everyday actions are made poetic by Yiadom-Boakye's paint-
coaxed figures, emerging from her canvases with secrets intact 
 
 
Skye Sherwin 
Thursday 19 April 2012 09.39 EDT 

 

 

'Delicate mystery' … detail of Greenfinch by Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. 
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye is one of life's great manipulators – at least when it comes to 
paint. She nudges the gooey stuff into shape, coaxing figures from gestural strokes. 
The people she depicts are often doing some unremarkable everyday act, like lying 
down or removing a sock. Some recall old-fashioned portraiture, painted full length, 
or from the waist up against plain backdrops lively with brushwork. But their 
psychological complexity hits deep. The delicate mystery of an unreadable lip curl, a 
curiously game smile or an awkward stance has a subtle, if insistent, pull on our 
imagination. 

They're so compelling it's hard to believe Yiadom-Boakye's subjects aren't portrayals 
of real people: they're fictions born from scrapbooks, drawings and intuition. These 
characters are also mostly dark-skinned, something that seems to matter both very 
much and very little. A British artist of Ghanaian descent, Yiadom-Boakye is putting 
black subjects at the heart of a European painting tradition from which they have 
largely been left out. Yet there are no capital "C" cultural references and features 
often aren't racially distinct. The most you can say is that hair, wardrobe and body 
language are gently bourgeois. The neutrality is striking. 

 
Connections are hinted at between many of her works, though she never makes 
clear what the underlying story might be, preferring to leave things teasingly 
open. Within her latest paintings, men in jumpsuits with stocking feet or a lithe 
manner recall the dancer's studio. In Greenfinch, a teenager in a black catsuit and a 
feathery ruff about the neck sits casually, as if taking a break from rehearsals. With 
his dark silhouette set against a shadowy ground, there's a sense that his form is 
literally emerging from the paint. You can see what Yiadom-Boakye is getting at 
when she says she wants "to drag people out of the canvas". 

 
Meanwhile the moustachioed guy with a ballerina's slight frame, in Bound Over to 
Keep the Peace, plays with his necklace and gives us a riveting smile, full of the 
promise of secrets about to be spilled. Then again, that's just one way of looking at it. 
Yiadom-Boakye's paintings refuse to be pinned down to a single story; her 
characters keep their options open. 

 
Why we like her: For the dreamy 6pm Cadiz, where a man in a faded blue denim 
two-piece reclines languidly on a sand dunes. 
 
Rip it up and start again: Yiadom-Boakye works at a prolific rate – a painting a day. 
Yet much of it is never shown. If something isn't working, she destroys it and moves 
on. 
 
Where can I see her? At Chisenhale Gallery, London E3, to 13 May. 

 

http://www.studiomuseum.org/sites/default/files/imagecache/slideshows/exhibition/lynette_1_web.jpg
http://www.guardian.co.uk/artanddesign/painting
http://www.frieze.com/issue/article/a-life-in-a-day/
http://ex-chamber-memo3.up.seesaa.net/image/1-5d3ae.jpg
http://www.frieze.com/uploads/images/middle/Bound_Over_To_Keep_The_Peace_Boakye-Yiadom.jpg
http://www.frieze.com/uploads/images/middle/Bound_Over_To_Keep_The_Peace_Boakye-Yiadom.jpg
http://www.chisenhale.org.uk/
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LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE
GHANA/UK
If the viability of portrait painting as a 
contemporary art form was ever in doubt, 
Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s canvases of fictional 
characters put that suspicion to rest once and 
for all. As well as demonstrating her mastery 
of the techniques of European classical 
painting, she applies that classical knowledge 
in a way that gives her work a distinctive edge 
and resonant freshness. 

The British-Ghanaian artist, who trained  
at Central St Martins College of Art and 
Design, uses characteristically dark colour 
palettes to create emotionally distant, 
unknown figures that, because of their facial 
expressions or body gestures, have an air  
of undeniable familiarity. 

Although her paintings might appear to be 
simply portraits, they depict ideas rather than 
living individuals. “I am driven,” explains the  
32 year old, “by a sense of trying to get to 
something. I do not actually know what it is, 
but I feel that it is to do with power.” 

In other words, the five-feet-tall paintings 
aren’t intended to capture the essence of a 

              I am driven by a 
sense of trying to get 
to something. I do not 
know what it is, but I feel 
it is to do with power
LYNETTE YIADOM-BOAKYE

human being, but the embodiment of an  
idea, concept or theme. That explains  
why the canvases bear unusual titles such  
as Ambassador, Politics, Heaven Help Us  
All, Pleased to Meet You, or The Signifying 
Donkey’s Feat. They are painted, as the critic 
Adrian Searle of The Guardian notes, “with  
a loose and disbelieving swagger that seems 
to comment on both the characters of her 
subjects and what we might want from 
portraiture in the first place”.

In addition to three solo exhibitions in 
London and Geneva, Yiadom-Boakye was 
invited to exhibit at the 2nd International 
Biennial of Contemporary Art, Seville (2006), 
and Gwangju Biennale (2008), both organised 
by the Nigerian-born Power-100 curator  
Okwui Enwezor. She was also included in Flow, 
the important survey of emerging African 
diaspora artists by New York’s Studio Museum. 
As well as more conventional spaces, she has 
exhibited at the Platform For Art show, a group 
exhibition that was held at London’s 
Gloucester Road Tube station.



  
 

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye 
Until Wed Apr 27 Corvi-Mora, 1A Kempsford Rd, London, SE11 4NU  
 
By Rosalie Doubal Posted: Tue Mar 29 2011  

Using loose, broad brushstrokes and opulent inky tones, Lynette Yiadom-Boakye's new 
collection of oil-on-canvases continues to paw at the portrait-painting genre. From her 
beginnings, this London painter's depictions of imaginary black sitters have delivered a 
swift and silent violence to the European tradition, complicating the decadent medium 
from within, while seizing its eccentric self-congratulatory bent for painterly make-
merry. 

Ranging from playful, knowing and resolute, to peering, alert and coy, the bright 
polyphony of expressions that dart across these coal, sable and ebony-hued canvases 
animate this body of work, gifting it rhythm and unity. As with previous paintings, there 
remains an emphasis on pose and gesture, with minimal settings for each portrait 
rendering youthful and mature subjects both placeless and timeless. In doing this, 
Yiadom-Boakye elegantly diverts emphasis away from the subject's surround, allowing 
for self-presentation to take to the fore. 

This collection represents a move away from the more theatrical works for which 
Yiadom-Boakye has become known, swapping sparse inclusions of metropolitan props - 
a white ball gown or gaudy red robe - for the subtle use of Arcadian effects. The most 
challenging works on show, 'Womanology 2', 'Curses', and '11am Monday', present 
children and women at leisure in idyllic waters and grasses. Widening her repertoire of 
influences from the obvious precedents of Velázquez, Goya and Sargent, these new 
paintings toy with far-reaching pastoral styles from the Renaissance to Gauguin's 
portraits of Tahitian women. 

Although this taxing selection of works continues to conceptually tear at the historical 
boundaries of her medium, Yiadom-Boakye is first and last a painter. Her works lay little 
claim to anything more than pigment and cloth, attending only to notions of visibility and 
invisibility - what is included on the canvas, and tellingly, what is not. 

 

Doubal, Rosalie. “Lynette Yiadom-Boakye” (Corvi-Mora exhibition review). Time Out London, 29 March 2011. 
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Portraits of Phantoms, Struggling to 
Stand Out 
Art Review by KAREN ROSENBERG 
Published: December 16, 2010 

The man in the red robe looks familiar. It takes a minute to place some of the details — ah, yes, 
that louche cover-up, cocked elbow and rakish eye belong to Sargent’s Dr. Samuel Jean Pozzi. 
But this stranger doesn’t have a beard, and he sits rather than stands. At some point — it’s hard to 
say exactly when —you realize that he is also black.  

Wedge Collection                Mi ey non     chael Pal & Noel Kir

Like the other subjects in Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings at the Studio Museum in Harlem, 
which are done mostly from imagination, the man in the red robe doesn’t exist. Or, you might 
say, he exists as much as any portrait subject can be said to exist: as an amalgamation of many 
different faces and poses and other things rattling around inside the artist’s head.  

“Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Any Number of Preoccupations” is the first museum solo for this 33-
year-old Londoner of Ghanaian heritage. Though uneven, it’s refreshing, in part because Ms. 
Yiadom-Boakye isn’t very well known in New York and in part because her art, though in 
keeping with the mission of the museum, looks so different from the work by young artists in 
other shows there.  

Where painters including Barkley L. Hendricks, Kehinde Wiley and Mickalene Thomas have 
taken a celebratory, triumphant and sometimes showy approach to the black subject, Ms. 
Yiadom-Boakye makes it nearly invisible. She favors a dark, near-monochromatic palette and 
loose, even sloppy brushwork. Faces are inchoate, bodies phantomlike. Her figures don’t really 
inhabit their clothes, or the spaces around them.  

Rosenberg, Karen. “Portraits of Phantoms, Struggling to Stand Out” (Studio Museum in Harlmen exhibition review). The 
New York Times, 16 December 2010. 
 

http://hammer.ucla.edu/collections/detail/collection_id/1
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/s/studio_museum_in_harlem/index.html?inline=nyt-org
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/h/barkley_l_hendricks/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/w/kehinde_wiley/index.html?inline=nyt-per


Rosenberg, Karen. “Portraits of Phantoms, Struggling to Stand Out” (Studio Museum in Harlmen exhibition review). The 
New York Times, 16 December 2010. 
 

Mr. Hendricks, Mr. Wiley and Ms. Thomas are name-checked in the show’s slim but erudite 
catalog, as are John Currin and Dana Schutz. The essays — a pedantic one by the show’s curator, 
Naomi Beckwith, and an inspired one by the scholar Okwui Enwezor — also unpack some of the 
subtler references to Sargent, Manet and Velázquez in Ms. Yiadom-Boakye’s paintings. (It’s not 
always as obvious as a red bathrobe.)  

In the same volume is a short story by Ms. Yiadom-Boakye, who also writes “prose, poetry, 
manifestoes, lists and essays” (as she reveals in the museum’s members’ magazine). This 
particular piece of fiction, “Treatment for a Low-Budget Television Horror With the Working 
Title: ‘Dinner With Jeffrey,’ ” lives up (or down) to its tawdry billing.  

The titles of the paintings also indulge Ms. Yiadom-Boakye’s literary inclinations. Often they 
don’t seem to have much to do with the images, as is the case with “Half a Dozen Dead,” a 
picture of two dancing women in evening wear, or “The Signifying Donkey’s Feat,” a grinning, 
androgynous figure with a leonine mane.  

That painting, which dates from 2003 (the year Ms. Yiadom-Boakye completed her postgraduate 
work at the Royal College of Art in London), is the oldest work in the show. The rest of the 25 
paintings on view go back only as far as 2007, growing markedly bigger and bolder as they 
approach the present.  

Scale is a problem in “Wrist Action” (2010), a larger-than-life-size, crudely executed woman in a 
white turtleneck and single pink glove. The smaller paintings of heads that line the side gallery 
are much more appealing. Here the artist paints in brown on brown, forcing you to look closely 
and from multiple angles to make out a face.  

She doesn’t often indulge in strong color, but perhaps she should. “Any Number of 
Preoccupations” (2010), a k a the man in the red robe, is the show’s pulse-quickening standout. 
He has a counterpoint in “Vespers,” hanging across the room — an ethereal female figure in a 
long white dress, praying with head upturned and eyes closed.  

Ms. Yiadom-Boakye repeats gestures from canvas to canvas, and across the sexes, which may be 
another way of undermining the veracity and individuality of her characters. So the forward-
striding, blue-jeans-wearing man in “Highriser” shares his pose, and his wardrobe, with the 
woman in “Debut.”  

Elsewhere two “Olympia”-like odalisques face off. One is male and wearing white harem pants; 
the other is female, as far as we can tell from the indistinct wedge of a torso. In both works the 
essential dichotomy of the Manet — the white prostitute and her black servant — collapses.  

Painting figures from imagination isn’t new, and other contemporary artists (notably Ms. Schutz) 
have done it with more panache. Similar things might be said about the projects of restoring the 
black subject to its rightful place in art history (Mr. Wiley) and working the masters into modern 
figuration (Mr. Currin).  

But because Ms. Yiadom-Boakye does all of these things at once, the weaknesses in her art tend 
to cancel one another out. The characters in her paintings are like that too: just when you think 
you recognize them, they disappear on you. As Mr. Enwezor puts it, “Is this a gallery of 
somebodies or nobodies?”  

“Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Any Number of Preoccupations” continues through March 13 at the 
Studio Museum in Harlem, 144 West 125th Street; (212) 864-4500, studiomuseum.org. 

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/c/john_currin/index.html?inline=nyt-per
http://www.musee-orsay.fr/index.php?id=851&L=1&tx_commentaire_pi1%5BshowUid%5D=7087&no_cache=1


Lynette Yiadom-Boakye at 
the Studio Museum 
By Ariella Budick  - Published: November 26, 2010 

Their eyes glint like marbles dangling in the dark, while dim features fade 
into inky surroundings. We can barely see them, these elusive men and 
women conjured by the brush of Lynette Yiadom-Boakye. Anonymous, 
unknowable, they star in her first solo museum show, even as they all but 
vanish into the painted background. This intelligent, enigmatic and 
intensely talented artist challenges us to trace intuitively her subjects’ 
outlines and search beneath her viscous daubs for personas that remain 
mysterious. 
The vexingly blurred figures aren’t actually portraits at all, but depictions of 
people who never existed, inventions sprung from the author’s memory, 
dreams and meditations. Some are literary characters, others the residue 
of photographs the artist once saw. A good many are her glosses on 
Manet, Sargent, Velázquez and Goya. None of her subjects sat Any Number of Preoccupations  (2010)

A British artist of Ghanaian ancestry, Yiadom-Boakye is absorbed by the multitudinous possibilities of black. With a palette 
of ebony, coal, sable, pitch, and jet, she delves into the complexities of tactile darkness and pairs tenebrous skin with the 
velvety gleam of a dyed peacock feather. 

Manet painted his wife in a suburban living room, expertly juxtaposing every tinge of white, from whipped cream lace 
around her neck to the silken foam of her cascading dress. Yiadom-Boakye works similar magic in darker ranges, and 
treats Manet’s subject matter as a tossed gauntlet, which she picks up. 

She even takes on “Olympia”. In Manet’s masterpiece, a black servant appears behind the nude prostitute, bearing a 
bouquet of flowers from an admiring client. Olympia lounges tensely on a daybed, a pasty figure lodged against a tangle 
of white linens. Yiadom-Boakye reproduces the scene – only now a shirtless black man stretches out provocatively, and a 
harsh emptiness takes the place of the dark-skinned servant, making her absence palpable. 

Yiadom-Boakye also strides fearlessly into a confrontation with Sargent’s celebrated depiction of “Dr Pozzi at Home”, from 
1881, recasting it as a portrait of a lively but generic person of colour who has borrowed the good doctor’s crimson robe, 
white collar, and hand-on-hip attitude. 

You might choose to see this twist on society portraiture as nothing more than a postmodern smirk. How blind the masters 
were, even with their supercharged powers of observation! The world they lived in was multicoloured, yet in their 
depictions of it blacks make only cameo appearances as domestics or exotics. For a black artist to paint is already a 
challenge to an exclusive legacy; to paint black subjects is doubly defiant. Yiadom-Boakye does more. She creates 
luxuriant tableaux populated by black protagonists and offers an alternate story in which the old masters applied their 
magical hands to a more accurate vision of the world. The show’s curator, Naomi Beckwith, makes so much of all these 
knowing invocations of the past that she labels her a conceptual artist. 

The term does her a disservice. Yiadom-Boakye’s lush, seductive textures and nocturnal hues, and the imposing 
presence of her imaginary subjects give these huge canvases a potency that goes beyond mere polemic. For decades, 
the painter Barkley Hendricks has endowed friends and acquaintances with the monumental dignity of Holbein potentates. 
Like him, Yiadom-Boakye not only deconstructs and criticises the tradition of portraiture; she celebrates, reclaims, and 
adds to it. 

Budick, Ariella. “Lynette Yiadon-Boakye at the Studio Museum.” Financial Times, 26 November 2010. 
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s  
Fashionable Eye 
New York Times Style Magazine - Culture 
By NADINE RUBIN NATHAN November 15, 2010  
 

 
Courtesy Jack Shainman Gallery, NY “9am Jerez de la Frontera,” 2010. 

At the opening of her solo show at the Jack Shainman Gallery last April, Lynette Yiadom-Boakye wore a 
strapless, ruffled minidress in an of-the-moment Liberty print. The British artist could easily have been 
mistaken for one of the fashionable-looking characters in her large-scale, oil-on-canvas portraits, except for 
the fact that her subjects exist only in her imagination. 

“They are suggestions of people,” said Yiadom-Boakye, 33, who was in New York last week for the opening 
of “Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: Any Number of Preoccupations,” her first solo museum show at the Studio 
Museum in Harlem on Nov. 11. “They don’t share our concerns or anxieties. They are somewhere else 
altogether.” 

Where that is, is anyone’s guess. The 25 fictional portraits on view give few clues. Broad brushstrokes and 
subdued tones draw on formal aspects of traditional portraiture, but her subjects are of African descent. The 
backgrounds, devoid of the possessions that would denote social standing, time or place, swirl into murky 
nothingness drawing the eye to their seemingly contemporary ensembles. 

Yiadom-Boakye insists that clothes are not her focus, and that the painted accouterments are arbitrary. 

Nathan, Nadine Rubin. “Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s Fashionable Eye.” T Magazine, 15 November 2010. 
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Courtesy Jack Shainman Gallery, NY “Any Number of Preoccupations, 2010.”  

“Lynette works in modes of appropriation, all her paintings are a collage,” said Naomi Beckwith, the show’s 
curator, pointing out that in “Any Number of Preoccupations, 2010,” for which the show is named, Yiadom-
Boakye is referencing John Singer Sargent’s 1881 portrait, “Dr. Pozzi at Home.” “In this case, she is quoting 
social portraits of stylish and fashionable people.” 

In both portraits the subjects wear identical blood-red robes, but while Dr. Pozzi is almost overpowered by 
his — some critics think of his portrait as “red with a face” — the seated man in Ms. Yiadom-Boakye’s work 
is incredibly imposing. “[Many of] the poses and the gestures suggest self-presentation or an exhibitionist 
dimension,” said the critic and curator Okwui Enwezor. “But clothing is not really the primary thing. It’s about 
visibility and invisibility. She has really figured out conceptually how to insert a black figure into the 
discourse.” 

Yiadom-Boakye’s star has been on the rise since her work appeared in Flow, a critically acclaimed survey 
of emerging African diaspora artists (her parents are Ghanain) hosted by the Studio Museum in 2008. At 
the Armory Show in March this year, a month before the show at Jack Shainman, her European gallery, 
Faye Fleming & Partner, dedicated its entire stand to her work. 

In “Wrist Action, 2010,” a young black woman with a wide smile wears a white turtleneck and dark trousers. 
One hand is enrobed in a salmon-pink glove that is threatening to melt into a blob. It’s as if Yiadom-Boakye 
is throwing down the gauntlet (literally), using the accessory as an excuse for what she wants to do with 
form. 

She says: “Painting for me is the subject. The figures exist only through paint, through color, line, tone and 
mark-making.” 

Nathan, Nadine Rubin. “Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’s Fashionable Eye.” T Magazine, 15 November 2010. 
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513 West 20th Street 
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Lynette Yiadom-Boakye, Any Number of Preoccupations, 2010, oil on canvas, 63 x 78 3/4”. 

The larger-than-life portraits comprising the London-born Ghanaian artist Lynette Yiadom-
Boakye’s exhibition “Essays and Documents” confront the viewer with strong gazes and bold 
brushstrokes. In contrast to what the show’s title suggests, the works here eschew any sense of 
conventional narrative, as most figures are painted against gestural planes of color. In style and 
sheer luxury of paint, these pieces speak consciously to a dominant continental European 
tradition, including Velázquez and especially Manet, rather than to the more immediate heritage 
of expressionist figuration in twentieth-century Britain. The effect of this is particularly intriguing 
given that the vast majority of people in Yiadom-Boakye’s works are black, and the artist has 
isolated their race by eliminating nearly all identifying social context around these fictitious 
figures. 

Take the bust Further Pressure from Cannibals (all work 2010): Its subject’s gender is not readily 
discernible, and the title calls attention ironically to the way we as viewers consume the body. 
While each of the works is a fascinating case study in psychological complexity, this is particularly 
true of Any Number of Preoccupations, wherein a man depicted in a bright red bathrobe takes 
hold over the viewer with his stare, posture, and concentration. By imbuing her portraits with such 
raw appeal and potent physicality, while also problematizing histories and modes that refer to 
once-strongly racialized representations of bourgeois life, Yiadom-Boakye’s show offers a 
statement to match each character’s considerable depth and power. 

— Beth Citron 

Citron, Beth. “Critic’s Pick’s New York.” Artforum (April 2010). 
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Sally O’Reilly, ‘Lynette Yiadom-Boakye’, Time Out, June 26 2007 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye 

Until Jul 22 Gasworks, 155 Vauxhall Street, London, SE11 5RH  

Two separate portraits, perhaps of brothers or the same man on different 
days, are entitled ‘Settler’ and ‘Settlement’. The proximity of the titles and 
their insinuation of interconnection urge us to identify visual counterparts in 
the paintings themselves: one man, the settler, has a closed mouth and 
hair swept back; the other has more erratic hair and is smiling serenely. 
There is, of course, no literal meaning to be inferred from the comparison, 
but Lynette Yiadom-Boakye seems to be manipulating our drive for logical 
closure as if it too were paint. Another pair of related heads, this time in 
profile, called ‘Holder’ and ‘Erector’, are hung opposite one another to strike 
up an enigmatic conversation, while elsewhere the title ‘Diagrammatical’ 
almost commands that we read the impasto black lines that delineate the 
eyebrows, nose and mouth as a geometric formula and the neckline of the t-
shirt as a mathematically significant boundary.   
 
The influence of European portraiture on Yiadom-Boakye is obvious, 
although she doesn’t necessarily draw from life and often invents 
characters or paints them in series. The tactility of the brushstrokes 
predominate over such defunct ideas as true likeness, and backdrops are 
left unspecified, like atmospheric vacuums. Such neutrality quells the 
politics of representation somewhat, with the all-black sitters seeming less 
a case of cultural reclamation than simply matter of fact, and pulls focus 
towards the almost rhythmic glances and stares that pass between them.   
 
Sally O’Reilly, Tue Jun 26 
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